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Abstract

Enzymes are the cell’s executive molecules that catalyse the chemical

reactions required for an organism to function. Some enzymes require

cofactors (metal ions or organic small molecules) for catalysis. Ap-

proximately half of all enzyme reactions crucially depend on organic

enzyme cofactors. In order to better understand the chemistry of life,

it is important to understand the properties, evolutionary context and

functional roles of organic enzyme cofactors.

The aim of this work is to investigate this important group of com-

pounds. Which molecules are organic enzyme cofactors? What is their

molecular function and enzymatic mechanism? What are their physi-

cochemical properties? How are they different from other metabo-

lites in the cell? Are there intrinsic groupings among them? Which

enzyme reactions use them? How variable is their conformation in

crystallographic protein structures and in solution? How does their

conformation vary among homologous proteins? These questions have

been investigated using computational methods.

The data were extracted manually from the scientific literature and

automatically from web resources and has been stored in a database.

Statistical methods including uni- and multivariate data analysis have

been applied to analyse one-dimensional descriptors, two-dimensional

structures and functional roles of the cofactor molecules, while the

conformational analysis further uses three-dimensional superposition.

The results show that organic enzyme cofactors are slightly larger and

more polar than the other metabolites although their physicochemi-

cal properties sample all of metabolite space. Intrinsic groupings can

be identified based on descriptors, two-dimensional structures and



molecular functions. Some organic cofactors share common building

blocks, which complete and partially complement the functional pro-

file of catalytic amino acids and metal ions. The conformational vari-

ability of a cofactor depends on its group membership and can vary

substantially from its conformational variability in solution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Enzyme reactions have been widely investigated for many decades, yet their

modes of action, mechanisms and three-dimensional structures are still poorly

understood in many cases. New insights are therefore still published regularly.

Enzymes are the main effector molecules in the cell and without them cellular

metabolism, as we know it, would not be sustainable. An estimated 45% of

all known enzyme reactions (as defined by their Enzyme Commission number,

NC-IUBMB & Webb, 1992) rely on at least one cofactor to perform their task.

Cofactors are molecules that actively assist the catalytic amino acids in en-

zyme catalysis. Generally there are metal ions and small organic molecules per-

forming this cofactor function in enzymes. In this thesis, organic enzyme cofactors

will be investigated as one of the three catalytic entities (catalytic amino acids,

metal ions and organic cofactors) that enable enzymatic reactions, and thus the

chemistry of life.

Although a lot of research is focused on single organic cofactor molecules or

groups of them, to the author’s best knowledge no systematic study of organic

enzyme cofactors from a general perspective has been published to date1. Un-

derstanding how enzymes catalyse the vast majority of the chemical reactions

required for life, with astonishing efficiency, selectivity of substrates and under

1except for the author’s own publications
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physiological conditions, is not only fascinating but also of great interest for

industrial applications. For example, enzymes can be used to selectively synthe-

sise a specific stereoisomer of a desired chemical compound. Further, enzymes

themselves are used as an additive to detergents like washing powder, or in food

processing, for instance in the production of diary products. In pharmaceutical

research, too, enzymes are of great importance, as the majority of all approved

drug targets are enzymes (Overington et al., 2006). The incentive to gain a better

understanding of enzyme catalysis is strong from a scientific as well as an indus-

trial perspective, and the motivation to learn about organic enzyme cofactors is

rooted in their large contribution to Nature’s catalytic toolkit.

1.2 Proteins and enzymes

Enzymes are, like all proteins, made up of amino acids connected through peptide

bonds (Bugg, 2004, 8). There are 201 standard amino acid building blocks.

1.2.1 Introduction to proteins

When a protein is biosynthesised from the mRNA template in the ribosome,

specific amino acids enter the active site of the ribosome based on the code on the

mRNA template. Neighbouring amino acids form peptide bonds and a peptide

chain (primary structure of the protein) is produced (Patthy, 1999, 8-9,12). This

one-dimensional chain locally adopts one of three general conformational states in

folded2 proteins, which is referred to as the protein’s secondary structure: a right-

handed helix (α-helix), sheet-like arrangements of sections of the peptide chain

(β-sheet) or β-turns (Patthy, 1999, 22-24). Due to the different physicochemical

properties of the amino acids in the chain, the three-dimensional folding of a

protein chain (tertiary structure) is mainly driven by entropy and the hydrophobic

effect (Fersht, 1999, 508-515). The hydrophobic amino acids are situated mostly

in the core of the folded protein, whereas the polar and charged amino acid

1The vast majority of proteins consists of the 20 standard amino acids. However, some

organisims use other amino acids, such as selenocysteine and pyrroyllysine.
2Not all residues are in these three well-structured states. About 30% are unstructured,

typically in extended loop regions.
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1.2 Proteins and enzymes

residues are more likely to be found on the surface (Branden & Tooze, 1991, 38).

Both the hydrophobic effect and the change in entropy are based on the high

water content of the cell: the hydrophobic residues maximise their favourable

interaction with each other by minimising their contact surface with polar water

(hydrophobic effect), and the order among the water molecules is lower when the

protein is folded, thus resulting in a loss of entropy (Fersht, 1999, 508-510) for

the water molecules.

A folded unit of protein in three-dimensional space is usually referred to as a

protein domain (Branden & Tooze, 1991, 26). Note that there is no one-to-one

relationship between protein chains and domains: one protein chain may encode

two or more domains (Branden & Tooze, 1991, 26). A functional protein may

further require several domains (Patthy, 1999, 142-143), and in fact several amino

acid chains to work together. If a protein’s chains adopt a specific orientation to-

wards each other, this is referred to as the protein’s quaternary structure (Fersht,

1999, 24).

Several databases aim to classify protein domains, for instance SCOP (Struc-

tural Classification Of Proteins, Andreeva et al., 2008), CATH (Greene et al.,

2007) and Pfam (Protein families, Finn et al.,2010). In this work, the CATH

classification of protein structures is used to identify domains in protein struc-

tures. CATH hierarchically classifies protein structural domains. The first four

levels of the hierarchy are Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous super-

family. Hence, the CATH definition of structural domains, as stated on their web

page (CATH, 2009), is used here. The CATH database uses a computer-assisted

but manually curated approach to determine domains in protein structures.

It is worth noting that proteins are not static, or fixed to one exact con-

formation in three-dimensional space. While globular proteins are often more

densely packed and rigid in the core, the solvent-exposed fragments often vary

considerably in conformation (Fersht, 1999, 24). Although the fold of a protein is

generally defined by its primary structure, proteins have a certain degree of flex-

ibility. Conformational changes like inter-domain or major loop flexibility may

occur upon ligand binding, post-translational modification or during catalysis

and thus often have functional relevance (Fersht, 1999, 369).
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1.2.2 Introduction to enzymes

Enzymes are all those proteins that catalyse chemical reactions, i.e. transforma-

tions from one or more substrates to one or more products (Bugg, 2004, 1,8).

The active site of the enzyme is the site where the substrates bind to the enzyme

and the transformation occurs. Mostly, the active site is located in one of the

largest clefts in the enzyme’s surface and often it is deeply buried (Bartlett et al.,

2002a).

Enzymes are catalysts, and thus they accelerate chemical reactions. There

are many different hypotheses that aim to explain how enzymes work (Silverman,

2004, 174). The most commonly used and accessible hypothesis is transition state

theory, in which enzymes work by lowering the activation energy barrier (Bugg,

2004, 31). The activation energy is “the difference in free energy between the

reagent(s) and the transition state for the reaction” (Bugg, 2004, 31). Thus,

the activation energy is a high energy state of the reaction intermediate that

the reaction coordinate passes through on the way from substrates to products.

The activation energy can be lowered by stabilisation of the transition state or

by using a lower energy reaction pathway (Bugg, 2004, 31). These goals may

be achieved by several means. The shape of the active site (binding pocket,

as defined by Kahraman et al., 2007) may restrict the conformations that the

substrates can adopt. Further, the electrostatic environment and the pH value of

the active site may be adjusted depending on which amino acids line the surface

of the active site cavity. Generally speaking, the purpose of the active site is to

create a favourable environment that makes the chemical reaction catalysed by

the enzyme more likely to happen.

Enzymes are classified by the Enzyme Commission (E.C., NC-IUBMB &

Webb, 1992) based on the overall chemical transformation they catalyse. The

E.C. number is a four level hierarchical classification of an enzyme’s overall re-

action. The E.C. class (level 1) denotes the general type of reaction, of which

there are six (1: oxidoreductases, 2: transferases, 3: hydrolases, 4: lyases, 5:

isomerases, 6: ligases). The next two classification levels (level 2: sub-class and

level 3: sub-sub-class) depend on the class, but generally describe the chemistry
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of the overall reaction in ever-greater detail. The fourth level gives a serial num-

ber for each enzyme reaction, effectively describing the substrate specificity of

the enzyme. It is crucial to note that one E.C. number does not denote an en-

zyme, but an overall chemical reaction. Thus, several enzymes, which may be

non-homologous, may be identified by the same E.C. number if they catalyse the

same overall reaction (Galperin et al., 1998). To what extent this happens has

been investigated in our research group and others (Galperin et al., 1998; Holli-

day et al., 2011). Holliday et al. (2011) have estimated the number of different

enzyme families per E.C. node to be between 1.93 and 3.45.

1.3 Cofactors

Cofactors are molecules or ions which are essential for some enzymes. For in-

stance, some vitamins have been identified early in the 20th century as cofactors

or coenzymes (Bugg, 2004, 3). As the scope and exact terminology of the terms

cofactor and coenzyme varies, the first task was to establish a working definition

of what exactly was meant by these terms.

1.3.1 Cofactor definition for this thesis

In mid 20th century scientific publications, the word cofactor denoted any molecule

that is required for an enzyme reaction to occur (often in vitro, e.g. Silverman &

Nandi, 1988) apart from the substrate(s) and the (apo-) protein consisting only

of the 20 amino acids. With increasing structural knowledge, the term “cofac-

tor” was refined to small molecules that are necessary for catalysis and present

in the active site. This already excludes regulatory site binders, although these

had often been referred to as cofactors in publications (e.g. Larsson & Reichard,

1966). Often, the terms “coenzyme”, “cofactor” and “cosubstrate” are used in-

terchangeably, which has, in some circles, lead to the assumption that coenzymes

are catalysts in the pure chemical sense and thus have to emerge unchanged after

each catalytic cycle, much like an enzyme does. To define what a cofactor should

be in this study, the IUPAC Gold Book (McNaught & Wilkinson, 1997; Union of
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Pure & Applied Chemistry, 2005–2009) was consulted, which states that cofac-

tors are “organic molecules ... or ions ... that are required by an enzyme [for]

its activity.” This definition also states that a “cofactor binds with its associated

protein (apoenzymes), which is functionally inactive, to form the active enzyme

(holoenzyme)” (Union of Pure & Applied Chemistry, 2005–2009).

However, this definition is further refined for this work, by requiring that a

cofactor must be present at the catalytic site. This is necessary, because cases

of constitutive allosteric regulation exist (e.g. phosphobilinogen synthase, E.C.

4.2.1.24, uses magnesium ions as allosteric activators), but they are not considered

to be cofactors, as they do not play an active role in the catalytic process, i.e.

they are chemically inert.

Figure 1.1: A: Schematic of the different types of cofactor-roles, i: coenzyme role,

ii: prosthetic grup role, and iii: polypeptide-derived prosthetic group. Blue circle:

enzyme, red triangle: cofactor. The substrate is shown in green and the product

in gray. B: Classification of cofactors.

To further differentiate cofactors, it is worth following up on another sentence

in the Gold Book definition of cofactors: “They may be attached either loosely

or tightly (prosthetic group) to the enzyme” (Union of Pure & Applied Chem-

istry, 2005–2009). Therefore, two kinds of cofactors are distinguished: coenzymes

and prosthetic groups. The Gold Book defines a coenzyme as “the dissociable,

low-relative-molecular-mass active group of an enzyme which transfers chemical

6
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groups, hydrogen or electrons” (Union of Pure & Applied Chemistry, 2005–2009).

In contrast to this dissociable form of a cofactor, a prosthetic group is “the non-

amino acid portion of a conjugated protein” (Union of Pure & Applied Chemistry,

2005–2009). Although there are also prosthetic groups that are not cofactors (e.g.

retinal in light receptors), only those prosthetic groups that are located in the

active site of an enzyme (and not in other proteins) are denoted cofactors. As

mentioned already in the Gold Book definition of the term cofactor, a prosthetic

group “may be attached either loosely or tightly . . . to the enzyme” (Union of

Pure & Applied Chemistry, 2005–2009). For our purpose, a prosthetic group is

therefore distinguished from a coenzyme in that – once inserted into the apoen-

zyme – it stays with the enzyme over many catalytic cycles, possibly until the

enzyme is degraded. The coenzyme, on the other hand, binds to the enzyme at

the beginning of each catalytic cycle and leaves at the end of it. It may therefore

be alternatively referred to as cosubstrate, although this term is not defined in

the Gold Book.

While the Gold Book states that prosthetic groups are non-amino acid por-

tions, here cofactors that are (partially) made of amino acids are not excluded

from the definition. Coenzyme A or the structurally related molecule pantothenic

acid, for instance, are partly composed of standard amino acids, but build a new

molecule that is not assembled by the ribosome. These molecules are included

in the definition of cofactors for this work. Further a special kind of prosthetic

groups are included, which are the polypeptide-derived cofactors. They arise from

post-translational modifications of standard amino acids (e.g. TPQ, Schwartz &

Klinman 2001) or from auto-catalysis of two or more standard amino acids in

the apoenzyme (e.g. MIO, Christianson et al., 2007b). This does not include

modifications for signalling purposes (e.g. phosphorylation, acetylation etc.) or

selenocysteine. The hierarchy of the terms cofactor, coenzyme, prosthetic group

and polypeptide-derived cofactor is summarised in figure 1.1.

1.3.2 Ambiguous cases

In some cases it is difficult to decide if a compound is a coenzyme or a substrate

to the reaction. Examples are molecules like NAD(P)H or ATP. In this work,

7
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NAD(P)H is included as a cofactor, because it fulfils all the criteria (transfers

electrons, is dissociable, is not a standard amino acid and is actively involved in

catalysis) and moreover because this function is the molecule’s main purpose in

the cell. In contrast, ATP does not – in the vast majority of cases – fulfil all

the criteria: although it is dissociable, not a standard amino acid and actively

involved in catalysis, it usually does not transfer the phosphate group, but instead

it has one of its P-O bonds cleaved and ADP plus inorganic phosphate (or AMP

plus diphosphate) released in order to provide energy for otherwise endergonic

reactions. The molecule also functions as an allosteric regulator of some enzymes

(Datta, 1970; Larsson & Reichard, 1966). Since ATP’s primary purpose in the cell

is to provide energy and to be a building block for RNA (and DNA) sequences,

it is not considered a cofactor in this work.

Some molecules may act as cofactors, but have additional roles, for instance in

small molecule transport. Heme, for example, famously transports oxygen within

the blood stream, but does not catalyse a metabolic reaction in the corresponding

protein hemoglobin. In other reactions, however, heme molecules are actively

involved in a catalytic mechanism (for instance in the peroxidase reaction, E.C.

1.11.1.7).

There are several example reactions of molecules that can be easily mistaken

for cofactors although they are not, according to the above definition. A classic

example is coenzyme A: its main purpose in the cell is to transfer acetyl-residues

(C1) to a substrate, but it also serves as an acyl-carrier (longer Cn chains). In the

latter function, coenzyme A does not act as a coenzyme, because the sulfur atom,

which executes the group-transfer, is not involved in the reaction. An example

for this is acetyl-CoA in the mechanism of acetyl-CoA C-acyltransferase (E.C.

2.3.1.16, see MACiE (Holliday et al., 2005) entry M0077 for mechanism). In

that reaction (acyl-CoA + acetyl-CoA → CoA + 3-oxoacyl-CoA), it is the other

substrate, acyl-CoA, that transfers a group to cysteine residue, which eventually

transfers it to the group acceptor acetyl-CoA. Therefore, acyl-CoA is considered

to be a cofactor in this reaction, but acetyl-CoA is not. Another interesting

example is pyrogallol hydroxytransferase (E.C. 1.97.1.2). Here, the same molecule

appears on the substrate and on the product side (A+B → B+C), as shown in

figure 1.2. One might argue that B is therefore a cofactor, because the molecule

8
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emerges from the reaction unchanged, like a real catalyst. However, after taking

a closer look at the mechanism, it becomes clear that molecule B is in fact a

substrate and not a cofactor, because the majority of the atoms in B (green in

figure 1.2) on the left-hand side end up as atoms of C on the right-hand side. If

B was a cofactor, it should be composed of the identical atoms on both sides of

the reaction arrow (with the exception of protons, electrons and the groups that

it might transfer).

Considering all of the above, table 1.1 contains all the molecules that are

considered as cofactors in this work.

OH

HO OH

OH

OH

OHHO

OH

OH

OH

HO HO OH

OH

A Bsubstrate Bproduct C

Figure 1.2: Overall reaction of pyrogallol hydroxytransferase (E.C. 1.97.1.2, MA-

CiE entry M0146. Identical heavy atoms on substrate and product sides are

coloured with identical colours.

Therefore, to summarise, our working definition of an organic cofactor is an

organic molecule, which is located at the active site of an enzyme and is actively

involved in biocatalysis. Cofactors are required by an enzyme for its activity

and standard amino acids are excluded from the definition. A cofactor’s main

task in the cell is to assist in the catalysis of enzyme reactions. It can be either

dissociable (coenzyme) or attached tightly (prosthetic group) to the enzyme. A

cofactor transfers small chemical groups, electrons or protons and may or may

not emerge unchanged from the reaction.

Individual cofactors have long been identified and extensive experimental

studies have been performed, investigating their involvement in nutrition and

disease. The objective of this work is to understand the use and distribution of

cofactors in enzymes, and to explore their physicochemical properties, chemical

9
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structures, structural conformations as well as their function. Here for the first

time, all the organic enzyme cofactors are brought together. All this information

is collected and presented with key facts about each cofactor from primary lite-

rature and stored in a publicly available database that can be viewed online at

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/CoFactor.
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CoFactor name Function HET

Adenosylcobalamin Rearrangements B12,COB
Bond cleavage
Group transfer (-CH3)

N CH3

CH3

NH2

O

N
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NH
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O
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O
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O
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CH3
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O

N
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O
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H3C

O

H2N Co

P

O
O-

O

O

OH

N

OH

N

O

N

N

N

N

NH2

OH

OH

H3C

CH3

CH3

Ascorbic acid Redox ASC

O

-O OH

O

OH

HO
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Biopterin Group transfer (-OH) H4B,BH4,
Redox THB

HN

N

N
H

H
NH2N

O OH

OH

CH3

Biotin Group transfer (-CO2) BTN

NHHN

S O

NH2

O

Coenzyme A Group transfer (-CR) COA,COZ

N N

N

N NH2

O

OHO

P

O

OHHO

OH

P

O

O

OH

P

O

OO

CH3H3C

HO
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O

SH
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P
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O
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SH
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Coenzyme M Group transfer (-CH3) COM

S

O-

O

O

S
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O

OH
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Flavin adenine dinucleotide Redox FAD,FDA
Activation
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Heme Redox HEB,HEM,
HEA,HEC,
HEO

NN

N N

Fe

CH3

R2
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H3C

R3 CH3

OH
O

OH
O
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N
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Menaquinone Redox MQ7

O

O

CH3

CH3

H
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N

N

O
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Orthoquinone residues Redox –
(LTQ, TTQ, CTQ)

O
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S-adenosylmethionine Redox SAM
Group transfer(CH3)
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Ubiquinone (Coenzyme Q) Redox U10,UQ1,
UQ2,UQ5,
UQ7

O

O

O

CH3

O

H3C

CH3

C
H2

CH3

H

n

Table 1.1: Overview of all organic cofactors considered
in this work: their names, two-dimensional structures
(active atoms highlighted in magenta), their functions
and PDB HET codes.

1.4 Existing work

The amount of published research on each single cofactor is overwhelming and

often spans decades. Thus summarising the entire literature on all cofactors

exceeds the scope of this thesis. The CoFactor database (see chapter 3) and a

summary of the hand-curated information stored there (see section 3.2) provides a

rough overview for each cofactor and links to the scientific literature are provided

there.

1.4.1 Biocatalysis, enzyme design and evolution of cofac-

tors

In this section, an overview of the basics as well as the current topics in enzyme

research is given. The aim is to demonstrate the applictions of this research field,

and to show its importance and possible impact on society in the future.

1.4.1.1 Biocatalysis

Catalysis of chemical reactions in biological systems has been found to be per-

formed by catalytic RNA molecules or enzymes. There are various theories that
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explain how enzymes generally transform substrates to products. From a ki-

netic point of view, the concentration of the substrates and products and their

respective free energy defines the equilibrium for the reaction, while the activa-

tion energy and thus the transition state define the rate of the reaction. From

thermodynamics it is known that the change in free energy (∆G) depends on the

temperature T , the change in entropy (∆S) and the change in enthalpy (∆H),

which occur over the course of the reaction. Equation 1.1 describes the relation-

ships between these variables (Fersht, 1999, 55-56).

∆G = ∆H − T∆S (1.1)

The most popular theory to date of how enzymes generally work is the tran-

sition state theory, which has been summarised in section 1.2.2. Later research

suggests that proton tunnelling is an alternative mechanism with which the en-

zyme may achieve the transformation by passing through the activation energy

barrier, rather than over it (Benkovic & Hammes-Schiffer, 2003; Klinman, 2009;

Sutcliffe & Scrutton, 2000). Quantum tunnelling has been shown to occur for

small particles with very little mass like electrons and it is an established mecha-

nism for biological electron transfer (Markus & Sutin, 1985). The recent research

suggests that this might also happen for larger particles like protons or hydrogen

atoms, though over smaller distances due to their larger mass. In combination

with the changing height of the activation energy barrier due to the protein’s

conformational flexibility, hydrogen or proton tunnelling is considered to be a

possible mechanism by some scientists (Sutcliffe & Scrutton, 2000) for at least a

subset of enzymes, although opinions in the field diverge (Kamerlin et al., 2010).

1.4.1.2 Recent progress in biocatalysis and enzyme design

In recent decades, the idea to engineer and modify naturally occurring enzymes

has inspired researchers from various backgrounds. Potential applications of arti-

ficially modified enzymes that are slightly adapted and tailored to a specific task

promise advances in stereospecific synthesis of drugs for medical applications,

chemicals for industrial applications, or even biofuel cells (Kim et al., 2006).
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The relatively mild conditions (compared to some chemical synthesis pro-

cesses), in which enzymes catalyse reactions, and the high catalytic turnover

are two of the desirable properties of enzyme catalysis (Cirino & Sun, 2008).

As biosynthetic pathways are modular (one enzyme as one module), the idea

to combine modules from biologically separated pathways to form new natural

product-like molecules has been discussed (see review by Zhou et al., 2008). Real-

ising this idea may be difficult, for instance if the native substrate of the template

enzyme is slightly different from the molecule that needs to be transformed in the

industrial application process. Directed evolution has been used to address this

problem in order to adapt an enzyme’s substrate specificity. This technique may

further be applied to improve other catalytic properties of an enzyme’s ability to

perform the target reaction (Rubin-Pitel & Zhao, 2006). Coward-Kelly & Chen

(2008) have recently reviewed tools and technologies that aim to solve the current

problems in biocatalysis. They conclude that techniques from areas such as na-

notechnology, bioinformatics and protein engineering are becoming more popular

and yield satisfactory results. This is facilitated by recent advances in engineering

platforms, which have recently been reviewed by Cirino & Sun (2008).

Most recently, miniaturised reactors have been used to parallelise enzyme re-

actions and thus increase the throughput. A more detailed review of the advances

of miniaturisation in biocatalysis was published by Fernandes (2010).

In some areas, enzyme design has already been implemented. Proteases have

been used as biocatalysts in laundry detergent since the 1960s, to facilitate the

removal of food stains (Banik & Prakash, 2004). To achieve this, the enzyme’s

stability needs to be optimised for higher pH values, and when washing at higher

temperatures, the thermostability is adjusted as well. This is necessary for the

enzyme to work under the conditions in a washing machine, rather than in a

living cell.

In pharmaceutical research, enzymes such as the non-ribosomal peptide syn-

thases have been shown to produce bioactive natural products including some

antibiotics. These enzymes have been recognised as a modular system of “sub-

enzymes” that may potentially be engineered to produce new natural product-like

compounds. A full review of non-ribosomal peptide synthases was published by

Sieber & Marahiel (2005).
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Enzyme-based biofuel cells convert chemical energy to electrical energy. They

oxidise for example sugars instead of fossil fuels, which is an important advan-

tage over burning fossil fuels with respect to counteracting the effects of human-

induced climate change. They have been heavily investigated, since the system

offers renewable catalysts that operate at room temperature (Minteer et al., 2007).

In this context mediators are those compounds that shuttle electrons, which are

often organometallic complexes, much like some organic cofactors are.

Some cofactors, like factor F430, coenzyme B and coenzyme M, take part in a

methane-generating reaction (coenzyme-B sulfoethylthiotransferase, E.C. 2.8.4.1)

in methanogenic bacteria. This reaction is also important in considering renew-

able energy sources and climate change (Dey et al., 2010). All these ideas connect

enzyme design for industrial applications with the research on organic enzyme co-

factors.

Although the technical details of how enzymes may be artificially modified

exceed the scope of this thesis, the idea of enzyme design is relevant for this

work. Organic cofactors have already played important roles in enzyme design

experiments, for instance when an enzyme was modified to use NADP instead of

NAD (Nair & Zhao, 2007). More crucial changes in cofactor usage might be an

interesting tool in future enzyme design projects.

1.4.1.3 Evolution of cofactors

One hypothesis of how early life might have evolved on Earth is the RNA-world

hypothesis (Muller, 2006). According to this proposal, RNA molecules once func-

tioned as molecules for storing genetic information as well as for executing cata-

lysis. These tasks are thought to be mainly performed by DNA and proteins,

respectively, in cells today. The central position of RNA molecules in the flow of

information in today’s living cells has often been seen as supporting evidence for

the RNA-world hypothesis. Further, many cofactors have RNA-portions: from

whole RNA nucleotides like NAD or FAD, to parts of nucleotides like S-adenysol-

methionine and vitamin B12. This may be considered as evidence in today’s

cellular chemistry for remnants from the RNA-world, where these cofactors may

have been recruited by RNA molecules to perform catalysis. These RNA-portions
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(even phosphate groups as found in thiamine diphosphate) may have been ways

to connect a chemically and catalytically useful compound to the ribozyme. It

is important to note that the RNA-world hypothesis, although very appealing,

is not (yet) generally accepted and may change with new scientific evidence. A

comprehensive review of the theories on the emergence of life on earth has been

published by Lahav (2001).

The use of organic cofactors by catalytic RNA molecules in a hypothetical

RNA-world was investigated by Jadhav & Yarus (2002) and found to be likely, at

least for the nucleotidyl coenzymes. Although this aspect of organic cofactors is

a fascinating subject, the focus of this thesis is mainly on organic cofactors found

in enzymes that exist to date.

1.4.2 Existing data resources

The rise of the Internet has enabled researchers to provide and retrieve data

about enzymes and the compounds involved in their reactions from databases

with online access. This development is of great use to both the experimentalists,

who use them to learn details about the enzyme(s) that are of importance to

their research question, and to the research informaticians, who might want to

investigate one aspect of enzymes or their compounds in a large data set. The

next two sections thus aim to provide an overview of the available data resources.

1.4.2.1 Compound resources

Over the last decade, major efforts have been undertaken by the large research

institutes all over the world to make the chemical knowledge more accessible to

large-scale analysis. In Japan, the KEGG project offers a wide range of drug, en-

zyme and compound related databases (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000). KEGG COM-

POUND is the most relevant of these databases to this work, as it holds in-

formation about all the compounds that are substrates and products in KEGG

ENZYME. The latter is an enzyme reaction database that follows the E.C. clas-

sification (NC-IUBMB & Webb, 1992) with added integrated information, for

example about links to pathways or drug molecules. In the United States, the Na-

tional Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) hosts the PubChem (Bolton
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et al., 2008) databases and in Europe, the European Bioinformatics Institute

(EBI ) runs ChEBI (Degtyarenko et al., 2008), a database of – and ontology for –

Chemical Entities of Biological Interest. The ChEBI ontology provides the basis

for data collection in this work, as shown in figure 2.1 in chapter 2. In terms

of three-dimensional conformations of protein structures, the world wide Protein

Data Bank (wwPDB , Berman et al., 2007) is the main repository for experimen-

tally derived structures of proteins and other biomolecules. The ligands contained

in those structures are identified by a three-letter code. Information about each

of these ligands is documented for example in the PDBeChem database, one of

the databases provided by the PDBe (Protein Data Bank in Europe Boutselakis

et al., 2003). An overview page for each PDB entry including the key litera-

ture reference, a number of structural analysis plots and information about the

protein, ligands, protein-protein interactions as well as links to other relevant

databases is provided by PDBsum (Laskowski, 2009).

In addition to the aforementioned resources, there are numerous databases for

many aspects of three-dimensional structures. PDB-Ligand (Shin & Cho, 2005)

offers a ligand-centric view of small molecular ligands in the PDB. According to

the publication, the database provides the means to browse, superimpose, classify

and visualize the ligands. However, PDB-Ligand does not seem to be available at

the published Internet address anymore. Het-PDB Navi (Yamaguchi et al., 2004)

is another web interface that provides information about which small molecules

bind to which PDB structures.

BindingDB (Liu et al., 2007) and PDBbind (Wang et al., 2005) hold infor-

mation on protein-ligand binding affinities, which have been collected from the

literature. The focus of these projects is on drug targets or candidate drugs with

published structural data.

Apart from the active site of an enzyme, proteins may have other functional

sites, including post-translationally modified sites, ligand binding sites or protein-

protein/DNA/RNA interaction sites. Some of these sites are annotated in the

PDB files using the PDB SITE records. The PDBSite (Ivanisenko et al., 2005)

database provides information about all these functional sites, as well as the

interaction sites that were inferred from contact residues. MSDsite (Golovin et al.,

2005) provides all the contact residues of each PDB ligand from the biological
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assembly. The data may be queried with Prosite patterns and short sequences.

The service is now called PDBeMotif.

Bioactive or drug-like small molecules are provided by the ChEMBL (Bender,

2010) database. It contains two-dimensional structure information as well as

calculated molecular properties and abstracted bioactivities. DrugBank (Knox

et al., 2011) holds manually curated information about drugs and drug targets,

including ontology and structural information as well as knowledge about function

and metabolism. Finally, MMsINC (Masciocchi et al., 2009) holds non-redundant

and highly curated information about biomedically relevant chemical structures

as well as computationally predicted molecular properties.

1.4.2.2 Enzyme resources

A plethora of resources has been published for the enzyme research community.

Similarly to the compound resources, a full review of all available resources is

beyond the scope of this thesis.

There are many aspects of an enzyme that are of interest to researchers.

BRENDA (Schomburg et al., 2002) provides biochemical and biophysical data.

Catalytic sites are available from the Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA, Porter et al.,

2004), where either a manually curated core data set or a larger one that con-

tains homologous enzymes, which have been determined by automated homology

searches, can be retrieved. The overall reaction that an enzyme catalyses is

classified by the Enzyme Commission (NC-IUBMB & Webb, 1992). The Nomen-

clature Committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular

Biology (NC-IUBMB) maintains this hierarchical four-level classification and the

respective data can be obtained from their web site (NC-IUBMB, 2011), IntEnz

(Fleischmann et al., 2004) or KEGG ENZYME (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000). The

latter two databases provide the E.C. information in a computer-readable way

and often organise the information contained in the original E.C. comment field,

e.g. about cofactors, into categories.

Research on how enzyme catalysis works is based on the knowledge of enzyme

mechanisms. In contrast to the mere overall reaction (as classified by the E.C.),

which states the substrates and products of an enzyme reaction, the mechanism of
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1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

an enzyme describes each step on the reaction coordinate, including all interme-

diates. Thus, the mechanism describes how an enzyme transforms substrates into

products. This information can, to date, not be generated automatically. Hence,

curators manually extract the relevant knowledge from the scientific literature

and provide an organised view as entries in databases. Mechanistic informa-

tion is available from BioPath (Reitz et al., 2004), EzCatDB (Nagano, 2005),

the SFLD (Pegg et al., 2006) and MACiE (Holliday, 2009; Holliday et al., 2005,

2007a). Catalytic metal ions are characterised, for instance, in Metal MACiE

(Andreini et al., 2009).

1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

Although no experimental structure determination has been undertaken for this

work, protein structures from the PDB have been analysed. Thus, it is important

to understand the methods used to derive the data in order to be able to assess

the significance and limitations of the conclusions drawn.

1.5.1 The protein folding problem

Undoubtedly, proteins are crucial entities for all living cells. In addition to purely

structural proteins like those involved in the cytoskeleton, membrane-spanning

ion and small molecule channels, or signaling proteins, enzymes are an important

variety of proteins because they act as biological catalysts. Most of the chemical

reactions that a cell requires for survival are very unlikely to occur in a controlled

and regulated manner without a catalyst. Therefore, enzymes constitute a cata-

lytic entity that makes controlled reactions kinetically feasible and that provides

a point of regulation of these reactions.

Proteins are chains of amino acids that commonly1 adopt a distinct three-

dimensional structure in which they are active. In enzymes, some of these amino

acids are involved in binding ligands (substrates, intermediates, products, organic

cofactors, metal cofactors or allosteric regulators) and some are actively involved

in catalysis by interacting with the substrate, intermediate or product of the

1except for intrinsically unstructured proteins or protein regions
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1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

Experimental method # Structures # with ligands %age with

ligands

X-ray crystallography 57,687 45,355 78.62%

Nuclear magnetic resonance 7,611 1,340 17.61%

Electron microscopy 314 56 17.83%

Hybrid methods 24 15 62.50%

Any other methods 60 22 36.67%

Table 1.2: Overview of the number of protein containing structures deposited in

the Protein Data Bank (released on 22-Sep-2010), the number of structures con-

taining ligands, and the resulting percentage, solved by the different experimental

methods.

reaction that this enzyme catalyses. The exact positioning of these amino acids

is crucial for the reaction to occur, and hence the three-dimensional folding of an

enzyme, determines its function.

In theory it should be possible to compute the three-dimensional conformation

that an amino acid chain folds into under physiological conditions by computing

the minimum energy of all possible conformations of the protein. In practice,

however, the three-dimensional structure of a protein cannot be reliably and ac-

curately computed from its amino acid sequence by computational methods be-

cause the search space is too large. Although homology-based (e.g. Soding et al.,

2005) and ab initio methods (e.g. Han et al., 1997) exist to predict a protein’s

three-dimensional structure from its amino acid sequence, there is no known way

to accurately solve this computational problem in an efficient way. The protein

folding problem is what computer scientists call an NP (Non-deterministic Poly-

nomial time) problem (e.g. Hart & Istrail, 1997, Berger & Leighton, 1998). It

means that no algorithm is known, with which computers can efficiently find

the optimal solution to this problem in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore,

the only reliable way to determine a protein’s three-dimensional structure is by

undertaking direct experiments.

In table 1.2, the number of PDB entries for each of the different experimental

methods has been documented. Please note that only X-ray crystallography has
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1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

produced enough entries with sufficient reliability to be considered here. Thus, all

the protein and ligand structures from the PDB, which have been used throughout

this work, have been determined by X-ray crystallography.

1.5.2 X-ray crystallography: method summary

Individual proteins are too small to be resolved by light microscopy. Visible light

has a wavelength (λ) between 400 and 700nm, while the distance between two

atoms is approximately 0.15nm = 1.5Å (Rhodes, 2006, 9). The resolution of

optical microscopes is limited to ≈ λ/2, which means that visual light is not suit-

able for protein structure determination. The wavelength of electron microscopes

is well suited for biological studies. However, electrons interact very strongly

with biological specimens and cause severe radiation damage, which limits the

resolution to about 1nm. X-rays have a wavelength of about 0.1nm and their

interaction with biological samples is very weak, which makes them appropriate

for determining protein structures with atomic resolution.

The diffraction of X-rays caused by a single protein molecule is too weak

to be measured (Rhodes, 2006, 9). Therefore, protein crystals are used for X-

ray structure determination to amplify the signal. A protein crystal contains

many copies of the molecule neatly arranged in a highly ordered regular three-

dimensional array or crystal lattice. The unit cell is the smallest and simplest

volume element that is completely representative of the whole crystal (Rhodes,

2006, 10), i.e. that may be used to build up the whole crystal lattice by translation

along the symmetry axes of the crystal. The result of an X-ray experiment is a

pattern of diffracted X-rays or reflections, each with a different intensity, which

can be used to infer the electron density content of the time and space averaged

unit cell.

The electron density in the unit cell can be calculated using a mathematical

function (the Fourier transform) from the structure factors, which can be written

as functions as well. However, one of the parameters of the latter function, namely

the phases, cannot readily be obtained from this experiment. Instead, further

procedures must usually be undertaken to estimate and iteratively improve the

phases. Once the electron density has been calculated, a model of the molecule is
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1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

built, based on prior knowledge about the protein, such as its amino acid sequence,

protein secondary structure, and amenable biochemical properties (Rhodes, 2006,

28-30).

The three-dimensional representation of the protein may be displayed in a

molecular structure viewer as a model that was created by the crystallographer

to be chemically realistic and to match the observed electron density as precisely

as possible.

1.5.2.1 Quality and resolution

It is important to acknowledge that the protein model that is viewed in the

molecule viewer is an interpretation of experimental data and therefore might

contain errors or certain degrees of uncertainty. In PDB files, the position of

atoms is specified with a precision of three decimal places. However, considering

the precision limits of the method (resolution) and the error introduced by the

model, this apparent coordinate precision is misleading.

As mentioned in the previous section, the process of obtaining the electron

density function from the experimental data is difficult and comprises steps of

estimation and the iterative refinement of the model and the phases.

Several statistical values have been derived and are now commonly used to

judge the quality of crystallographic data and the refinement process. The R-

factor (Stout & Jensen, 1989) is a quality measure that compares the difference of

the measured data (structure factors) with the expected experimental data, back

calculated from the final atomic model (corresponding to its electron density

function), assuming that it was 100% correct. If all of the experimental data

is used during the iterative refinement of the model building, the systematic

error may be underestimated. Thus, the Rfree-factor (Brunger, 1992) is a better

measure of quality, as it excludes a subset of the data from being used for the

model building process. This subset is then used for computing the difference in

measured and expected structure factors. Rfree is always greater than or equal

to R. It is a more robust measure for the quality of a crystal structure and it

is stated together with the R-factor for the reflections that have been used for
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1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

refinement (Rwork). Rwork is commonly smaller than Rfree, but differences of more

than several percent might indicate over-refinement of the model or other issues.

A B-factor (Debye-Waller factor, Debye, 1913, Waller, 1923) is calculated for

each atom in the unit cell. It is a measure for how accurate is the precise location

of an atom (RCSB Protein Data Bank, 2011). One component of this inaccuracy

is the physical property of all matter that causes an atom to vibrate around a

central location. The extent of this movement is temperature-dependant. Thus

the B-factor may be referred to as a measure for thermal vibration. Sometimes

the position of an atom is less accurate than expected from the effect of ther-

mal vibration only, e.g. due to imperfections in the crystal or flexibility in the

protein. Even if the reason for this inaccuracy is unknown, it may contribute to

the B-factor, which may thus be referred to as the atomic displacement factor.

Similarly, the Occupancy is a number between 0 and 1 that specifies the per-

centage of the molecules in the crystal, in which a certain atom is located at the

given coordinates (RCSB Protein Data Bank, 2011). This allows for alternative

locations of highly flexible parts of the protein.

The location of electrons around an atom has a three-dimensional Gaussian

probability distribution. The correlation coefficient measures the correlation be-

tween the shape of the map around the atom and the shape of the expected

distribution as calculated from the location of the atom in the model (Brunger

et al., 1991; Das et al., 2001). It is a further measure for the quality of a model,

which is now widely used in the protein crystal structure community (e.g. Kley-

wegt et al., 2004).

The resolution of a crystal structure is measured in Ångström (1Å= 10−10m)

and refers to the minimum distance between two points that can be distinguished.

Although there is a large number of quality assessment methods available (the

most common ones are mentioned above), resolution is a straightforward and

robust parameter to assess the quality of a protein structure model. In this

work, a resolution cut-off of 2Å was used to distinguish low and high-resolution

structures.
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1.5 Structural data from X-ray crystallography

1.5.2.2 Implications for derived data

The side effects of the experimental methods as well as the quality of protein

models may impose limitations to the conclusions that can be drawn from the

data, which will be discussed in this section.

The position of hydrogen atoms in protein crystal structures are more un-

certain and model-dependant than heavy atoms with more electrons (Blakeley

et al., 2006; Esposito et al., 2002). Indeed, these positions are often not1 mo-

delled during the iterative refinement process at all but instead computationally

added. Although the quality of these computational methods may be high, it is

wise to base scientific research on conformations of molecules on the positions of

heavy atoms, rather than the positions of hydrogen atoms.

Furthermore, proteins do not adopt one static conformation but show dy-

namic motion in solution. The structure determination process yields a time

and space averaged snapshot of a protein’s three-dimensional structure in the

crystalline state, which may lead to the misconception of a protein as a static

entity. Although it is important to keep this fact in mind when analysing protein

structures, this snapshot does offer valuable information for the viewer, firstly

because it allows us to visualise the protein’s three-dimensional structure at all

and secondly, because the protein adopts a local energy minimum conformation

in the crystal, which it very likely often adopts in the cell as well. While the

cores of globular proteins are often less dynamic, the solvent-accessible loops on

the surface of the proteins may be rather flexible.

Looking at a published structure, one should further keep in mind that the

quaternary structure arrangement of identical (homo-oligomers) or different (he-

tero oligomers) protein chains in the crystal unit cell does not necessarily rep-

resent the biologically active arrangement in vivo (Krissinel & Henrick, 2007).

To distinguish between these quaternary structures, the complex in the crystal is

referred to as that in the (crystallographic) unit cell, and the biologically active

form is called the biological assembly.

1except for ultra-high resolution structures
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1.5.3 Other protein structure determination methods

For the analyses in this work, the focus lies exclusively on X-ray crystallography

structures of proteins. The CoFactor database also contains NMR structures in

the superposition and solvent accessibility pipelines (see chapter 3).

Table 1.2 shows the different experimental structure determination methods,

the number of deposited entries in the PDB and the percentage of those structures

that include ligands for each method. In order to work on a homogeneous data set

that is as large as possible for statistical purposes, the decision has been taken to

only consider protein structures determined by X-ray crystallography for analysis

throughout this work.

1.6 Research objectives

In order to widen the understanding of enzyme catalysis, it is necessary to learn

about the three catalytic entities in enzymes: catalytic amino acids, metal ions

and organic cofactors. In our research group, the former two are already under

investigation in context of the MACiE (Holliday et al., 2007a) and Metal MACiE

(Andreini et al., 2009) projects. Thus, the aim of this thesis is to investigate or-

ganic enzyme cofactors. Objectives include to define which molecules are organic

enzyme cofactors and what are their molecular functions and enzymatic mecha-

nisms. The aim is further to determine how organic enzyme cofactors vary in their

physicochemical properties, if and how they differ from other metabolites in the

cell and if there are intrinsic groupings among them. From a functional perspec-

tive, which enzyme reactions depend on organic cofactors will be investigated,

how their functional profile differs from that of catalytic amino acids and metal

ions and if they can be classified functionally. Finally, the three-dimensional con-

formation of cofactors will be analysed with respect to its variability when bound

to the protein and in solution, as well as the extent of variation in conformations

among homologous proteins.
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Chapter 2

Methods

In this chapter, the methods employed to produce the results presented in the

later chapters are described. This includes the computational methods applied to

compile the main data set in the first section, the methods for the data analysis

on one- and two-dimensional cofactor data in the second section, and the methods

for the three-dimensional structure analysis in the third section.

2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor

database

This section describes the data collection process used to populate the CoFactor

database (see Chapter 3). It is summarised in figure 2.1. For the definition of

what is considered a cofactor in this work, please refer to chapter 1.

The CoFactor data set has been garnered from the publicly available web

services of ChEBI (Degtyarenko et al., 2008), PDBsum (Laskowski, 2009), KEGG

COMPOUND (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) and UniProt/SwissProt (Boutet et al.,

2007; UniProt Consortium, 2010) as well as the data sets of IntEnz (Fleischmann

et al., 2004), MACiE (Holliday et al., 2007a) and PROCOGNATE (Bashton et al.,

2006), which have been parsed or queried, directly or using a web service. These

resources are used to collect E.C. numbers, CATH codes (Greene et al., 2007),

HET identifiers from PDB files, and PDB files associated with each cofactor.
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2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor database

Figure 2.1: Flow chart of data collection for the CoFactor database. A: Overview,

B: Pipeline for solvent accessibility and 3D superposition calculations, C: Detailed

view of automated data collection.
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2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor database

Figure 2.1A summarises which databases have been used to generate the Co-

Factor core data. A more detailed view, which also explains how the data from

the different resources map to each other, is shown in figure 2.1C. From ChEBI,

the HET1 codes, systematic molecule names and their relationships to the co-

factor, coenzyme or prosthetic group ontology entities (see below) are extracted.

As not all cofactors that suffice the working definition were integrated into the

ChEBI ontology when this work was started, there is a possibility to manually

include these cofactors (see “Literature” unit in figure 2.1C). This list of cofactors

is then used to query the cofactor fields of IntEnz, KEGG ENZYME and MACiE,

as well as the PDBsum, to obtain a list of E.C. numbers that use each cofactor.

As some of the cofactors may transfer functional groups or generally change in

the course of the reaction, the substrate and product fields are queried, too, for

these cofactors. PDBsum is further used to obtain the PDB codes associated with

these enzymes while the mechanistic information is extracted from MACiE. The

E.C. numbers are used to query SwissProt in order to obtain a list of biological

species that have protein sequences in their genomes, which are known to encode

the enzymes associated with the query E.C. number. The list of cofactor HET

codes that is obtained from ChEBI is used to query PROCOGNATE for CATH

domains that bind each cofactor.

The process of gathering and manipulating the PDBe structure files to obtain

the superimposed structures is depicted in figure 2.1B. The coordinate files for

all the protein structures that contain at least one of the cofactor HET codes

are downloaded from the PDBe biological assembly repository. As explained in

section 1.5.2.2, this is a database of quarternary structure arrangements that

are more likely to be biologically active than the quarternary structure in the

crystallogaphic unit cell. The NACCESS program is employed to calculate the

absolute solvent accessibility of all the atoms of the cofactor (identified by its

HET code) in the biological assembly. Then, the coordinate files are processed,

to obtain modified structure files, which contain only the cofactor (i.e. all other

coordinates are deleted). To calculate the relative solvent accessibility of each

atom in the protein, NACCESS calculates the absolute solvent accessibility of

1HET identifiers are 3-letter codes for hetero-atom (i.e. non-amino acid atoms) in PDB

structure files.
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2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor database

all the atoms of the cofactor alone (from the modified files, see equation 2.1

and section 2.1.4). The modified structure files are further used to perform the

superposition, which is displayed on the CoFactor web pages (see section 2.1.3).

Apart from PDB HET codes and systematic names for its compounds, ChEBI

(Degtyarenko et al., 2008) further supplies an ontology of chemical entities of

biological interest. That is, ChEBI provides manually curated information on

the relationships between the entities in the database. Therefore, ChEBI is used

as an entrance point to gather information about which molecules are cofactors in

the ontology. Of course, some information in the primary literature was not (yet)

represented in ChEBI. To compensate for that, these cofactors were manually

included in the search.

Together with information from the primary literature, a data set of 27 cofac-

tors (see table 3.1) was obtained. Many of those are not represented by a single

molecule, but by a group of molecules with very similar or identical catalytically

active portions (e.g. NAD and NADP).

2.1.1 E.C. numbers of enzyme reactions using cofactors

The UniProtAPI (Patient et al., 2008) is employed to extract species information

for each cofactor, based on the E.C. number. This information is considered useful

although the author is aware that there may be cases where the enzyme (identified

by E.C. number) in one species uses a cofactor whereas in another species it does

not. This issue arises from the fact that the E.C. number of an enzyme only

classifies the overall reaction catalysed, but does neither imply that all enzymes

catalysing this reactions are homologous (i.e. arising from a common ancestor),

nor that the overall reaction is achieved by the same mechanism. Currently it is

not exactly known what percentage of enzymes (defined by E.C. number) have

non-homologous instances. Work by Gherardini et al. (2007) suggests that such a

convergent evolution is non-trivial (ca. 15% on E.C. level 3). In the automatically

generated CoFactor data set, however, the comparison takes place on E.C. level

4.

The data collection process uses E.C. numbers, not protein sequences, as a

central processing piece (see figures 2.1A and C). This information is taken from
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2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor database

the cofactor fields of the IntEnz and KEGG ENZYME databases that provide

the information of which E.C. numbers use cofactors. Therefore, in CoFactor,

these E.C. numbers will be listed as cofactor-using reactions, even if there are

alternative enzymes with the same E.C. number, that may not require this or

any cofactor. All of the cofactor-using E.C. numbers are further displayed in the

E.C. wheels and E.C. trees (see next section). Therefore, these representations

do visualise the functional profile of a cofactor and its distribution over enzyme

reaction space, respectively, but this does not imply that these reactions always

depend on a cofactor, as they might not, in case alternative enzymes with the

same E.C. number exist. The species information, however, may be influenced

by this issue, because the E.C. number is used to query SwissProt for protein

sequences and the species information, with which these sequences are annotated

(see figure 2.1C). Thus, the species list that is displayed on the CoFactor web

pages is only a list of all the species that are annotated in SwissProt to encode

enzymes with this E.C. number. It does not necessarily imply that all these

species have the cofactor-dependant version of the enzyme.

2.1.2 E.C. wheels and E.C. trees

The data collection process (see figure 2.1) yields a list of all E.C. numbers for

each cofactor. Each of those E.C. numbers represents an enzyme reaction this

cofactor is involved in. To visualise this information, E.C. wheels (Bartlett et al.,

2002b) are used (see figure 2.2B). This representation maps the four hierarchical

levels of the E.C. classification to four levels in a circular graph, i.e. the innermost

circle represents the first digit of the E.C. number, the next two rings, from the

inside to the outside of the figure, represent the second and the third level of

the E.C. classification, i.e. sub-class and sub-sub-class. At each level, the angle

of each segment corresponds to the percentage of E.C. numbers, and the E.C.

number is stated in the label. These wheels allow us to visualise the different

types of chemistry that a cofactor is involved in with respect to the E.C. classes

it belongs to. An E.C. wheel can be seen as a profile of the overall reaction

chemistry of a group of enzymes, in this case all enzymes employing a certain
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2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor database

organic cofactor. The script to generate the E.C. wheels was kindly provided by

A. Michie, A. Martin and A. Todd.

A B

1

1.2

1.2.4

1.2.7

2

2.2

2.2.1

4

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

Figure 2.2: Example of an E.C. tree (A) and an E.C. wheel (B).

To visualise how much of enzyme reaction space is occupied by a cofactor,

one needs a way to illustrate all of the E.C. numbers currently in use and to

highlight those E.C. numbers, by which the cofactor in question is employed.

The ec tree.py program (Dr. N. Furnham, 2009, unpublished) is used to generate

an E.C. tree (see figure 2.2A) for each cofactor: an edge in the tree represents

one digit of an E.C. number and each leaf is a full four digit E.C. serial number.

The tree contains all currently active E.C. numbers for each serial number that

employs the cofactor in question. The full branch from the root to the leaf is

highlighted in the colour specific for each of the six E.C. classes.

2.1.3 Three-dimensional conformational variability of each

cofactor in the PDB

For the cofactor superposition and solvent accessibility computations, all the

cofactors (based on HET codes) from the PDBe biological assembly database

(Boutselakis et al., 2003) were chosen. This source of structures was used because
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2.1 Compilation of the data in the CoFactor database

the quaternary structure (i.e. the spatial chain arrangement) of a protein often

differs from the coordinates provided in the standard PDB files. While the latter

is shown as the unit cell (see section 1.5.2.2) the PDBe provides chain assemblies,

which are more likely to be biologically realistic. In the case that an active site

is located at the interface of two or more chains and that at least one of these

chains in the unit cell is not in the same position as in the biological assembly, it is

possible that a cofactor adopts a different conformation in vivo than in the PDBe

biological assemblies. However, the complex in the crystal will be a low energy

conformation and will usually respect the active arrangement. In any case, the

PDBe biological assemblies are considered the best suitable data available. The

whole process of preparing these data for the analysis is summarised in figure

2.1B.

In order to illustrate the conformational space that a cofactor occupies when

bound to a protein, all suitable instances of this cofactor (as defined by PDB

HET identifier) are superimposed, using the same structure files mentioned in

section 2.1.3. The most rigid part of each cofactor (aromatic ring structures where

possible) has been selected manually and all structures of the same cofactor are

superimposed on these atoms. Not all atoms are used for this superposition, but

only the most rigid part, in order to optimise the figure to improve understanding

by visual inspection. The resulting structure ensembles have been clustered with

the KGS method (Kelley et al., 1996), which has been developed to cluster NMR

ensembles based on the root mean square deviation (RMSD) into spatially similar

clusters. This method finds the number of clusters that minimises the spread

within the clusters while maximising the population density of the clusters. In

the CoFacotor database, the structures on the superposition page are coloured

by cluster membership.

It is worth noting that the superposition on a rigid portion of the molecules is

necessary for an easy-to-understand visual representation, but does not provide

the best measure to compare the conformations of the cofactors. The minimum

RMSD (see section 2.3.1) between all atoms of two structures is used to measure

the conformational variability numerically.
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2.1.4 Measuring the variation in solvent accessibility of

each cofactor in the PDB

All X-ray and NMR structures in the PDBe biological assemblies database (Bout-

selakis et al., 2003), which contain a HET group assigned to a cofactor, have

been used for the superposition and solvent accessibility calculations. NACCESS

(Hubbard & Thornton, 1993) V2.2.1 was applied to each structure to compute the

solvent accessibility of each atom a in each cofactor twice: first for the biological

assembly (SAbiolAssembly(a)) and second for the cofactor alone SAcofactorAlone(a).

The relative solvent accessibility RSA(a) of each atom a has been calculated as

shown in equation 2.1.

0 < RSA(a) =
SAbiolAssembly(a)

SAcofactorAlone(a)
< 1 (2.1)

The relative solvent accessibility of a molecule in a protein structure is the

percentage of the surface area of this molecule that is accessible to a solvent. It

is calculated by summing over the RSA(a) for all atoms in the molecule. This

property may be used to assess the variability of the way a cofactor is bound

to proteins. These data are further used to compute the average RSA and 2.1B

shows the work flow that produces these data.

2.1.5 Stepwise mechanisms

The mechanism diagrams shown on the CoFactor mechanism pages are based on

all the information on a cofactor molecule in MACiE (Holliday et al., 2007a),

which have been visually inspected. All substrates and products have been ab-

stracted to be reduced to the essential bonds that are involved in the reaction

mechanism catalysed by the respective cofactor.
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two-dimensional chemical structures

2.2 Data analysis methods for descriptor vari-

ables and two-dimensional chemical struc-

tures

In this section, the methods used to produce the results in chapter 4 are discussed.

2.2.1 Compilation of the cofactor and metabolite data sets

for the physicochemical properties analysis

2.2.1.1 The cofactor data set

A non-redundant set of PDB HET codes that represent the organic enzyme co-

factors has been extracted from the CoFactor database (see chapter 3, Fischer

et al., 2010b). Some cofactors are represented by several molecules with different

PDB HET identifiers. To reduce redundancy, only one of these HET codes is

used to represent the cofactor in case there are several HET codes for molecules

representing different states (e.g. protonated and unprotonated in NAD and NAI,

or with and without the group they transfer in PLP and PMP) of the same cofac-

tor, but all of the HET codes are used, if they differ in heavy atoms, other than

the group they transfer (e.g. MTE and PTE). The resulting data set comprises

thirty molecules, which are shown in table 4.1. This excludes different states of

the same cofactor but includes different cofactors even if they are similar to each

other.

2.2.1.2 The metabolite data set

To construct a comprehensive metabolite data set, all the molecules in KEGG

COMPOUND (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000) have been used. Those molecules that

do not have a two-dimensional structure file associated with them (e.g. generic

entries such as “Hydrogen-donor”) and those that have a placeholder atom “R”

or an “n” times repeat of a substructure, have been filtered out because these

molecules are generic, and hence the property values (see section 2.2.2) cannot
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be calculated for them. After filtering, this results in 12,548 molecules. Al-

though undoubtedly incomplete (since many reactions remain unknown), this

“best-available” data set is used to represent the chemical space of metabolites

in living cells.

2.2.2 Computing physicochemical descriptors of organic

compounds

In order to get an overview of the physicochemical properties of organic cofactors

and other metabolites, the physicochemical descriptor variables described in this

section have been calculated for the cofactor and the metabolite data sets. First,

however, all the molecules in the data sets were normalised, as described below.

2.2.2.1 Normalisation of organic molecules

Organic molecule-representing structure files may be stored as a two-dimensional

or three-dimensional structure. Further, some programs explicitly store the po-

sition of the hydrogen atoms in the file whereas others only store the position of

the heavy atoms and rely on the interpreting program to calculate the position

of the hydrogen atoms. In order to ensure that all the molecules in the two data

sets are represented in two dimensions and stored without explicit hydrogens, a

program using CDK (Steinbeck et al., 2003, 2006) was written.

2.2.2.2 Choice of molecular descriptor variables

The following molecular descriptors were selected to be calculated for the cofactor

(and indeed the metabolite) data set:

1. Molecular weight (mw): the molecular weight of an organic compound

is the first obvious choice as it measures the molecular mass, and thus the

size of the compound. The OpenBabel program obprop (Fontaine, 2009;

Hutchison et al., 2009) was used to calculate the exact molecular mass for

each molecule.
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2. Polar surface area (PSA): the polar surface area measures the polarity

of the compound, which may be important for its binding properties to the

enzyme active site as well as for its catalytic properties. The polar surface

area is the area of the surface of a molecule which is polar and it is measured

in Å
2
. PSA is also calculated with obprop.

3. LogP value (logP): the logP value is a measure of the hydrophobicity in

an organic compound. It can be experimentally determined by measuring

the partition of that compound between a hydrophobic (usually n-octanol,

coctanol) and a hydrophilic (usually water, cwater) phase and then calculating

the logarithm of their ratio (see equation 2.2). Consequently, a high logP

value indicates a more hydrophobic compound. Computationally, logP val-

ues can be predicted by summing over the experimentally determined and

stored substituents’ logP values since the contributions are additive (Ghose

et al., 1998). Again, obprob is used to calculate the logP values.

4. Number of rings (numRing): The number of rings in an organic molecule

is a measure of its rigidity as well as a crude measure of hydrophobicity,

given that rings in biological molecules are often aromatic. The obprop

program is used to calculate this value for the data sets.

5. Number of hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA): the number of hydrogen

bond acceptors (calculated by CDK) is crucial for a compound’s interac-

tion with the protein and the substrates, and may thus be an important

parameter for its function.

6. Number of hydrogen bond donors (HBD): similarly, the number of

hydrogen bond donors (calculated by CDK) also determines the compound’s

binding and catalytic behaviour inside the host enzyme.

7. Percentage of rotatable bonds (percRotBd): The number of rotatable

bonds in an organic molecule determines its flexibility. To normalise this

number, it is divided by the total number of bonds to obtain a percentage.

This eliminates the size factor from this variable.
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8. Atomic composition (atomComp): Finally, the atomic composition of

an organic molecule is defined as the percentage of polar heavy atoms in

all heavy atoms. This is a measure for polarity and calculated using CDK

following equation 2.3.

logP =
coctanol

cwater

(2.2)

atomComp =
#N + #O + #S + #P

#N + #O + #S + #P + #C
(2.3)

2.2.3 The t-test

A t-test is a statistical method that may be used to compare the means of two

populations (distributions) (Bremer & Doerge, 2010, 78). The hypothesis to be

tested is that the two means are equal. The population sizes do not need to be

equal (Holmes et al., 2006, 187). The t-test has been reported to be robust even

for sample sizes as small as 5 (Bremer & Doerge, 2010, 79). The two populations

are assumed to be normally distributed and to have equal variance (Bremer &

Doerge, 2010, 80),(Holmes et al., 2006, 187).

For this work, the method t.test() of the R-package “stats” (R Development

Core Team, 2008) has been used. The test was run as a two-sided t-test. The

results are considered to be significant for p-values ≤ 0.01.

2.2.4 Structure-based chemical similarity

The SMSD program (Rahman et al., 2009) is used to calculate the pairwise si-

milarity of all the two-dimensional cofactor molecules in the data set. This pro-

gram employs a maximum-common-subgraph method to identify the most similar

parts of the two molecules and to consequently assign a similarity score. Each

molecule’s two-dimensional chemical structure is represented as a graph, where

the nodes of the graph are the atoms and the bonds are the edges. SMSD provides

a switch for the consideration of the bond-order: if the similarity distinguishes

between single and double bonds it is referred to as a bond-sensitive procedure,

and if it does not distinguish the type of bond, it is called bond-insensitive.
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2.2.5 Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) transforms v variables measured on o objects

into k ≤ v uncorrelated variables (Quinn & Keough, 2002, 443), which span

the orthogonal subspace with the highest sample variance (Varoquaux, 2011).

Therefore, PCA is a method to determine those components in a multivariate1

set of data that contribute most to the variability in the data set of several

inter-correlated quantitative dependant variables (Abdi & Williams, 2010). This

method is often used to reduce the dimensionality of a data table (Quinn &

Keough, 2002, 443) by selecting the first (i.e. most contributing) n principal

components and thus eliminating the redundancy caused by correlated variables

with minimum loss of information. Dimension reduction is further useful to allow

for human-readable two- or three-dimensional graphical representation of the data

(Fielding, 2007, 14). PCA is a means of exploratory data analysis. That is, the

method is applied in order to explore and understand the data, rather than to test

for a given hypothesis (Fielding, 2007, 12-13). Further information on PCA can

be found in many textbooks on multivariate data analysis and PCA (Fielding,

2007; Jolliffe, 2010; Manly, 2004). This section is based on the course materials

by Guillet & Rodrigue (2009) unless stated otherwise.

Given a number of objects o, for which a number of variables v was obtained

each, these data can be written as an o × v table. In this work, the objects are

organic cofactor molecules identified by their PDB HET code, and the variables

are the physicochemical properties, which are calculated for each of the molecules

as described in section 2.2.2. The resulting data matrix is shown in table 4.1.

2.2.5.1 Variable requirements and limitations of PCA

In order to fulfil the assumptions made to derive the PCA method, the variables

need to be continuous (rather than categorical), and should in theory be normally

distributed. On strongly non-Gaussian data, a PCA still de-correlates the data,

but there is no guarantee that the directions of maximum variance (the principal

components) are the quantities of interest (Varoquaux, 2011).

1Multivariate as opposed to uni- and bivariate: for each object multiple (>2) variables are

analysed.
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“Many statistical texts explain that multivariate normality is an im-

portant assumption for a PCA. However, since the analysis is not

used to test statistical hypotheses any violations of the assumptions

will only impact on the usefulness of the analysis as a guide to the

identification of structure. [. . . ] Ultimately the success of the analysis,

which is mainly exploratory, should be judged by the usefulness of its

interpretation.” (Fielding, 2007, 17)

The Gaussian assumption is often impossible to fulfil for real data. Therefore

it is common practise to analyse the variables’ distribution roughly, e.g. by

producing boxplots (Guillet & Rodrigue (2009), see also section 2.2.5.2) in order

to find outliers, as these have a large impact on the minimisation of the least mean

square error procedure, which is part of a PCA. If any outliers are detected, the

analysing scientist may manually check if the outlier is a mistake in the data. If

a mistake in measurement is likely, the whole object (line) or the whole variable

(column) is disregarded and excluded from analysis. If not, the outlier is accepted

and analysis proceeds.

If there are missing values (e.g. not available, not a number or infinity),

the removal of the respective row or column is obligatory, as the mathematical

procedure that a PCA is based on cannot operate on incomplete variables.

Often, the scale in which the variables are measured is different for each

variable. In order to guarantee that a variable with a value range of say [0 : 500]

is not over-proportionally considered in comparison to a variable with a value

range of [−1 : 1], it is crucial to centre (equation 2.4) and scale (equation 2.5)

the data, where ~x is the original variable, x̄ is the mean value of this variable and

|~x| = o is the number of objects. Please note that the scaling is not the default

setting in many R-packages and thus has to be set explicitly in the script.

~xcentred = ~x − x̄ (2.4)

xscaled =

√

xcentred
2

|~xcentred|
, ∀xcentred ∈ ~xcentred (2.5)
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PCA only decorrelates linearly correlated variables. Hence, if there are non-

linear relationships between variables, this will not be detected. Moreover, PCA

assumes that large variances (signal) indicate more interesting dynamics than

small variances (noise). However, even if this is doubted, the exploratory benefit

of gaining a better understanding of the data by decorrelating it, remains.

As mentioned above, the number of objects is required to be greater than the

number of variables and the number of resulting principal components is less or

equal to the number of variables. A PCA can be used as a means of reduction

in dimensions while maximising the variability in the dimensionally reduced but

representative version of the data set. This may be considered successful if, as

a rule of thumb, the first three principal components cumulatively account for

at least 70% of the total variability in the data (Guillet & Rodrigue, 2009). If

the percentage of the total variability accounted for in the first three principal

components is very small, this indicates that the number of pairwise independant

(or at least merely correlated) variables in the data is greater than three.

2.2.5.2 Boxplots for outlier detection

Boxplots are a non-parametric means to graphically display numerical data. They

can be used to get a rough idea about the distribution of the data and possible

outliers. Five numbers are calculated from the data to plot the box and whiskers:

the minimum value, the lower quartile (Q1), the median (Q2), the upper quar-

tile (Q3) and the maximum value. Figure 2.2.5.2 illustrates how this kind of

visualisation works (Guillet & Rodrigue, 2009).

The line in the middle of the box is the median of the data (Q2), whereas the

upper and lower bound of the box is the upper and lower quartile (Q3 and Q1),

respectively. The median divides the ordered data in two halves, and the upper

and lower quartiles divide those two halves again in halves. Thus, the length of

the box (interquartile range IQR) represents the middle 50% of the data, and

each part of the box represents 25% of the data. The upper whisker is plotted

from the upper end of the box (Q3) to the datum with the largest value that is

maximum 1.5 times the length of the IQR away from Q3 (and analogously for

the lower whisker). Each datum outside the range of the whiskers is plotted as a

circle to indicate that it is an outlier.
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Figure 2.3: An example of a boxplot.

2.2.5.3 PCA: method summary

Once all the preconditions have been checked, the PCA can be performed. To

understand the algorithm, one may think of the v variables as axes in a v-

dimensional space. If two variables are independant (i.e. they do not correlate

at all, cor(v1, v2) = 0), then the angle between these axes is 90◦, if they correlate

perfectly (cor(v1, v2) = 1), the angle is 0◦ (i.e. the axes are equivalent), if they an-

ticorrelate the axes are equivalent with opposite directionality (cor(v1, v2) = −1),

and if they partly correlate the angle is somewhere in between.

PCA is a transformation of the data in the original coordinate system defined

by its (possibly) interdependant variables, to a Cartesian coordinate system, in

which all of the axes are pairwise orthogonal and define the directions of maximum

variance in decreasing order. These axes are called the principal components of

the data set. The coefficients of the principal components, i.e. the contribution

of each of the originally measured variables to each of the principal components

are called loadings (Fielding, 2007, 16). Often, the original variables are shown as
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vectors (arrows) in a PCA plot. The more a variable contributes to the principal

components shown in the plot, the longer is the arrow representing it. Similarly,

the more a variable contributes to one of the principal components, the smaller

is the angle between this arrow and the axis of the respective principal compo-

nent. When two arrows have a small angle between them, one can deduce that

these variables are highly correlated. Analogously, the objects can be plotted in

this new coordinate system of principal components as points, using the same

principles. The coordinates of the objects in the new system are called scores.

To compute the transformation from dependant variables to principal com-

ponents, the algorithm calculates the eigenvectors and eigenvalues1 of the v × v

correlation or covariance matrix of the input data (Fielding, 2007, 19–20). These

are then sorted in decreasing value of eigenvalue. The eigenvector with the largest

eigenvalue becomes the first principal component. It passes through the mean,

minimises the sum squared error with the objects and accounts for most of the

variability in the data set. All following principal components contribute less to

the variability than the previous principal component.

To sum up, a PCA is a transformation of coordinates from a potentially

non-orthogonal system to an orthogonal one such that the first transformed axis

represents the greatest variance in the data.

2.2.5.4 PCA: biplot and individuals plot

Useful representations of PCA results include biplots and individuals plots. Bi-

plots show both the objects of the input data matrix as points and the variables

as vectors in the space of the chosen first n principal components. This repre-

sentation enables the viewer not only to see the similarity of the objects to each

other and correlations among the variables, but also the contribution of each of

the variables to the positioning of the object on the plot. An example can be

found in figure 4.5. Of course, all of this only applies for the (usually two) PCs

that are plotted.

1An eigenvector and an eigenvalue defines the direction and magnitude of a dimension,

respectively (Fielding, 2007, 19).
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A representation that only shows the objects but not the variables may be

required in some cases, for example when the position of different sets of objects

is analysed. This plot of “objects” or “individuals” only shows the scores of the

PCA, but not the variables. An example can be found in figure 4.8.

2.2.5.5 PCA: correlation circle

Correlation circles visualise the relationships among the variables. The unit

sphere of the PCA is a |PCs|-dimensional sphere of radius 1. Each of the de-

scriptor variables can be described as a vector of length 1 that lies on the unit

sphere. The projection of these vectors and the unit sphere onto a set of two

PCs is the correlation circle of these two PCs, where the circle is the projection

of the sphere. The closer a vector is to the circle, the higher is the corresponding

variable’s contribution to the two chosen PCs. The implementation used in this

work is modified from the R-function s.corcircle in package FactoMineR (Husson

et al., 2008). Examples of correlation circles can be found in figure 4.7.

2.2.6 Clustering

In Chapter 4, one aim of the analysis is to identify intrinsic groupings in the set of

organic cofactor molecules. Generally, there are two types of methods to achieve

that: clustering (unsupervised learning) and classification (supervised learning).

Both methods aim to group similar items together in groups. The difference is

that in classification, there are predefined classes, to which the objects in the data

set are assigned, whereas clustering aims to detect both the classes and the class

membership of the objects (Fielding, 2007, 2–3,7). Since in the case of organic

cofactors there are no known predefined classes, a clustering method is employed

to identify the groups of cofactors as well as each molecule’s membership. The

information in this section is derived from Fielding (2007) and Gan (2007), where

further information on the topic may be found.

Clustering methods are algorithms of unsupervised learning and the accuracy

of these methods cannot be judged mathematically, but only by the usefulness

of the result (Fielding, 2007, 3). They aim to find intrinsic groupings in a data

set by analysing pairwise similarity (or dissimilarity) of all data points. Some
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methods need the original data as input, others may work on a pregenerated

distance (or similarity) matrix of the data. Generally speaking, cluster analysis

is an unsupervised learning method that assigns a group membership to each

data point such that the data points in the same cluster are similar to each other

whereas the ones in different clusters are dissimilar.

The Tanimoto similarity measure has been known to yield the best results for

chemical similarity clustering of independant pairs of molecules (Willett et al.,

1998). Thus, the Tanimoto similarity as calculated by the SMSD program was

used for the two-dimensional structure-based clusterings. Equation 2.6 shows how

the Tanimoto similarity TS is calculated from the maximum common subgraph

representations of the molecules (see section 2.2.4), where c is the size (number of

nodes) of the maximum common subgraph between the two compared molecules

while a and b are the number of atoms in query and target molecule, respectively.

The similarity matrix for all molecules compared against all others is then con-

verted to a distance matrix, such that it can be used by the Ward’s clustering

method (see next section). For the physicochemical property-based clustering,

the result has been calculated directly from the data, such that the R-method

agnes – agglomerative nesting (hierarchical clustering) from the package cluster

(Maechler et al., 2005) automatically chooses the default distance metric, which

in this case is the Euclidean distance.

TS(a, b, c) =
c

a + b − c
(2.6)

There are hierarchical clustering methods and partitional methods. The

former may be calculated following a divisive (top-down) or an agglomerative

(bottom-up) method. Divisive clustering methods start off with all data points

in one cluster (root of the clustering tree, top) and then iteratively divide the

most different clusters until each data point is in its own cluster (leaves of the

tree, bottom), whereas agglomerative clustering methods operate by starting with

all data points in their own clusters and then iteratively merging the most similar

clusters until the root at the top contains all data points. Partitional methods

may alternatively determine all clusters at once (Fielding, 2007, 47–48).

Various criteria for cluster assignment are published. Common ones are single

linkage, average linkage, complete linkage and Ward’s criterion. For the purpose
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of chemical similarity clustering, it has been shown that agglomerative hierarchi-

cal clustering using Ward’s criterion for cluster assignment yields the best results

(Willett et al., 1998). Hence, this method is used for the determination of intrin-

sic groupings in the cofactor molecules. Ward’s criterion iteratively merges those

two clusters that produce the smallest increase in the error sum of squares from

the mean of each cluster.

2.3 Data analysis methods for three-dimensional

chemical structures

This section describes the methods used to obtain the results in chapter 5, where

the three-dimensional conformations of organic cofactors are analysed.

2.3.1 Root mean square deviation

When the conformation of ligands in protein structures is analysed, it is crucial

to know the experimental quality limits of the data. As elaborated in section

1.5.2, only X-ray crystallographically determined structures are used for analysis

and the resolution of the structure must always be considered when interpreting

the results. Given that the precision of the coordinates is high enough, the most

straightforward measure to compare two spatial conformations of the same ligand

is to compute their distance.

RMSDA,B =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

((xAi − xBi)2 + (yAi − yBi)2 + (zAi − zBi)2) (2.7)

To do this, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) is calculated, which

measures the Euclidean distance of the Cartesian coordinates in three-dimensional

space (Kabsch, 1976). The RMSD between two molecules A and B is defined in

equation 2.7, where both molecules have n atoms with coordinates (x, y, z).
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2.3.2 Conformation generation with OMEGA

In this section, the parameters chosen for the conformation generation program

OMEGA and the resulting data sets will be discussed, as well as the ligand

extraction process of the PDB files and the method used to filter by CATH

identifiers.

OMEGA (version 2.4.1, OpenEye Scientific Software, 2004–2010) computa-

tionally generates chemically realistic conformations of a given chemical molecule.

It first generates models from a fragment library and then performs a torsion angle

search on all single bonds. The energy is calculated for each resulting conformer

and an energy cut-off (kcal/mol) can be set in the parameters which only al-

lows those conformers in the result set whose difference in energy to the global

minimum energy conformer is below the cut-off value.

OMEGA is used here to generate a representative sample of low energy con-

formations that a molecule would adopt in solution. The program calculates the

conformers using the Merck Molecular Force Field (“mmff94s NoEstat”), which

is designed to improve reproduction of aqueous solution phase conformations

(OpenEye Scientific Software, 2011).

OMEGA has a wide range of parameters which allow precise adjustment to the

individual task it is being used for. Several settings for each of these parameters

have been tested for this work and the ones discussed below were found to be

most useful.

The SMILES (Daylight Chemical Information Systems, 2008) format, which

is a one-dimensional representation of chemical molecules was chosen as the in-

put format. It can store the atom types and their connectivity, as well as stereo

chemistry, but bond lengths and angles are not stored explicitly, although the

former may be inferred from general chemical knowledge. This one-dimensional

representation avoids potential influences from a manually chosen starting confor-

mation. A pipeline program has been written to access the CoFactor database to

obtain all the PDB HET codes associated with a given cofactor and the respective

ChEBI identifiers. The latter are then used to fetch the SMILES representation

of the cofactor from ChEBI. Some cofactors do not have a SMILES representation

in ChEBI and OMEGA crashes for some of the SMILES inputs, which results in a
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reduced data set. The output coordinates were generated in PDB format in order

to facilitate the further processing of the output files in the pipeline program.

In order to get an accurate sample of the conformational space in solution, the

OMEGA parameters have been chosen to produce evenly spaced conformations

which are chemically realistic in the standard force field. The maximum number

of generated conformations has been set to 2001.

Analysis is facilitated if the resulting conformation set is filtered for near-

identical conformations. A minimum mutual RMSD parameter can be set in

order to guarantee that all conformations in the result set are unique within the

chosen limit. Of course the exact value the user might want to chose depends

on the properties of the molecule in question. The more rotatable bonds there

are in the molecule, the higher the RMSD cut-off. This ensures that OMEGA

has a better chance to cover the entire conformational space in solution for highly

flexible molecules. OMEGA offers the range increment parameter to partition the

input molecules into three groups, depending on the number of rotatable bonds.

The value of 7 was chosen here, to obtain 3 groups: 0-6, 7-13 and 14 or more

rotatable bonds. The minimum pairwise RMSD values for each of these three

groups were set to 0.5Å, 1.0Å and 3.0Å, respectively. The overall energy cut-off

was set to 30 kcal/mol for all conformers.

In order to compare the generated conformations to the protein-bound ones

from the PDB, the atom naming and numbering was transferred from the PDB

files to the generated ones using SMSD (Rahman et al., 2009) although manual

intervention was necessary in some cases.

To minimise the bias2 introduced by using all PDB structures available, two

versions of this analysis have been generated: one that includes all structures

available and one in which only one conformer (namely the one with the best re-

solution) per homologous superfamily (CATH identifier) was chosen. Please note

that this analysis may reduce the size of the protein-bound data set enormously.

1After testing this parameter with higher numbers up to 20000 it was found that 200 is

large enough to produce a representative conformational space while being small enough to

allow for clear results at visual inspection in molecule viewers.
2There is no reason to assume that protein or enzyme space has been crystallised to evenly

represent CATH or E.C. space. Possible biases include a bias towards disease-relevant proteins,

proteins relevant in human basic metabolism or proteins that are relatively easy to crystallise.
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In order to balance the data set size and the bias problem, both versions are

analysed in chapter 5.

2.3.3 Superposition method

All superposition procedures were calculated using the SVDSUP program, which

was kindly provided by Dr. R. Najmanovich following an algorithm published

by Arun et al. (1987). The program superimposes two given input molecules in

PDB format based on a chosen set of atom numbers by minimising the RMSD

(see section 2.3.1) between the atoms in the given set between the two molecules.
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Chapter 3

The CoFactor database

This chapter describes the CoFactor database, which serves as the major data

source for this work.

Following the definition in chapter 1, the scientific literature was searched

manually and the ChEBI (Degtyarenko et al., 2008) ontology and the IntEnz

(Fleischmann et al., 2004) database were consulted in order to compile the list of

cofactors shown in table 3.1. This table maps each cofactor’s name to its main

three-dimensional structure (PDB HET) code.

Once the molecules of relevance had been determined and the collection of

scientific knowledge about them was initiated, it became apparent that a way of

storing the data and retrieving it as required was needed. To solve this problem,

the CoFactor database was created.

This chapter is based on my publication (Fischer et al., 2010b). In addition

to the published material, however, the database is described here in more detail.

The CoFactor database (version 1.0) is publicly available and can be accessed at

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/CoFactor.

Enzymes are proteins that catalyse the repertoire of chemical reactions found

in nature, and as such are vitally important molecules. They are generally com-

posed of the twenty common amino acid residues, but many also require small

molecules for catalysis to occur. In some cases, these molecules are involved in

regulation or in ensuring the correct folding distant from the active site. How-

ever, many are termed cofactors, as they are required in the active site and are

directly involved in catalysis. These cofactors may be either metal ions, whose
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CoFactor

ID

Cofactor name PDB HET code

1 Thiamine diphosphate, ThDP TDP

2 Flavin adenine dinucleotide, FAD FAD

3 Flavin mononucleotide, FMN FMN

4 Nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide NAD

5 Phosphopantetheine PNS

6 Coenzyme A, CoA COA

7 Pyridoxal 5’-phosphate PLP

8 Glutathione GSH

9 Biotin BTN

10 Tetrahydrofolic acid THF

11 Adenosylcobalamin, Vitamin B12 B12

12 Ascorbic acid, Vitamin C ASC

13 Menaquinone, Vitamin K2 MQ7

14 Ubiquinone, Coenzyme Q U10

15 Molybdopterin, Molybdenum cofactor MTE

16 Biopterin H4B

17 MIO, 4-methylideneimidazole-5-one cofactor MDO

18 S-adenosylmethionine, SAM, AdoMet SAM

19 Factor 430, Cofactor F430, Factor F430 F43

20 Coenzyme M, CoM COM

21 Coenzyme B, CoB TP7

22 Heme HEC

24 Dipyrromethane, DPM DPM

25 Pyrroloquinoline quinone, PQQ PQQ

26 Topaquinone TPQ

27 Orthoquinone residues (LTQ, TTQ, CTQ) -

28 Lipoic acid LPA

Table 3.1: Data set of all the organic cofactors in the CoFactor database: Co-

Factor ID, name(s) and the main PDB HET code. For structures, please refer

to table 1.1 or the CoFactor web pages. This HET code is used throughout this

work.
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involvement in catalysis is handled in Metal-MACiE (Andreini et al., 2009), or

small organic molecules, which are described here. In both cases, these cofactors

extend and enhance the basic catalytic toolkit of enzymes.

To date, there has been little collation of information on organic cofactors and

their functions outside of the primary literature. CoFactor has been designed to

remedy this, as MACiE (Holliday et al., 2007a) and Metal-MACiE were designed

to collate data on enzyme mechanisms and metal ions in catalysis respectively.

3.1 Data content

The CoFactor database contains 27 entries for organic enzyme cofactors (see table

3.1). On the index page, the user can choose which cofactor entry to view. The

left-hand navigation contains links to all the pages described below, as well as to

the home page, a contact form and a database statistics page. For each cofactor,

the web site provides:

1. Overview page – hand-curated information, mostly from primary literature.

This includes general information about the molecule, its chemical proper-

ties, and about pathways where appropriate.

2. Mechanism (if available in MACiE) – in the standard curly arrow represen-

tation of organic chemistry and an optional textual description.

3. Enzymes and domains – enzyme information is integrated with associated

3D structures from PDBe, PDBsum, (Laskowski, 2009), CATH domains

(Greene et al., 2007), MACiE enzyme mechanism, proteins that have been

assigned this E.C. number according to UniProt (Boutet et al., 2007) as

well as a reference that documents the provenance of the information.

(a) Enzymes that use this cofactor – including visual representations of

the cofactor’s distribution over enzyme reaction space and its chemi-

cal profile, based on the enzyme classification (NC-IUBMB & Webb,

1992).

(b) Enzymes that synthesise this cofactor.
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(c) Enzymes that recycle this cofactor (if known and applicable).

(d) Domains that bind this cofactor, taken from PROCOGNATE. (Bash-

ton et al., 2006)

4. Compound – names and identifiers of the same molecule in ChEBI (Degt-

yarenko et al., 2008), KEGG COMPOUND (Kanehisa & Goto, 2000), PDBe-

Chem (Boutselakis et al., 2003) and PROCOGNATE (Bashton et al., 2006).

For each PDB HET code, the web site provides:

(a) Conformation of the cofactor – shows the superimposed molecules, as

described in section 2.1.3 in a three-dimensional molecule viewer.

(b) Solvent accessibility – displays the average atomic solvent accessibility

and its standard deviation as described in section 2.1.4 for each HET

code (PDB identifier for non-amino acid molecules) derived from all

the PDB codes associated with this cofactor.

To demonstrate the kind of information stored in the CoFactor database in

more detail, here the different pages available for each cofactor are described on

the example of thiamine diphosphate.

3.1.1 Overview page

The overview page is separated into at least three sections, followed by the li-

terature references for this page. All the information on this page is manually

extracted from the scientific literature. The numbers in square brackets refer to

the publication that this specific piece of information has been taken from. A link

to the corresponding publication in the CiteXplore database (Literature Services

Group, EMBL-EBI, 2011) can be found at the end of the page under the heading

“References”.

The first section entitled “General information” is compulsory for any co-

factor to be included in the CoFactor database. It always consists of a two-

dimensional structure of the cofactor molecule and some key facts like the cofactor

type according to our hierarchical definition (coenzyme, prosthetic group, both or

polypeptide-derived), its relevance in human metabolism (vitamin, biosynthesised
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or not in humans), the IUPAC name of the molecule, if available from ChEBI,

and the initials of the curators involved in this entry. The “General information”

section may also display a collection of links if this cofactor has been tagged with

a group tag. In the case of thiamine diphosphate, the two groups it is tagged

with are phosphate-containing cofactors and sulfur-containing cofactors. Upon

clicking, these tags link to a list of all the other entries with this tag.

The second compulsory section is “Molecular function”. It summarises what

has been published about the molecular function of this cofactor. This informa-

tion is backed up by literature references.

Figure 3.1: Screen shot of the overview page of the cofactor thiamine diphosphate

from the CoFactor database.

The third compulsory section, “Chemical properties”, describes the chemi-
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cal composition of the cofactor and may contain further information about the

molecule’s chemical features, such as its binding motif in the protein or its che-

mical activation reaction, as can be seen for thiamine diphosphate in figure 3.1.

There are two further optional sections. If there is relevant information about

the pathways this cofactor is involved in, it can be stated in the “Pathways” sec-

tion. Relevant information includes the cofactors’ involvement in other cofactors’

biosynthesis, knowledge about its general or specialised employment in different

groups of biological species, or specialised metabolic areas, in which the cofactor

is preferentially used.

The optional “Comment” section may hold any other information that does

not fit any of the above categories (or the mechanism or enzymes it is associated

with as these are handled separately). Information about deficiency diseases or

genetic disorders associated with this cofactor is often provided here.

As mentioned above, all pages have a literature “References” section, which

links to the relevant publications used on this page.

3.1.2 Mechanism page

The mechanism page describes the molecular mechanism(s) this cofactor can per-

form. The information is mainly based on the data from the MACiE database

(Holliday et al., 2007a), which have been reduced and summarised from a cofactor-

centric point of view. Where several MACiE mechanisms were available, in which

the cofactor performs a chemically identical task, the different substrates and

intermediates have been abstracted to the essential bonds involved in the mech-

anism. The example for cofactor thiamine diphosphate is shown in figure 3.2.

In all depictions of mechanisms, these conventions are followed: in general

the two-dimensional chemical structures are shown in black, the atoms that are

involved in the following step as well as the curly arrows indicating the reaction

chemistry are red, and the atoms that have changed in the previous step are

green. If an atom has changed in the previous step and will also change in the

following one, then red takes precedence over green. Unless specifically stated

in the literature or in MACiE, all reactions are assumed to be reversible. The

molecular procedure that happens in each step is annotated in blue under the
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Figure 3.2: Screen shot of the mechanism page of the cofactor thiamine diphos-

phate from the CoFactor database.
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reaction arrow. All mechanisms display the MACiE IDs used to generate them

as well as the summary overall transformation at the bottom of the depiction. If

there are comments necessary, these will be displayed in magenta.

In case the cofactor has an activation step, the mechanism of activation is

shown first. As this is the case for thiamine diphosphate, the carbanionisation is

shown first in figure 3.2. Below that, the stepwise mechanism by which thiamine

diphosphate breaks carbon-carbon or similarly non-polar bonds is shown. Some

cofactors perform two or more distinct mechanisms. If this is the case, all known

mechanisms will be shown on the mechanism page. It is worth noting that FAD

(cid 2 in CoFactor) is a special case in terms of mechanism: the analysis of the ex-

amples in MACiE shows that FAD performs several mechanism “building blocks”

that can be combined in various ways. Normally, the cofactor is either restored

in its original state (if applicable after activation, e.g. thiamine diphosphate) or

transformed to its alternative state (e.g. NAD), in which it leaves the active site

to be recycled elsewhere. This is not the case for the FAD mechanistic building

blocks. Instead, the cofactor is restored by additional varying reactions that can

thus not be generalised or by combining two or more of the building blocks.

The CoFactor curators have an optional field to describe the mechanism(s)

above in case there is additional information from the literature, which cannot

conveniently be integrated into the depiction, or in case some mechanistic infor-

mation has been published but it does not suffice to deduce the full mechanism.

3.1.3 Enzymes and domains page

On this page, information about enzymes and domains that use, synthesise, re-

cycle or bind the cofactor is displayed. The section that lists the cofactor-using

enzymes has three sub-sections. The first one is a simple list of these enzymes (fi-

gure 3.3), identified by their E.C. number (linked to IntEnz), integrated with their

mechanism (from MACiE), their three-dimensional structure (from the PDBe and

linked to PDBsum), their binding CATH domains (linking to PROCOGNATE),

a list of the species known to possess this E.C. number, and finally the source of

the reference that states that this enzyme uses the cofactor in question.
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Figure 3.3: Screen shot of the cofactor-using list of the enzyme page of the cofactor

thiamine diphosphate from the CoFactor database.

To identify, which enzymes employ this cofactor, either information from the

scientific literature is used, in which case the reference field will cite a number in

square brackets. At the bottom of the page, this number will identify the publi-

cation containing this information and link to its CiteXplore (Literature Services

Group, EMBL-EBI, 2011) entry. Alternatively, the IntEnz cofactor field or the

appearance of known cofactors in the substrate and product fields is used to au-

tomatically determine the use of this cofactor in the given E.C. reaction. It is

worth noting that in the latter case, it is up to the user to check that the cofactor

is actively involved in catalysis in this reaction. A counter example would be the

enzyme that synthesises the cofactor. In that case the cofactor will appear on the

product side but it does mostly not act as a cofactor in that reaction. In most

other cases, however, it is expected that the molecule will indeed be a cofactor

when detected automatically using this procedure. Therefore, this small draw-
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back is accepted in favour of the many reactions that are detected. If a cofactor

is annotated as a catalytic cofactor in MACiE, the source will display MACiE

instead of IntEnz. This information can later be used to separate manually anno-

tated cases from automatically annotated ones, in order to retrieve high quality

data sets.

Further, the mechanistic information from MACiE on the E.C. number is

automatically integrated, if available, by cross-referencing the E.C. number in

MACiE with the PDB HET atom codes for this cofactor in the MACiE entry. In

case such a MACiE entry is detected, it is linked to the corresponding MACiE

page.

The CATH domain(s) that bind this cofactor are obtained from the PROCOG-

NATE database by querying it for the E.C. number. For data analysis, PDBsum

was used to detect the binding CATH domains because the work on PROCOG-

NATE has been discontinued. As this was done after publication of the CoFactor

database version 1.0, these data are not yet publicly available but will be pub-

lished with the next update of CoFactor.

To implement this, a program (see figure 3.4) was written that parses all the

binding information from Ligplot (Wallace et al., 1995), which is available for

each PDBsum entry. The program filters out all binding interactions that are

not between the atoms of the cofactors (identified by the HET code) and the

protein. The remaining interactions are then cross-referenced with a data table

in the MACiE database that stores the domain borders as defined by CATH

for all PDB files. All domains that have at least 3 interactions (independant of

the interaction mode defined by Ligplot) are accepted as domains that bind this

cofactor. The knowledge about which PDB codes contain the cofactor in question

is obtained from PDBsum as well, by automatically parsing the het2pdb.lst file,

provided for download by PDBsum. This contains a mapping from PDB HET

codes to E.C. numbers. Both, the PDBe (Boutselakis et al., 2003) entry for this

PDB code and the PDBsum entry are linked here. Finally, the species link opens a

window containing a list of species that have been manually annotated in UniProt

(Boutet et al., 2007) to express the enzyme with the given E.C. number. The

UniProtAPI (Patient et al., 2008) was used to acquire this information (organism

name, NCBI taxon ID and UniProt ID).
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Figure 3.4: Flow chart describing how the CATH domain data is derived from

the PDBsum ligplot data.

Bringing all this information about each enzyme together allows the user to

get an integrative view of each enzyme that employs the cofactor in question, from

protein structure, over domains and species all the way to its detailed stepwise

mechanism.

The same information can be visualised in two useful ways: as an E.C. tree or

an E.C. wheel, which is shown in the second and third sub-section of the cofactor-

using enzymes section. The E.C. tree (figure 3.5) visualises all of enzyme space by

showing all current E.C. numbers as a tree (grey), following the E.C. hierarchy.

The visualisation script has been kindly provided by Dr. Nick Furnham.

In the context of enzyme cofactor usage, the E.C. tree can be used to display

how widespread the distribution of the cofactor is in enzyme space over the six

E.C. classes. The E.C. tree highlights the occurrence of this cofactor in each of
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Figure 3.5: Screen shot of the E.C. tree of the enzyme page of the cofactor

thiamine diphosphate from the CoFactor database.

the E.C. numbers where the colour of the branch varies depending on which of

the six E.C. classes this enzyme belongs to. The oxidoreductases (E.C. class 1)

are highlighted in purple, transferases (E.C. class 2) in pink, hydrolases (E.C.

class 3) in blue, lyases (E.C. class 4) in green, isomerases (E.C. class 5) in yellow,

and ligases (E.C. class 6) in orange. In the example of thiamine diphosphate,

one can deduce from the E.C. tree (figure 3.5) that the cofactor is used by a few

enzymes in four different E.C. classes, most of which also belong to the same or

neighbouring sub- and sub-sub-classes. Only in the transferase class, the locali-

sation of thiamine diphosphate-usage is more widespread over the classification

hierarchy. Additionally the E.C. tree shows that there are no known isomerases

or ligases that employ thiamine diphosphate.

The E.C. wheels (figure 3.6) use the same underlying information to display a

chemical reaction profile of the current cofactor. In comparison to the E.C. tree,
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it does not quantify the frequency of cofactor employment with respect to all of

enzyme space, but it visualises the percentages of E.C. class representation in the

overall functional profile of the current cofactor.

1

1.2

1.2.4

1.2.7

2

2.2

2.2.1

4

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

Figure 3.6: Screen shot of the E.C. wheel of the enzyme page of the cofactor

thiamine diphosphate from the CoFactor database.

In the example of thiamine diphosphate, the E.C. wheel shows that the re-

actions that the cofactor enables are approximately one third oxidoreductases,

transferases and lyases each. In contrast to the E.C. tree, it does not show the

background distribution of those enzyme classes. The colour key is the same is

for the E.C. tree.

Together, the list and the two plots provide a thorough picture of the available

data on enzymes that use the cofactor of interest. However, there are other

relationships between enzymes and cofactors that might be of interest, such as a

list of enzymes that are known to participate in a cofactor’s biosynthetic pathway
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(figure 3.7). This list only contains hand-curated information. The table provides

the same categories as the list of cofactor-using enzymes above.

Figure 3.7: Screen shot of the cofactor-synthesising list and the domain informa-

tion of the enzyme page of the cofactor thiamine diphosphate from the CoFactor

database.

Sometimes there are data in the PDBe or PROCOGNATE that a certain

cofactor HET code binds to an enzyme, but that does not reveal whether it acts

as a catalytic cofactor in that enzyme reaction. There are several other reasons

one could imagine why the cofactor would bind the enzyme but not catalyse:

it could be an allosteric regulator, necessary for correct protein folding but be

chemically inert in that protein or it could bind in another (natural) ligand’s

binding site. To distinguish these cases from the list above, they are displayed as

cofactor-binding enzyme with unknown mode.

For cofactors that are not regenerated in each catalytic cycle (mostly coen-

zymes like e.g. NAD), there can be a further sub-heading listing cofactor-recycling

reactions. Like the biosynthesis list, this list does not contain automatically an-

notated data, but only literature-based manually annotated information.

Lastly, the enzymes and domains page links to the relevant PROCOGNATE

pages for each PDB HET code that is associated with the cofactor in question.
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In the case of thiamine diphosphate, these are TDP and TPP. The linked page in

PROCOGNATE lists the CATH codes and PDB files that bind this HET code.

3.1.4 Compound page: conformation and solvent accessi-

bility

The compound page links out to the four compound-based databases ChEBI,

KEGG COMPOUND, PDBeChem and PROCOGNATE. These data have been

gathered by hand using the ChEBI database links and the KEGG COMPOUND

web search. The two subordinated pages “Conformation” and “Solvent Accessi-

bility” are the analytical pages.

For each of the PDB HET codes associated with this cofactor, the confor-

mation page shows a superposition of all instances of this molecule (maximum

one per PDB code) in the PDBe (see sections 2.3.3 and 2.1.3). To ensure the

most informative format for the user, the cofactors are superimposed on one

functional or structural group, rather than on all atoms. The superimposed por-

tion is the functional portion where possible (and useful for display) or a flat

or ring-like portion otherwise. The superimposed structures are displayed in a

three-dimensional molecule viewer (Hanson, 2010) applet (Jmol) so that the user

can rotate the molecules and even use RASMOL (Sayle & Milner-White, 1995)

script commands on the applet’s command line option.

Furthermore the average and variance of the relative solvent accessibility (see

section 2.1.4) have been computed and also visualised in a three-dimensional

molecule viewer. How these data are generated is shown in figure 2.1.

3.2 The CoFactor data set

In this section, information from the CoFactor overview (see section 3.1.1) and

mechanism pages (see section 3.1.2) for each of the 27 cofactors in the CoFactor

database is provided. The data have been manually extracted from the scien-

tific literature. For depictions of the two-dimensional chemical structures of the

cofactors, please refer to the CoFactor database or to table 1.1.
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3.2.1 Thiamine diphosphate

Thiamine diphosphate (ThDP) is a prosthetic group in enzymes. In human

metabolism, ThDP is the water soluble vitamin B1. Its molecular function is

to catalyse the formation and cleavage of bonds between heavy atoms, including

C-S, C-N, C-O, but also the chemically challenging C-C bonds. An important

step in its mechanism is a carbanion intermediate (Frank et al., 2007).

N+

S

N

N N

H

H

H
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Base1
- Base1

proton transfer

H

N+

C2-

S

N

N N

H

R

H

Figure 3.8: Activation mechanism of ThDP. The catalytic C2 atom is marked in

green.

The ThDP molecule consists of three portions: a 6-membered aminopyrimi-

dine ring, a 5-membered thiazolium ring (which includes the catalytic C2 atom),

and a diphosphate group. The cofactor builds an imino-intermediate by tau-

tomerisation. The nucleophilic attack of a COO− group at the NH group of the

pyrimidine ring leads to the formation of the catalytic carbanion at C2 (see figure

3.8). The sequence motif for the ThDP binding site is GDG(X)N and binds the

diphosphate group, which is usually coordinated by a Mg2+ ion. The aminopyrim-

idine ring binds in a hydrophobic pocket, in proximity to an activating invariant

glutamate residue1. Accessibility to the active site is variable and depends on the

length of active site loops (Frank et al., 2007).

All ThDP dependant enzymes catalyse reactions with two halves (ping-pong

mechanism), the first one involving a general acid-base reaction, in which the

1The only exception is tartronate-semialdehyde synthase (E.C. 4.1.1.47), where the aliphatic

residues surrounding the cofactor act to lower the dielectric constant of the active site, leading

to activation of the cofactor by intramolecular proton rearrangement (Kaplun et al., 2008;

Shaanan & Chipman, 2009)
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carbanion attacks an organic atom. This results in the cleavage of a bond, the

attachment of the ThDP in its imino form to the substrate, and the release of

the first product. The second half reaction involves a nucleophilic attack of the

enamine intermediate on the second substrate and results in ligation (product).

It is more diverse than the first half and depends on the substrates of the reaction

(Frank et al., 2007).

Catalysis follows ping-pong-mechanism kinetics, which is structurally realised

by a dimer with two active sites in opposite activation states. A proton wire (over

20Å) between the two active sites passes a proton from one site to the other,

toggling ThDP’s activation states. The first half of ThDP-dependant enzyme

reactions usually comprises a nucleophilic attack on a substrate carbonyl and

general base catalysis, while the second half is specialised for the different ThDP-

dependant enzymes (Frank et al., 2007).

The mechanism of ThDP-dependant oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.2.4.2)

has two alternative routes, one of which constantly produces reactive oxygen

species (ROS) and only one reaction step involving a radical, whilst the other

route comprises three steps with radicals. Experiments revealed the presence of a

delocalised π-radical on the enamine-thiazolium intermediate (Frank et al., 2008).

Thiamine diphosphate metabolism is shared by all forms of life (Frank et al.,

2008). ThDP is involved in energy production, sugar metabolism and other

essential pathways (Leeper & Smith, 2007). The deficiency disease of ThDP

is called “beri-beri” (Leeper & Smith, 2007). In the CoFactor database, there

are 30 ThDP-dependant enzymes, ten of which have a known mechanism and

a MACiE entry. The 30 enzymes are mostly in one of the three classes oxi-

doreductases, transferases and lyases, although one hydrolase reaction (3,5/4-

trihydroxycyclohexa-1,2-dione hydrolase, preliminary E.C. 3.7.1.n2) has been sug-

gested to be added to the enzyme classification (Yoshida et al., 2008).

3.2.2 Flavin adenine dinucleotide

Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) is a prosthetic group in enzymes. In human

metabolism, FAD is partly biosynthesised from the water soluble vitamin B2 (ri-

boflavin). The cofactor’s molecular function comprises both one and two electron
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transfer reactions (Joosten & vanBerkel, 2007) and radical reactions (Buckel &

Golding, 2006a).

FAD is usually non-covalently bound to the apoprotein, but can also be bound

covalently to the protein1 at one or two positions (Joosten & vanBerkel, 2007).

Flavins can build stable semiquinone radicals under anaerobic conditions (Buckel

& Golding, 2006a). Vitamin B2 is the universal precursor of all flavo-cofactors

(Fischer & Bacher, 2005).

The flavin biosynthetic pathway is found in plants and microorganisms (Scott

et al., 2007). The flavin-dependant enzyme glycine oxidase is involved in thiamine

biosynthesis.

N5

C4a

C10a

N10

NH

C2

N1 O

O

R

Figure 3.9: Relevant atom names in the flavin portion.

Flavin cofactors have several different mechanisms, which can be combined in

various ways. It is worth noting that FAD is always regenerated in the end of the

enzyme reaction. In all full mechanisms in MACiE, a net hydride transfer from or

to the N5 atom (see figure 3.9) occurs during the reaction.The mechanism schemes

shown on the mechanism page of the CoFactor database therefore illustrate partial

reactions, rather than the overall chemical transformation. Partial mechanisms

include:

1. Radical mechanism: After N5 acquires a hydride from a donor, C4a and

C10a formally share a double bond. An electron acceptor then takes one of

1Covalent attachment may affect the redox potential of the cofactor.
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the electrons from that double bonds away whereas the second one formally

builds a radical at C4a. This flavin radical can either be used to channel

(MACiE mechanism M0068) or temporarily store electrons (M0130) or to

react with another radical (M0103). Sometimes, the unpaired electron also

stays with N10 and abstracts a proton from a donor on arrival of the second

single electron (M0139).

2. O-mechanism (hydride transfer): A donor provides a hydride that is at-

tached to N5. This induces concerted double bond rearrangement in which

the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group at C2 acts as an electron sink. The

free electron pair of this oxygen atom then abstracts a proton from a donor.

The reverse reaction then takes place such that the hydride at N5 can be

transferred to the substrate (M0003).

3. O-mechanism (attachment at C4a): The flavin is again activated by a hy-

dride transfer as described above. The free electron pair at the oxygen

attached to C2 returns to C4a and attacks an electrophile which forms a

bond to C4a. The former electrophile then abstracts the proton from N5.

The electrophile can be a reactant (M0110) or an amino acid side chain

(M0006). In the former case, the intermediate form might be a FAD radi-

cal and a reactant radical, before attachment occurs.

4. N-mechanism: In this case, the concerted double bond rearrangement stops

at N1, not at the oxygen attached to C2 (M0020).

In the CoFactor database, there are 232 enzyme reactions that use FAD, 216

of which (93%) are oxidoreductases. All other classes of enzymes are found in

the FAD-dependant enzymes, with the exception of ligases. The species encoding

these enzymes in their genomes span all three domains of life (bacteria, archaea

and eukarya).

3.2.3 Flavin mononucleotide

The Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) is mostly a prosthetic group but may also act

as a coenzyme. An example mechanism, in which it acts as a coenzyme is the
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mechanism of alkanal monooxygenase (MACiE entry M0132). Like FAD, it is

biosynthesised from vitamin B2.

FMN is a substructure of FAD. FAD consists of the two nucleotides FMN and

adenosine monophosphate, which are covalently bound through a phosphodiester

bond. The flavin portion is the catalytically active portion of the cofactor. Hence,

the FMN mechanisms are, as expected, similar to the FAD mechanisms.

In the CoFactor database, there are 46 enzyme reactions that use FMN, 38

of which (83%) are oxidoreductases. The species encoding these enzymes in their

genomes span all three domains of life (bacteria, archaea and eukarya).

3.2.4 Nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide

Nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (NAD(P)) is a collective term for two molecules

performing the same function. NAD is chemically a regular dinucleotide, whereas

NADP has an additional phosphate group bound at the O2’ atom of the ribose

ring of the adenosine monophosphate portion (see table 1.1). NAD(P) is mostly

acting as a coenzyme, but has also been observed as a prosthetic group (Duine,

2001). Its main catalytic function is to assist in hydride transfers (Meijers et al.,

2001). Therefore the cofactor exists in two states: NAD(P)H/H+ with, and

NAD(P)+ without the hydride that the cofactor shuttles (see figure 3.10).

The nicotinamide ring (pyridine ring) is planar in the oxidised form but

adopts a distorted boat conformation in the reduced form (Meijers & Cedergren-

Zeppezauer, 2009). This is not always visible in the PDB structures because

some of the reduced NADs have been subjected to a refinement algorithm that

uses standard planar restraints on the cofactor (Meijers & Cedergren-Zeppezauer,

2009). The double bond between C5 and C6 (see figure 3.10) is weakened upon

adduct formation (Meijers et al., 2001). The hydride transfer mechanism invol-

ving NAD(P) cofactors is accompanied by the transfer of a proton from another

donor. The coupling between hydride and proton transfer has to be well or-

chestrated to prevent the hydride ion and proton forming a hydrogen molecule

(Meijers & Cedergren-Zeppezauer, 2009).

The hydride transfer in NAD(P) mechanisms is initiated by the free electron

pair of the N-atom. It is always combined with the elimination and addition of
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hydride transfer
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Figure 3.10: Hydride transfer mechanism of NAD(P).

the hydride. In liver alcohol dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.1.1.1), an OH-ion (ligand of

a Zinc atom) activates the C4 atom of the nicotinamide ring. Therefore NAD is

indirectly linked to a catalytic metal ion. The presence of a water molecule in

the vicinity of nicotinamide has been found in several other protein structures

(Meijers & Cedergren-Zeppezauer, 2009).

Biosynthesis of NAD(P) can be separated into two major parts: aspartic acid

to nicotinic acid mononucleotide, and then to NAD(P). The biosynthetic enzymes

are possible antibiotic drug targets, as human metabolism relies on the dietary

uptake of one of NAD(P)’s components, vitamin B3 (nicotinic acid) . Biosynthesis

may occur through de novo synthesis or salvage pathways and they differ between

pro- and eukaryotes (Rizzi & Schindelin, 2002).

NAD(P) is involved in DNA repair, calcium-dependant signalling pathways

and lifespan extension in yeast (Rizzi & Schindelin, 2002). It is the most abundant

electron carrier in cell metabolism (Meijers et al., 2001). Further, NAD(P) is an

essential cofactor for both energy metabolism and signal transduction (Rizzi &

Schindelin, 2002).

The CoFactor database contains 738 NAD(P)-dependant enzyme reactions,

702 of which (95%) are oxidoreductases. The species encoding these enzymes in
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their genomes span all three domains of life.

3.2.5 Phosphopantetheine

Phosphopantetheine (PNS) is a prosthetic group in enzymes. In human metabo-

lism, its biosynthesis depends on the dietary intake of vitamin B5 (pantothenic

acid). The function of this prosthetic group is to bind the initial substrate and

then to function as an agile arm to bring the (growing) substrate from one active

site of an multi-domain complex to the next (Sieber & Marahiel, 2005), e.g. in

the fatty-acid synthase, the non-ribosomal peptide synthases and the polyketide

synthases.

PNS consists of three portions connected by amide-like bonds: pantothenic

acid, β-alanine and cysteamine (Koolmann & Rohm, 2003, 106). The thioester

linkage between the thiol group and the acyl group being carried, provides a good

leaving group for the formation of C-C bonds (Rebeille et al., 2007). All crystal

structures of enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of pantothenate are known

(Holliday et al., 2007b).

The prosthetic group is required for the biosynthesis of antibiotics, toxins and

pigments (Rebeille et al., 2007). It is further involved in central respiration, fatty

acid synthesis and oxidation, and biosynthesis of isoprenoids (Holliday et al.,

2007b).

Although pantothenic acid is a vitamin for humans, there is no deficiency

disease currently known in the general human population (Rebeille et al., 2007).

Artificial introduction of dietary deficiencies in animals have the following syn-

dromes: depression, sleep disturbance, personality changes, cardiac instabilities

and dermatitis (Rebeille et al., 2007).

There are eight PNS-dependant enzyme reactions in the CoFactor database,

four of which are transferases, two are oxidoreductases and one is a hydrolase and

a lyase, respectively. The biological species that are annotated in SwissProt as

encoding these enzyme reactions include bacteria and eukarya, but not archaea.
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3.2.6 Coenzyme A

Coenzyme A (CoA) is a coenzyme and, like the phosphopantetheine prosthetic

group, its biosynthesis depends on vitamin B5. CoA may be seen as the coenzyme

version of phosphopantetheine. CoA is composed of a phosphopantothenic acid

portion and an adenosine mononucleotide, connected by a phosphodiester bond.

CoA’s function in the cell is to solubilise hydrophobic acyl groups, i.e. to

transport them from one enzyme to the next. Its function as a cofactor is the

transfer of this acyl group. The cofactor is involved in many enzyme reactions

including the citric acid cycle and also in secondary metabolism (e.g. flavonoid

biosynthesis, Rebeille et al., 2007).

In the bacterium Escherichia coli, 4% of the known enzymes have been shown

to require CoA (Rebeille et al., 2007). Further, evidence was found that CoA was

involved in the earliest metabolic systems (Holliday et al., 2007b).

The CoFactor database lists 234 enzyme reactions that use CoA, 167 of which

are transferases (71%). These enzymes occur in species of all three domains of

life.

3.2.7 Pyridoxal 5’-phosphate

Pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP) acts as both a coenzyme and a prosthetic group.

It has been described as arguably the most versatile organic cofactor (Percudani

& Peracchi, 2003). In human metabolism, the cofactor’s biosynthesis depends

on vitamin B6 (pyridoxal). In amino acid metabolism, PLP catalyses transami-

nation, decarboxylation, racemisation, aldol condensation, α, β-elimination and

β, γ-elimination of amino acids, and amine oxidation (Soda et al., 2001). PLP co-

valently binds the substrate and functions as an electrophilic catalyst (Percudani

& Peracchi, 2003).

Dunathan has published a study in 1966 showing that the stereo chemistry

at the substrate’s C2 atom in the amino acid-PLP-complex determines which

bond is broken and thus which reaction occurs. Depending on which C2 bond

is in a position to be activated by the PLP π-system, the cofactor either catal-

yses α, β-elimination, β, γ-elimination or β-decarboxylation if the C2-H bond is
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Figure 3.11: A: The PLP cofactor. B: The PLP cofactor bound to an amino acid

substrate (green). The substrate’s C2 atom is highlighted in red.

activated; the loss of the amino acid side chain if the C2-R bond is activated; or

α-decarboxylation if the C2-COO− bond is activated (see figure 3.11B).

PLP-dependant transamination enzymes, may catalyse the hydrogen transfer

from the C4A atom of the cofactor to the C2 atom of the substrate either on

the re- or si- face of the planar imine intermediate (Soda et al., 2001). Based on

protein fold, these enzymes may be classified into four groups, which perform the

following mechanisms (Soda et al., 2001):

1. α- and γ-families (si-specific)

2. β-family (si-specific)

3. both specificities

4. re-specific

Soda et al. (2001) hypothesise that PLP enzymes (groups 1, 2 and 3) have

mainly evolved divergently from a common ancestor, but that the re-face catalysing

enzymes may have evolved convergently. The latter conclusion is backed up by

their fold analysis.

The PLP cofactor may further function in combination with other cofactors.

The enzyme 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid synthase (E.C. 2.6.1.62), for example,

uses PLP as a cofactor. In the Escherichia coli enzyme, PLP is covalently bound

to a lysine residue, while SAM, which may also act as a cofactor (see section

3.2.18), uniquely acts as an amino donor. This enzyme is the second step in
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biotin (see section 3.2.9) biosynthesis (Webb et al., 2007). Many PLP enzymes

are catalytically promiscuous (i.e. the same enzyme catalyses more than one

reaction, Percudani & Peracchi, 2003).

PLP biosynthesis occurs on two alternative pathways in different species

(Scott et al., 2007).

PLP is mainly involved in metabolism of amino compounds, but also co-

catalyses the reactions of glycogen phosphorylases ( E.C 2.4.1.1, (Percudani &

Peracchi, 2003), Percudani & Peracchi, 2003). PLP occurs in all organisms.

1.5% of all genes in free-living prokaryotes encode PLP-dependant enzymes. This

indicates that PLP is mainly involved in basic metabolism (Percudani & Peracchi,

2003).

It has been shown for some enzymes that the decreased catalytic activity re-

mains with the cofactor, not the enzyme, when cofactor and enzyme are separated

(Gramatikova et al., 2002).

The CoFactor database lists 139 PLP-dependant enzyme reactions, 73 of

which (53%) are transferases and 52 of which (37%) are lyases. These enzymes

are encoded in the genomes of species from all three domains of life.

3.2.8 Glutathione

Glutathione (GSH) is a coenzyme that is biosynthesised in human metabolism.

The molecule is a tripeptide comprising glutamate, cysteine and glycine (Aoyama

et al., 2008), where glutamate and cysteine are linked through a gamma-glutamyl

amide linkage (Dalton et al., 2004). GSH functions as an antioxidant in the

cytoplasm in general (Van Petegem et al., 2007) and in neurons (Aoyama et al.,

2008) in particular. Its chemical function is to act as an electron donor. The

cofactor also serves as a means of cysteine storage in the cell. This is necessary,

because pure cysteine is very reactive and neurotoxic and may lead to free radical

generation. It is estimated that half of liver GSH serves as a cysteine reservoir

(Aoyama et al., 2008). Glutathione counteracts oxidative stress, both when bound

to enzymes as well as in solution in the cell. Non-enzymatically, GSH reacts with

nitrous oxide, hydroxyl radicals and ONOO−. There is no known enzymatic

defence against hydroxyl radicals (Aoyama et al., 2008). It may further act as a
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redox buffer and take part in the detoxification of heavy metals (Dalton et al.,

2004). The cofactor may not only be an antioxidant, but might also have an

oxidising effect: it acts as an electron donor to metal cations where O2 is the

electron acceptor. This process produces superoxide anions and eventually H2O2

(Pompella et al., 2003).

In addition to the cofactor’s role as a coenzyme, GSH is a neuromodulator

in the central nervous system (Aoyama et al., 2008). It is further involved in

cell fate decisions such as proliferation and apoptosis (Dalton et al., 2004). The

cysteine residues of proteins may be glutathionylated, which may have regulatory

effects that may also influence development when applied in transcription factors.

Additionally, it serves to protect protein cysteine residues (Pompella et al., 2003).
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Figure 3.12: The recycling reaction of glutathione: from the oxidised form GSSG

to the reduced forms GSH.

Generally, GSH is a nucleophile and a reductant (Pompella et al., 2003). Two

molecules GSH may be connected via a disulfide bond (GSSG), which is the

oxidised form of glutathione. When this molecule is cleaved, two molecules GSH
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(reduced, antioxidant function) are obtained (see figure 3.12). Glutathione amide

disulfide (GASSAG) may act in an analogous manner (Van Petegem et al., 2007).

The oxidised/reduced ratio in the cell is 1:100 under normal conditions or 1:49

under stress conditions (Dalton et al., 2004).

Glutathione biosynthesis occurs only in the cytoplasm, but the molecule is

located also in mitochondria. Biosynthesis requires two steps, which are both ca-

talysed by ATP-dependant ligases: γ-glutamylcysteine synthase and glutathione

synthase. The cofactor regulates its own biosynthesis via feedback inhibition

(Aoyama et al., 2008). Glutaminase (E.C. 3.5.1.2) transforms glutamine to glu-

tamate for GSH biosynthesis, and the trans-sulfuration pathway provides cysteine

from methionine (Aoyama et al., 2008).

GSH participates in nucleotide metabolism and the formation of lipid sec-

ond messengers. It is a neurotransmitter and regulates nitric oxide homeostasis

(Dalton et al., 2004). GSH executes its antioxidative function often in the brain,

which produces ROS due to its high usage of oxygen (Van Petegem et al., 2007).

Humans biosynthesise GSH. There are genetic defects and polymorphisms

that result in mild or severe modifications of the GSH level, and respective symp-

toms, yet these are rather rare (Dalton et al., 2004). GSH deficiency in the brain

is thought to be connected with Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease and

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, because a higher neuronal level of GSH concentra-

tion could eliminate oxidative stress, causing these age-related neurodegenerative

diseases (Aoyama et al., 2008). Orally administered GSH is hydrolysed by dipep-

tidase and if intravenously administered, it is rapidly eliminated by reaction with

γ-glutamyl-transferase (E.C. 2.3.2.2, half life 7 min, Aoyama et al., 2008).

In addition to its role in neurodegenerative diseases, GSH is involved in cancer

(S-Glutathionylation of p53), cystic fibrosis, HIV (S-Glutathionylation of HIV-1

protease) and ageing (Dalton et al., 2004). In the mouse model, genetically GSH

deficient mice have high DNA damage increasing with age.

The CoFactor database contains GSH-dependant enzyme reactions from bac-

teria and eukarya, but not from archaea (possibly due to lack of annotation). 18

(51%) of the 35 GSH-using enzyme reactions in CoFactor are oxidoreductases.
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3.2.9 Biotin

The prosthetic group biotin (BTN) is a vitamin for humans (vitamin B7). The

molecule is always covalently bound to its partner enzyme. Its main function as a

cofactor is to transfer CO2 from one active site of an enzyme complex to another

or to act as a CO2-carrier between bicarbonate and the acceptor substrate. It

may also transfer C2-units. BTN is essential for fatty acid synthesis (Rebeille

et al., 2007).

The BTN requirement in the cell is very low, so the only nutritional deficiency

is found in patients with a diet rich in raw egg-white. The avidin from raw

egg white has a high affinity to biotin and thus depletes the BTN pool. Other

related diseases are mainly genetic disorders, resulting from a loss of function of

biotinidase (E.C. 3.5.1.12, the recycling enzyme) or holocarboxylase synthetases

(the biotin inserting enzymes, Rebeille et al., 2007).

The cofactor is biosynthesised in plants and bacteria (Rebeille et al., 2007). In

the second step of the biosynthesis process is the aforementioned (3.2.7) enzyme

7,8-diaminopelargonic acid synthase, which utilises PLP and SAM (see section

3.2.18), but SAM as an amino donor (Scott et al., 2007). The sulfur atom of

biotin is donated by an iron sulfur cluster (Leeper & Smith, 2007; Webb et al.,

2007).

Part of the BTN that is required by human metabolism is produced by the in-

testinal flora. Further, the enzyme biotinidase recycles the cofactor from enzymes

gained from food sources. A biotin deficiency causes multi-carboxylase deficiency,

which may result in organic acideria, a metabolic disorder that disrupts amino

acid metabolism. Other related diseases include neurological disorders and de-

velopmental delay (Rebeille et al., 2007).

Biotin occurs in all three domains of life. 7 (64%) out of the 11 biotin-

dependant enzyme reactions in the CoFactor database are ligases. The others are

lyases and one transferase.

3.2.10 Tetrahydrofolic acid

In human metabolism, the coenzyme tetrahydrofolic acid (THF) is the essential

nutrient vitamin B9. The molecule is composed of a pterin ring, a p-aminobenzoic
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acid and a polyglutamate chain (Leeper & Smith, 2007).

The cofactor performs a crucial function in C1-metabolism: it transports and

donates C1 groups (i.e. one-carbon moieties). This includes mainly methyl groups

from serine hydroxymethyltransferase reaction (E.C. 2.1.2.1), but in general the

C1 moiety may be reduced or oxidised (methyl, methylene, formyl or methenyl).

Thus, the folate pool is a mixture of molecules, differing in the oxidation state of

the pterin ring (di- or tetrahydro), the oxidation state of the C1-unit carried, and

in the length of the glutamate chain. Only the tetrahydro state can transport

C1 units (Leeper & Smith, 2007). The folate molecule is similar to a number of

other pterin-based cofactors, like molybdopterin (see section 3.2.15) or flavins.

Folic acid cofactors are involved in purine and pyrimidine biosynthesis. Thus,

the synthesis of RNA, DNA and the cofactors NAD(P), FAD, CoA and SAM

depend on them. The C1-units from the folate cofactors become C2 and C8 of

the purine ring (see figure 3.13). Folate derivatives also act as chromophores in

DNA-repair (Leeper & Smith, 2007).

N

C2

N

H
N

C8

N

Figure 3.13: C2 and C8 in a purine ring: the one-carbon-moieties delivered by

the THF cofactor.

Methionine synthase (E.C. 2.1.1.13) uses THF and is a crucial enzyme for the

regeneration of methionine from homocysteine. Methionine is required for the

cofactor SAM (see section 3.2.18), which is transformed to the toxic component

homocysteine when SAM is consumed in methylation reactions. The enzyme has
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two isozymes, one of which depends on cobalamin (see section 3.2.11) and one of

which does not (Leeper & Smith, 2007).

THF is biosynthesised in microorganisms including bacteria, in lower eukary-

otes and plants, but not in animals. It is synthesised from GTP, chorismate and

glutamate, and there are 11 enzymes in the biosynthetic pathway (Holliday et al.,

2007b). Green leafy vegetables are a good food source for folate, in contrast to

roots (like carrots), storage organs (like potatoes) or most fruits. Folate content

highly depends on food storage, processing and cooking (Leeper & Smith, 2007).

The CoFactor database contains five enzyme reactions that use the THF cofac-

tor, four of which are transferases. All three domains of life have THF-dependant

enzymes.

3.2.11 Adenosylcobalamin

Adenosylcobalamin (B12) is a prosthetic group, whose source for humans is di-

etary (vitamin B12, cobalamin) . The cofactor assists enzymes with the catalysis

of molecular rearrangements, methylations and dehalogenations (Mendel et al.,

2007).

It is worth noting that vitamin B12 is a collective term for a group of similar

molecules, the corrinoids. They all have the corrin ring and the central cobalt

atom in common, while they differ in the two axial ligands of the central metal

atom. The upper (β) axial ligand is either an adenosyl- or a methyl-moiety, while

the lower (α) axial ligand is attached to the corrin ring. In animals, this lower

ligand is 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole, but adenine has also been observed (cofactor

also know as pseudo-B12). A summary and further references can be found in the

publication of Taga & Walker (2008).

The cobalt atom is coordinated by four nitrogen atoms from the corrin ring,

which is one C-atom less than in the other corrin cofactors (hemes and factor

F430, see sections 3.2.20 and 3.2.19). The shortening allows for a tighter coor-

dination of the cobalt atom. The axial ligands are the endogenous ligands, 5,6-

dimethylbenzimidazole and an adenosyl portion. The molecule is highly methy-

lated. This encourages the molecule to adopt the appropriate conjugation state

and prevents prototrophic rearrangement and oxidation (Holliday et al., 2007b).
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B12-dependant enzymes occur predominantly in anaerobic organisms since the

molecule is sensitive to oxygen. An exception is the enzyme methylmalonyl-CoA

mutase (E.C. 5.4.99.2), which is involved in propionate formation (in propioni-

bacteria) and in proprionate oxidation (in syntrophic bacteria and animals). In

anaerobic organisms, eliminases and mutases may be B12-dependant (Buckel &

Golding, 2006a).

In the enzymes glycerol dehydratase (E.C. 4.2.1.30) and lysine-5,6-aminomutase

(E.C. 5.4.3.3 and 5.4.3.4), B12 becomes inactivated during the turnover and is re-

cycled by a chaperon-like reactivation factor (ATP-dependant, Buckel & Golding,

2006a).

B12-dependant enzymes can be classified into three classes: isomerases (A),

methyltransferases (B) and reductive dehalogenases (C). Group A mainly catal-

yses 1,2-rearrangements, often in anaerobic fermentative processes (Leeper &

Smith, 2007).

In all B12-dependant enzyme reactions, the function of B12 is to generate the

reactive adenosyl radical by homolytic cleavage of the Co-C bond. This radical

then reacts with the substrate and is eventually quenched by the re-formation of

the Co-C bond.

It is not clear how old B12 is in evolutionary terms. On one hand, it has a

nucleotide loop which could be a hint that it was involved in ribozymes in a po-

tential RNA world (Benner et al., 1989). Furthermore it is involved in nucleotide

reduction, which is a very basic process in nature (Dickman, 1977). On the other

hand, the enzyme ribonucleotide reductase (E.C. 1.17.4.2) exists in three different

variations, one B12-dependant, the other two using SAM and molecular oxygen

(Nordlund & Reichard, 2006). The SAM-dependant enzyme seems to be the

oldest (Holliday et al., 2007b).

B12 is only synthesised in prokaryotic organisms. Higher plants do not require

it, because they have an alternative form of methionine synthase. Some bacteria

in the lower intestine produce a form of B12 that cannot be taken up by the

human metabolism, hence most B12 has to be taken up with the diet: meat, dairy

products and eggs are good sources of B12 (Leeper & Smith, 2007). Vegetarians

can retrieve it e.g. from algae in sushi.
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Cobalt is a trace element that is needed in very small quantities, mainly for the

biosynthesis of vitamin B12 (or its uptake) (Mendel et al., 2007). B12 deficiency

results in pernicious anaemia. In humans it affects the two enzymes that depend

on it: methionine synthase and methylmalonyl-CoA mutase.

Approximately 30 enzymes are in involved in the biosynthesis of vitamin B12.

25 of those are specific to B12 biosynthesis, the other ones are common between

B12 and the other corrin cofactors (Mendel et al., 2007). There are at least two

routes for biosynthesis: aerobic and anaerobic (Holliday et al., 2007b). In contrast

to the same phenomenon in e.g. heme biosynthesis, here the two pathways have

unique intermediates. The difference between the two routes is the method of

ring contraction and the moment of metal insertion (Mendel et al., 2007).

The cobalt uptake proteins probably have a common origin with nickel up-

take proteins. Many potential cobalt transport systems are under B12-riboswitch

control (Holliday et al., 2007b).

The CoFactor database contains 15 B12-dependant enzyme reactions, 7 of

which are isomerases. Species in all three domains of life encode enzymes with

these E.C. numbers in their genomes.

3.2.12 Ascorbic acid

The coenzyme ascorbic acid (ASC) is also known as the water-soluble vitamin C.

The molecule is important in the cell’s antioxidant defence, particularly via the

ascorbate/glutathione cycle (Ishikawa & Shigeoka, 2008). Ascorbic acid is the

major water-soluble antioxidant found in body fluids of mammals. It counteracts

free or lipid-peroxidation-initiating radicals and it regenerates other antioxidants

like Vitamin E. Extracellular ascorbate in its reduced form is recycled by coen-

zyme Q (see section 3.2.14), which takes place at the plasma membrane (Ishikawa

& Shigeoka, 2008). Vitamin C is involved in scavenging of superoxide, hydroxyl

radicals and singlet oxygen, directly as well as in enzymes (Smirnoff, 2000).

In mammals, the eye contains one of the highest concentrations of ASC, to

act as an antioxidant in the light-absorbing (and thus ROS-producing) processes.

The cofactor is, apart from some inorganic ions, the most abundant molecule in

chloroplasts (Smirnoff, 2000).
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ASC exists in three forms: fully oxidised (dehydroascorbate), as a radical af-

ter a one-electron transfer (semidehydroascorbate) and fully reduced (ascorbate).

This is mirrored in the mechanism, which is a two step process involving two inter-

mediates: firstly the one-electron intermediate ascorbate free radical and secondly

the fully oxidised dehydroascorbate (Arroyo et al., 2004). In the mechanism, two

reduced ASC molecules are used and thus transformed to two dehydroascorbate

radicals, which then react with each other to produce one fully oxidised dehy-

droascorbate and one fully reduced ASC molecule (disproportionation reaction,

Smirnoff, 2000).

Scurvy is the human vitamin C deficiency disease. ASC-deficient plants are

hypersensitive to oxidative stress (Smirnoff, 2000).

In the majority of E.C. 1.14.11.- sub-subclass of enzymes, the IntEnz database

lists ascorbate as a cofactor. Muller et al. (2004) have reviewed that the role

of ascorbate is still unclear, as it is required stoichiometrically by some of the

enzymes and has been shown to accelerate the reaction in all cases where the

kinetic effect has been characterised. The activity of some of these enzymes does

not require ASC but is strongly stimulated by it. The authors further summarise

that it has been proposed to play a part in the prevention of oxidative self-

inactivation, but the mechanism has yet to be elucidated.

19 out of the 20 ASC-using enzymes in the CoFactor database are oxidore-

ductases. These E.C. numbers are annotated in SwissProt to occur in bacteria

and eukarya, but no archaeal protein sequences are currently annotated with any

of these E.C. numbers.

3.2.13 Menaquinone

The coenzyme menaquinone (MQ) is taken up into human cells and known as

vitamin K2.

According to Oldenburg et al. (2008), “vitamin K is a collective term for

lipid-like naphthoquinone derivatives synthesised only in eubacteria and plants

and functioning as electron carriers in energy transduction pathways and as free

radical scavengers maintaining intracellular redox homeostasis.” Vitamin K is
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phylloquinone (K1) or menaquinone (K2). They further summarise that “phyl-

loquinone acts as the electron transfer cofactor A1 of photosystem I in plants,

while menaquinone plays an essential role in several microbial electron transport

systems” (Oldenburg et al., 2008).

MQ shuttles reducing equivalents as electrons between two enzymes: vita-

min K epoxide reductase complex subunit 1 and γ-glutamyl carboxylase (E.C.

4.1.1.90). In the latter enzyme, MQ catalyses the formation of γ-glutamyl car-

boxylated residues from specific glutamate residues in certain proteins. These

modified residues confer calcium-binding properties (Booth & Al Rajabi, 2008).

Generally, MQ is involved in energy transduction pathways (as an electron car-

rier) and in blood coagulation. It further functions as as free radical scavenger

(Oldenburg et al., 2008).

The cofactors ThDP (Oldenburg et al., 2008) and SAM (Meganathan, 2001)

are involved in vitamin K2-biosynthesis.

The CoFactor database contains only one enzyme reaction for MQ, which is

the aforementioned γ-glutamyl carboxylase. This reaction is not annotated in

SwissProt at all, but it is known that humans have this enzyme.

3.2.14 Ubiquinone

The coenzyme ubiquinone is also known as coenzyme Q (CoQ). The molecule is

fully biosynthesised in human cells. CoQ has two major functions in the cell: to

transport electrons in the respiratory chain and to act as a lipid soluble antioxi-

dant (Tran & Clarke, 2007). This molecule is one out of only four fat-soluble

antioxidants in nature, the others being carotinoids, oestrogens and tocopherols

(vitamin E). CoQ inhibits protein oxidation of basic amino acids and SH-groups

by breaking the radical chain reaction. It is also involved in inhibiting lipid

and DNA oxidation. The cofactor occurs in all human tissues. Generally, CoQ

is involved in energy metabolism (respiratory electron transport chain) and in

oxidative stress response (Tran & Clarke, 2007).

Like MQ, CoQ has three states: quinol (reduced), semi-quinone (radical), and

quinone (oxidised). The cofactor may transfer up to two electrons.
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Genetic deficiencies, ageing or damage of the CoQ-biosynthetic system by

diseases or toxic injury are possible reasons for low CoQ levels. Healthy tissues

synthesise enough CoQ such that uptake is unnecessary. The uptake capacity

is therefore very limited. In the case of CoQ deficiency, biosynthesis needs to

be stimulated in addition to the uptake system. Candidate drug molecules are

metabolic intermediates (Bentinger et al., 2007).

All five CoQ-using enzyme reactions in the CoFactor database are oxidore-

ductases. The cofactor is used in all three domains of life.

3.2.15 Molybdopterin

Molybdopterin (MTE) is a prosthetic group in enzymes, which is biosynthesised

in human metabolism. The cofactor coordinates a molybdenum atom using the

two sulfur atoms of the tricyclic pterin portion. During catalysis, the ring system

participates in electron transfer. This allows for modulation of the reduction

potential (Mendel et al., 2007; Rebeille et al., 2007). Pterin has several reduction

states and conformations and the Mo atom shuttles between oxidation states +IV

and +VI during catalysis (Rebeille et al., 2007). This may be important for the

channelling of electrons to other prosthetic groups.

The tricyclic pterin portion often occurs connected to a cytosine- or guanine-

nucleotide, where the two molecules may be connected via a phosphodiester bond

in eubacteria (Buckel & Golding, 2006b). Two molecules of the molybdenum

cofactor (MoCo) are required to provide four sulfur atoms for molybdenum-

coordination. The metal molybdenum is only biologically active when it is com-

plexed with its cofactor (except for the bacterial nitrogenase, Mendel et al., 2007).

The advantage of using molybdenum is the possibility to carry out many-electron

reactions at a low potential (Holliday et al., 2007b). Since the availability of

molybdenum in the pre-biotic world is not confirmed, it has been hypothesised

that tungsten or vanadium used to carry out similar tasks (Holliday et al., 2007b).

In terms of pathways, MoCo is involved in the nitrogen cycle, the sulfur cycle

and the carbon cycle (Rebeille et al., 2007). Enzymes using this cofactor usu-

ally catalyse oxo-transfers with subsequent two-electron oxidation or reduction

of the molybdenum ion. The catalytic cycle further requires an electron transfer
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involving the molybdenum-centre and additional redox cofactors like iron sulfur

clusters, flavins or hemes. Regarding mechanism, it is known that aldehyde de-

hydrogenase proceeds via a trihydropterin radical. Aldehyde ferrodoxin oxidore-

ductase (E.C. 1.2.7.5) might generate pterin radicals in the process of oxidising

ferrodoxin (Wei et al., 2003).

When MoCo is outside the protein, it loses the molybdenum atom and is

quickly oxidised (and from thereon inactive). This oxygen-sensitivity suggests

that MoCo is unlikely to be seen freely in the cell, although a carrier protein

been characterised in an algae species. It is known that tungsten, an antagonist,

inhibits MoCo activity, although it is the natural ligand in hyperthermophilic

archaeal bacteria (Mendel et al., 2007).

Insertion of the cofactor into the apoprotein is not understood in detail. Usu-

ally MoCo is inserted after all the other redox cofactors. In some MoCo enzymes,

the pterin ring system may be covalently linked to a protein cysteine residue.

There is also an iron containing MoCo in bacterial nitrogenase (Mendel et al.,

2007). There are more than 50 molybdenum-containing enzymes known, most of

them bacterial (Rebeille et al., 2007).

Due to homology of MoCo biosynthesis to ubiquitin biosynthesis, it is likely

that ubiquitin-dependant degradation has evolved from the evolutionarily older

MoCo biosynthesis pathway (Holliday et al., 2007b). Copper is involved in molyb-

denum metabolism, possibly as a place holder for molybdenum, until it is inserted

(Mendel et al., 2007).

Molybdenum uptake in bacteria functions via ATP-binding cassette trans-

porters. In higher organisms, molybdenum possibly uses the phosphate trans-

port. Arabidopsis thaliana has a distinct molybdenum uptake system (Mendel

et al., 2007).

The structural homology between molybdopterin synthase and ThiS (an en-

zyme from thiamine synthesis) unambiguously demonstrate the divergent evolu-

tionary relationship between a subset of enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of

sulfur-containing cofactors. Both proteins share the same fold as ubiquitin (Rizzi

& Schindelin, 2002).

Mutations in the first two biosynthesis enzymes cause severe and progressive

neurological abnormalities. The disease is not treatable, because MoCo is not
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stable outside its enzymes. Possible future treatments include the supplemen-

tation of pyranopterin monophosphate, which is the product of the first step of

biosynthesis. This therapy may only help those patients that have a mutation in

this first enzyme (Rebeille et al., 2007).

MoCo-using enzymes may be classified based on the homology of their active

centres (Mendel et al., 2007):

1. Xanthine oxidase family: hydroxylases with a monoxy-molybdenum centre,

the only class found in higher organisms such as human (Rebeille et al.,

2007)

2. Sulfite oxidase family: oxotransferases with a dioxy-molybdenum centre

3. DMSO reductase family: two pterin molecules coordinate one molybdenum

centre

4. Aldehyde ferrodoxine reductase family (Wei et al., 2003)

MTE occurs in all three domains of life. All 14 MTE-dependant enzymes in

the CoFactor database are oxidoreductases.

3.2.16 Biopterin

Tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), like molybdopterin, is a cofactor that contains a

pterin portion. The cofactor is biosynthesised in human cells and may act as

both, coenzyme or prosthetic group. The cofactor performs one- or two-electron

transfers (Wei et al., 2003) and the OH-group transfer for aromatic amino acids

(Thony et al., 2000). It is also a cofactor of nitric oxide synthase (E.C. 1.14.13.39),

which is involved in neuronal signalling. In this enzyme, BH4 is regenerated in

the reaction (Wei et al., 2003). It is most likely involved in catalysis as a pterin

radical (Thony et al., 2000).

BH4 belongs to a family of similar molecules (pterins, lumaines, alloxazines,

folates and riboflavins). Their core structure is composed of two or three hete-

rocyclic six-membered rings (Wei et al., 2003). The protonation state of BH4 is

thought to regulate the cofactor’s binding and function in enzymes (Wei et al.,

2003). Through the O4 and N5 atoms, pterins may form metal chelates, but
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these complexes do not mimic how molybdopterin and tungstenpterin are bound

(Wei et al., 2003).

BH4 also reduces the highly reactive and therefore dangerous peroxynitrite

(non-enzymatically). In the course of the reduction reaction, the cofactor BH4

is reduced via the BH3 radical to become BH2, which is later recycled by dihy-

drofolate reductase (Schmidt & Alp, 2007). BH4 is essential for phenylalanine

metabolism (Thony et al., 2000). The BH2 and BH4 states are shown in figure

3.14.

NH

N

N5

N NH2

O4OH

HO

CH3

N

N

N

N NH2

OOH

HO

CH3

H H

Figure 3.14: The reduced (BH2) and oxidised (BH4) state of biopterin.

Mutations in most of the enzymes cause hyperphenylalaninaemia, a form

of phenylketonuria. Restricted cofactor availability has also been suggested to

be involved in Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, autism, depression and

dihydroxyphenylalanine-responsive dystonia (Thony et al., 2000).

In phenylalanine metabolism, reduced BH4 assists in a reaction that uses mo-

lecular oxygen resulting in hydroxylation of BH4 (BH4-4α-carbinolamine). If the

hydroxylated form of the cofactor accumulates, BH4-4α-carbinolamine produces

harmful metabolites. Thus, the enzymatic regeneration of the cofactor is essential

here. The three amino acid hydroxylases that use BH4 depend additionally on

iron and O2 (Thony et al., 2000).

In the aromatic amino acid hydroxylases, biopterin functions differently than

in nitric oxide synthase (Wei et al., 2003):

1. The cofactor is oxidised by two electrons rather than by one

2. It participates directly in oxygen activation
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3. It is released from the enzyme after each catalytic cycle (and thus acts as

a coenzyme, rather than a prosthetic group)

Interestingly, no information has been documented that individuals lack-

ing glyceryl-ether monooxygenase show any deficiency symptoms (Thony et al.,

2000).

All 6 BH4-dependant enzymes in the CoFactor database are oxidoreductases

and all of them have only been annotated in eukarya in SwissProt.

3.2.17 4-methylideneimidazole-5-one

The molecule 4-methylideneimidazole-5-one (MIO ) is a prosthetic group in en-

zymes. To be precise, it is a special case of prosthetic group, namely a polypeptide-

derived cofactor (see section 1.3.1). For this cofactor there are no biosynthetic

enzymes required since it arises from auto-catalysis of the three amino acids

alanine, serine and glycine in the enzyme sequence. The self-catalysis process

is chemically analogous to chromophore formation. A phenylalanine residue is

proposed to play a key role in auto-catalysis of MIO (Christianson et al., 2007c).

MIO functions as a strong electrophile to abstract a relatively non-acidic

hydrogen atom (Christianson et al., 2007a) from the substrate. It catalyses a

1,2-shift of amine substrates (see figure 3.15), which is chemically challenging

(Christianson et al., 2007c). Two mechanisms have been proposed: after the re-

moval of the relatively non-acidic β-hydrogen, the reaction pathway splits into

two possibilities. In path A, the cofactor reacts with α-amino group, whereas in

path B it reacts with the aromatic ring. In both cases, the next step performs

a deprotonation and elimination of ammonia, which leads to conjugated olefin.

Christianson et al. (2007a) have provided experimental evidence consistent with

path A.

Tyrosine 2,3-aminomutase (E.C. 5.4.3.6, mechanism see figure 3.15) uses MIO,

where other aminomutases use other cofactors instead. Lysine-2,3-aminomutase

(E.C. 5.4.3.2), for instance, uses a combination of SAM (see section 3.2.18), an

iron sulfur cluster and PLP. Other aminomutases use B12 and PLP. The histi-

dine ammonia lyase family is thought to have a common catalytic pathway with

tyrosine 2,3-aminomutase (Christianson et al., 2007c). Further, natural product
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biosynthesis pathways for enedines, taxanes, non-ribosomal peptides contain MIO

(Christianson et al., 2007a).

Of the four MIO-dependant enzymes in the CoFactor database, three are

lyases and one is an isomerase. These E.C. numbers have only been annotated in

eukarya in SwissProt.

3.2.18 S-adenosylmethionine

In human cells, the coenzyme S-adenosylmethionine (SAM, also known as AdoMet)

is biosynthesised. SAM is the “major and most commonly used methyl group

donor in all biological systems” (Arroyo et al., 2004). The coenzyme methylates

DNA, RNA, proteins and small molecules. SAM may also catalyse radical reac-

tions using an adenosyl-radical, in which the radical is formed by a one-electron

transfer from flavodoxin or ferrodoxin (Buckel & Golding, 2006b), which then

abstracts a hydrogen atom either directly from the substrate or from a glycine

residue (Rebeille et al., 2007). Unlike other SAM enzymes, 7,8-diaminopelargonic

acid synthase (E.C. 2.3.1.47) uses SAM as an amino donor. This enzyme also

uses PLP as a cofactor and is the second step in biotin biosynthesis (Holliday

et al., 2007b). According to the cofactor definition used in this work (see section

1.3.1), SAM is not seen as a cofactor in this reaction.

SAM contains a reactive sulfur cation, which often acts as a methyl-group

donor. One product of such a reaction is S-adenosyl-homocysteine, which has

a cytotoxic effect. The cofactor is further involved in methionine generation, in

which case a 5’-deoxyadenosyl radical is generated (Roje, 2006). Methionine syn-

thase exists in two isozymes. Both depend on a folate cofactor as a methyl-group

donor and one (MetH) is additionally dependant on B12 (Rebeille et al., 2007).

In bacteria there is a SAM-riboswitch, which regulates cysteine and methionine

synthesis (Cochrane & Strobel, 2008). SAM is further a co-repressor of methio-

nine biosynthesis (Roje, 2006). The cofactor occurs in anaerobes, but also in

aerobic bacteria, fungi, plants and animals (Buckel & Golding, 2006b). In plants,

SAM is also a precursor of polyamines, nicotinamines, ethylene, and source of

5’-deoxyadenosyl radicals (Roje, 2006).
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In the coenzyme, the methyl group is bound to a charged sulfur atom, which

thermodynamically destabilises the molecule. This results in a high leaving group

potential for the methyl-group (Turner et al., 2000).

SAM catalyses a 1,2-shift of substrate amines (Christianson et al., 2007d)

and is a cofactor in lysine-2,3-aminomutase and spore photoproduct lyase (E.C.

4.1.99.14) (Buckel & Golding, 2006b). DNA methylation by various different

restriction enzymes requires SAM (Arroyo et al., 2004).

Glycyl-radical enzymes are activated by an irreversible hydrogen abstraction

by SAM (e.g. pyruvate:formate lyase). They occur only in anaerobes, because

the reaction with dioxygen would cleave the protein chain. The five known glycyl-

radical enzymes are (Buckel & Golding, 2006b):

1. pyruvate:formate lyase, (closely related to 2-oxobutyrate formate lyase)

2. anaerobic or type III ribonucleotide reductase

3. benzylsuccinate synthase

4. p-hydroxyphenylacetate decarboxylase

5. B12-independant glyceroldehydratase

SAM can be reductively cleaved by an iron sulfur cluster (Klinman, 2001). The

cofactor is involved in biotin synthesis (Roje, 2006) as well as in heme (HemN) and

molybdopterin (MoaA) biosynthesis. All three enzymes have iron sulfur clusters

for single electron transfer for SAM-activation (Buckel & Golding, 2006b).

The CoFactor database contains 161 SAM-dependant enzyme reactions, 153

of which (95%) are transferases. SAM occurs in all three domains of life.

3.2.19 Factor F430, Coenzyme M and Coenzyme B

Factor F430 (F430) is a prosthetic group, which only occurs in methanogenic

bacteria and is involved in one reaction (coenzyme-B sulfoethylthiotransferase,

E.C. 2.8.4.1) in methanogenesis. Its function there is to bind and later to release

the methyl leaving group from coenzyme M. In the same reaction, F430 also

performs the initiation and termination of a radical reaction, and coenzyme B is
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also involved (see figure 3.16 and MACiE entry M0156 for mechanism). Although

there are two alternative mechanisms proposed, the one described here is better

supported by the data available. There, the nickel attacks the methyl group of

coenzyme M, which results in the methyl group transfer to F430. The mechanism

proceeds via radical intermediates and finally yields free methane, and covalently

connected coenzymes B and M. F430 is restored after the catalytic cycle, whereas

coenzymes B and M act as group-transferring cofactors.

F430 consists of a tetrapyrrole ring with a nickel atom (similar to the iron

atom in heme) coordinated by the four nitrogen atoms and bound to a glutamine

residue of the target enzyme. Compared to other tetrapyrrole molecules, it has

fewer double bonds (Ermler, 2005).

Coenzyme M (CoM) acts as the methyl-group donor in the methanogenesis

reaction (Buckel & Golding, 2006b). CoM enters the methanogenesis reaction

with a methyl group bound to the terminal sulfur atom (see figure 3.16). Af-

ter the transfer of the methyl group to F430, coenzyme M is a radical with an

unpaired electron at the terminal sulfur atom, that later reacts with the nega-

tively charged coenzyme B sulfur to form a disulfane radical, which transfers its

unpaired electron back to the nickel atom of F430 where it originated.

Neither CoM, nor coenzyme B (CoB) occur in human metabolism (Ermler,

2005). CoB acts as a base in the methanogenesis reaction (see figure 3.16). It

binds the CoM radical to form a disulfane radical. The CoB-S-S-CoM is then

recycled by another enzyme (Buckel & Golding, 2006b).

The CoFactor database only contains the coenzyme-B sulfoethylthiotrans-

ferase reaction for each of these three cofactors. It occurs only in archaea.

3.2.20 Heme

Heme is a generic name comprising several prosthetic groups. They all have an

iron atom, coordinated by four nitrogen atoms from a porphyrin ring and, in

human cells, they are generally biosynthesised. In heme oxygenase (1 and 2, E.C.

1.14.99.3), heme has a histidine as its fifth ligand and water molecule as distal

ligand (Zhu & Silverman, 2008). A comprehensive review of all heme molecules
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has been published by (Smith et al., 2010). The authors have kindly agreed to

allow me to print a figure from their publication, which is shown in figure 3.17.

ChEBI defines that “heme is any tetrapyrrolic chelate of iron”. The cofactor

is essential for all aerobic organisms (Furuyama et al., 2007). Heme can act as a

cofactor in enzymes but also as a prosthetic group in non-enzyme proteins. The

cofactor functions comprise:

• serving as a source of electrons

• electron transport in the respiratory chain and photosynthesis (cytochromes,

Tripathy et al., 2010)

• mediating the oxidative metabolism and detoxification of xenobiotics and

drugs in cytochrome P450s (Zhu & Silverman, 2008)

• catalysing the monooxygenation of substrates: R-H → R-OH (Zhu & Sil-

verman, 2008)

• detoxification of hydrogen peroxide (peroxidase, catalase, Mendel et al.,

2007)

Heme’s non-cofactor functions in non-enzyme proteins comprise:

• transferring and storage of gases, e.g. in hemoglobins (Mendel et al., 2007)

• regulatory roles:

– oxygen stress sensor: heme induces heme oxygenase 1, which produces

biliverdin and later bilirubin (antioxidants and heme degradation pro-

ducts). Heme therefore functions as an oxidative stress sensor. It also

suppresses the first step of heme synthesis (Unno et al., 2007)

– regulating the formation of the cell signalling molecule NO (Zhu &

Silverman, 2008)

– regulating K+ channels (Furuyama et al., 2007)
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Often, heme is bound to a protein, which acts as an electron carrier substrate

in the reaction. Mostly, the iron alone absorbs the electron changes. In the en-

zyme chloride peroxidase (E.C. 1.11.1.10, see MACiE mechanism M250) however,

the porphyrin ring system formally lacks one electron and therefore exists in a

radical state (Woggon et al., 2001).

Heme is a lipid soluble molecule. In the majority of hemoproteins, heme is

not covalently attached to the apoprotein (Mendel et al., 2007) and recognised by

the sequence motif CP (Unno et al., 2007). However, in some cases the cofactor

is covalently linked to the protein (see figure 3.17).

In mammals, eight enzymes are involved in heme biosynthesis (Furuyama

et al., 2007). The first enzyme in mammal heme biosynthesis (5-aminolevulinate

synthase) uses PLP as a cofactor (E.C. 2.3.1.7). Hydroxymethylbilane synthase

(E.C. 2.5.1.61) uses dipyrromethane, a cofactor that exclusively serves as a seed

for the meta-ring in heme molecules (see section 3.2.21).

Acute intermittent porphyria is an autosomal dominant mutation of hydrox-

ymethylbilane synthase. Precipitating factors like drugs, hormones, alcohol, star-

vation, stresses induce ALAS-1 (non-specific 5-aminolevulinate synthase) expres-

sion in the liver, which leads to accumulation of 5-aminolevulinic acid and pro-

phobilinogen. That, in turn, leads to symptoms like abdominal pain, vomiting,

nausea. Therefore, ALAS-1 is considered a drug target. A mutation in ALAS-1

can be treated by supplying heme to repress ALAS-1. The mutation of ALAS-

2 (an isozyme of ALAS-1) is X-linked and causes X-linked sideroblastic anemia,

which is treated by supplying pyridoxal because ALAS-2 requires PLP (Furuyama

et al., 2007).

Siroheme (SRM) acts as a cofactor in the reduction of sulfate and nitrate

(Tripathy et al., 2010).

Heme-dependant enzymes occur in all three domains of life. The vast majo-

rity (94%, 122 E.C. numbers) of the heme-dependant enzymes in the CoFactor

database are oxidoreductases.
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3.2.21 Dipyrromethane

Dipyrromethane (DPM) is a prosthetic group that is biosynthesised in human

cells. The cofactor acts as a nucleophile (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1995) and as a

seed for heme synthesis (Warren & Scott, 1990). The enzyme hydroxymethyl-

bilane synthase (E.C. 2.5.1.61) is the only enzyme that is known to require the

dipyrromethane cofactor (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1995).

DPM is composed of two molecules of the trisubstituted pyrrole porphobilino-

gen (Warren & Scott, 1990) linked by a CH bridge (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1995).

It is attached covalently and irreversibly to the enzyme via a cysteine’s sulfur

atom. The free α position is used to bind the first porphobilinogen substrate ring

(Shoolingin-Jordan, 1995). The heme biosynthetic pathway contains the enzyme

that uses and biosynthesises the dipyrromethane cofactor (Warren & Scott, 1990).

DPM acts as a reaction primer for the assembly of the tetrapyrrole macro-

cycle for heme biosynthesis (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1995). Since it is composed of

two pyrrole units and the product of the reaction (tetrapyrrole) is composed of

four pyrroles, the reaction of porphobilinogen deaminase proceeds by a stepwise

addition of pyrroles to the two seeding ones from DPM. When six pyrroles are

linked, water cleaves the tetrapyrrole off and restores the cofactor. Labelling

experiments have shown that DPM is not exchanged (Shoolingin-Jordan, 1995).

The mechanism is shown in MACiE entry M0206.

Specific biosynthetic enzymes are not required for DPM synthesis. The por-

phobilinogen deaminase apo-enzyme assembles it from two molecules of porpho-

bilinogen, which is also the substrate of the enzyme. Porphobilinogen, in turn,

is biosynthesised from either succinyl-CoA or glutamate, over the intermedi-

ate molecule 5-aminolaevulinic acid (see heme biosynthetic pathway, Shoolingin-

Jordan, 1995).

DPM occurs in all three domains of life, even though there is only one known

DPM-dependant enzyme reaction, which is a transferase.

3.2.22 Pyrroloquinoline quinone

Pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) is a prosthetic group in some enzymes. The

cofactor catalyses electron transfers, like all quinone cofactors (Duine et al., 1990).
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All known enzymes that utilise PQQ are dehydrogenases.

PQQ has a flat tricyclic ring structure. Its core scaffold is composed of a

quinoline and a pyrrole portion. The three carbolic acid groups make the com-

pound very water-soluble in contrast to the lipid-soluble ubiquinone. The two

keto groups (fully oxidised or quinone state) are the functional site of the co-

factor and can also adapt a semi-quinone (half-reduced) and a quinol (reduced)

state. The molecule is heat-, acid-, and photo-stable and has three possible metal

liganding sites (Davidson, 2004). The two carbonyl groups of the quinone ring

are involved in proton-, electron- and/or hydride-transfers.

Tyrosine and glutamic acid have been shown to be precursors of PQQ in

bacteria (Duine et al., 1990). PQQ was proposed to be a vitamin for humans,

but the key evidence for this claim was shown to be faulty (Holscher et al., 2009).

Claims that mammals have PQQ-dependant enzymes have been shown to be not

substantial (Felton & Anthony, 2005). The only confirmed occurrence of this

cofactor is therefore in prokaryotes, lower eukaryotes and plants.

In Gluonobacter oxidans, there are seven putative PQQ-containing dehydro-

genases, which are thought to be involved in rapid oxidation of sugars and sugar

alcohols (Holscher et al., 2009).

In the CoFactor database, there are eight PQQ-dependant enzymes listed, all

of which are oxidoreductases. In SwissProt none of these have been annotated as

enzymes encoded in archaea, but they do occur in bacteria and eukarya.

3.2.23 Topaquinone

Topaquinone (TPQ) is a polypeptide-derived prosthetic group involved in amino

acid metabolism and is biosynthesised by human cells. The only known enzyme

to use topaquinone are the copper amine oxidases (formerly EC 1.4.3.6, now

1.4.3.21 and 1.4.3.22). In these enzymes, TPQ catalyses the oxidation of amines.

Quinones complement the mostly nucleophilic repertoire of amino acid side chains

by an electrophilic function (Dubois & Klinman, 2005). TPQ is further the only

known para-quinone residue. The ortho-quinones are handled separately (see

section 3.2.24).
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The enzyme copper amine oxidase catalyses not only the oxidative deamina-

tion of primary amines with the help of the TPQ cofactor, but also the biosyn-

thesis of this cofactor from a conserved backbone tyrosine residue and dioxygen

(Prabhakar & Siegbahn, 2004). The latter one happens only once and the enzyme

returns to this state after each catalytic cycle.

The mechanism of the actual reaction is a ping-pong mechanism, and it is sep-

arated into two halves (Prabhakar & Siegbahn, 2004, similar to thiamine diphos-

phate mechanism, see section 3.2.1). In the first (reductive) half-reaction, the

substrate reduces TPQ to produce an aminophenol species, whereas molecular

oxygen reoxidises this species in the second (oxidative) half. A copper atom is

present in all copper amide oxidases, which is coordinated by three conserved

histidine side chains and two water molecules (Prabhakar & Siegbahn, 2004).

The half life of the monooxygenation step in TPQ formation is 9 minutes

and therefore very slow compared to the cofactor reoxidation during catalytic

turnover (Dubois & Klinman, 2005).

The CoFactor database contains two TPQ-dependant enzymes, both of which

are oxidoreductases. Like for PQQ, none of these have been annotated as enzymes

encoded in archaea in SwissProt, but the reactions do occur in bacteria and

eukarya.

3.2.24 Orthoquinone residues

The orthoquinone residues (OQs) are a group of polypeptide-derived prosthetic

groups. Three orthoquinones have been found as cofactors in bacterial dehydro-

genases (amino acid metabolism), in which a tyrosine or tryptophan residue in

the active site of an enzyme has been dioxygenated and cross-linked to another

residue from the same chain, namely tryptophan (TTQ), lysine (LTQ) or cysteine

(CTQ), to form an orthoquinone species. OQs are residues, which act as electron

donors/acceptors in the aforementioned bacterial dehydrogenase reactions (Mure,

2004).

The quinone cofactors catalyse a two-electron two-proton reaction (dehydro-

genases, Dubois & Klinman, 2005). They form part of an electron sink, much

like PLP (Klinman, 2001). TTQ (see picture in table 1.1) and TPQ (see section
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3.2.23) oxidise amines in amine dehydrogenases, whereas LTQ catalyses the oxi-

dation of the ω-amino groups of specific lysine residues in collagen and elastin

(Duine, 2001) to generate cross-links in these proteins. LTQ is structurally re-

lated to TPQ. It is also derived from a tyrosine residue, but contrary to LTQ, the

quinone in TPQ is not cross-linked to another residue. LTQ, TTQ and CTQ may

depend on this covalent link between amino acids in order to restrict the confor-

mational mobility for catalytic turnover. TPQ biosynthesis depends critically on

ring mobility (Klinman, 2001).

The mechanism of LTQ-containing lysyl oxidase is not well characterised.

Mechanistic studies indicate that the reaction follows a ping-pong mechanism and

that a copper atom is not catalytically important but maintains the structural

integrity of LTQ or the protein (Mure, 2004). All known structures of these

cofactors have an aspartic acid residue in the active site, which is thought to act

as the catalytic base for proton abstraction (Duine, 2001).

The only mechanism in MACiE with orthoquinone residues is the TTQ-

dependant amine dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.4.99.3, M0013). TPQ and LTQ are

reoxidised by molecular oxygen, whereas TTQ and CTQ depend on an external

electron acceptor (Dubois & Klinman, 2005) and must exclude molecular oxygen

in order to direct the electrons to the external acceptor. The latter two ortho-

quinone cofactors do not co-appear with a copper centre, unlike LTQ and TPQ

(Duine, 2001). Orthoquinone residues are a way to complement the mostly nu-

cleophilic catalytic capacity of enzymes with an electrophilic function (Dubois &

Klinman, 2005).

Interestingly, neither sequence nor structural homology has been detected

among the enzymes using the different orthoquinone cofactors and TPQ. Never-

theless, their chemical mechanisms are expected to have common features, since

they all have primary amines as substrates, with which they can form covalent

adducts (Klinman, 2001).

CTQ is a cofactor of a bacterial amine dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.4.99.3, e.g. in

Paracoccus denitrifians). This enzyme contains two additional heme C cofactors,

which pass the two electrons from the substrate onto an external acceptor (Tsai

et al., 2009).
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The orthoquinone cofactors are biosynthesised by cross-linkage of backbone

amino acids. Although PQQ also has a catalytically active orthoquinone portion,

it differs from TTQ, LTQ and CTQ in that it is biosynthesised outside the target

enzyme (van der Palen et al., 1995). Biosynthesis of LTQ (and TPQ) has been

proposed to depend on the copper atom in the protein, whereas the biosynthesis

of LTQ and TTQ requires further proteins (Dubois & Klinman, 2005).

In methylamine dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.4.99.3), which contains TTQ as a co-

factor, the mauJ and mauG genes have been postulated to be involved in TTQ

biosynthesis (Pearson et al., 2004). MauG has been shown to catalyse the cova-

lent linkage between the two tryptophan residues and the incorporation of the

second oxygen atom into the ring of TTQ (Sun et al., 2003). CTQ most likely

also depends on external proteins for cofactor biosynthesis (Duine, 2001).

The CoFactor database lists two OQ-dependant enzymes, both of which are

oxidoreductases. In SwissProt, these enzymes are only annotated in protein se-

quences encoded in bacterial genomes.

3.2.25 Lipoic acid

Lipoic acid (LA) is a prosthetic group, which is covalently attached to a specific

lysine residue in the lipoyl domains of the pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyme

complex.

The cofactor is a sulfur-containing carboxylic acid. The two sulfur atoms

are located in a five-membered ring in adjacent positions (see ChEBI entry

CHEBI:43796). In enzymes it is covalently attached to the ǫ-amino group of

a lysine residue, where it provides substrate binding and mobility (swinging arm,

range about 14Å). The five-membered heterocycle can open between the two S-

atoms (dihydrolipoyllysine, Fries et al., 2003 and Reed, 1974). The best-known

enzyme that depends on lipoic acid is the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, which

forms part of the centre of aerobic metabolism: the citrate cycle (see KEGG path-

way ec00020).

Octanoic acid is a physiological precursor of lipoic acid. The two sulfur atoms

are introduced sequentially. This introduction is mechanistically similar to the

same procedure in biotin. Genetic investigations support this hypothesis. The
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sulfur donor is likely to be a iron sulfur cluster, like in biotin synthase. Lipoic

acid is synthesised in many organisms, among them are bacteria, plants, yeast

and animals (Marquet et al., 2001).

The CoFactor database lists six LPA-using enzymes, five of which are oxido-

reductases. These enzymes occur in all three domains of life.

3.3 Technical implementation

The CoFactor database is implemented and maintained using MySQL (initially

version 5.0.41) and the web pages are generated with PHP (initially version 5.1.6).

Figure 3.18 shows the database schema.

cid (PK)
cofactor_name
iupac_name

type
Vitamin
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text_mech
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v1_data
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1 1

id (PK)
cid (FK)
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resolution
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1

Figure 3.18: Database schema of the CoFactor database. PK: primary key; FK:

foreign key.

The database schema shows all the tables in the CoFactor database and how

they relate to each other. The central table is called “cofactor” and its most

important column is the cofactor identifier (cid), which is used in most of the

other tables to identify the cofactor that each piece of information refers to. The
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lines between the tables indicate that there is a reference from one table to the

other one. The numbers on these lines quantify this relationship. For example,

the one-to-many relationship (described by the “1” and the “n” on the line con-

necting the two tables) between the cofactor and the enzyme table denotes that

a record in the enzyme table always refers to one specific entry in the cofactor

tables, whereas an entry in the cofactor table may be referenced in many records

in the enzyme table. The database comprises 11 tables. As mentioned above, the

cofactor table is the central table and holds the cid. Additionally, a cofactor’s

common name, IUPAC name, its type (i.e. coenzyme or prosthetic group), it’s

role as a vitamin for humans and a link to a picture of its two-dimensional struc-

ture are stored here. The fields starting with “text ” hold the manually curated

information. To identify possibly different curators in the future, another column

(“curator initials”) is provided. PHP-based curator pages have also been created

to facilitate the data entering process for curators.

The “dbLinks” table holds links to various other databases, including Int-

Enz (via the E.C. number) ChEBI, KEGG COMPOUND, PDBeChem, CATH

domains, MACiE entries, PROCOGNATE (via the HET code) and UniProt se-

quences.

The “enzyme” table stores information about enzymes, such as an enzyme’s

name and E.C. number, as well as its mode of relationship with the cofactor it

references, i.e. cofactor-using, cofactor-synthesising, cofactor-recycling, or – if

no other information is available – cofactor-binding. The former three modes of

relationship are not mutually exclusive. The field “medlineID” holds either the

medline identifier of the publication that this piece of information was manually

extracted from, or it references the database that was queried to obtain the

information.

The tables “cofGroup” and “linkedGroup” classify all the cofactors into the

groups flavin-like, phosphate-containing, nucleotide-containing, sulfur-containing,

pterin-like, porphyrin-like, fat-soluble and quinone-like cofactors.

The “mechanism” table stores a link to the image depicting each of the me-

chanisms associated with a cofactor.

The table “cluster” stores all of the information necessary to fill the annota-

tion on the superposition pages. For each of the structures in the applets, the
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table contains one row. This row stores the cid of the cofactor, the PDB code

it was extracted from, the HET code, the cluster number and colour, the biolo-

gical species, the E.C. number (if available) and the CATH code(s) in this PDB

structure that the cofactor binds to (from PROCOGNATE if available).

The “pdbInfo” table additionally holds information that applies to the whole

structure, such as the resolution, the experiment type (NMR or X-ray) and the

original residue identifier of the cofactor in the structure coordinate file.

The “ec2uniprot” table stores which E.C. numbers occur in which species.

Please note that this table is not explicitly linked to the cofactor table, due

to the possibility of alternative (cofactor-independant) mechanisms of cofactor-

dependant enzyme reactions.

The “funcOvClass” table stores the class membership of the classes defined

in figure 4.14 in Chapter 4.

Finally, the “versionHistory” table will be used in the future to store the

changes made to the database from each version to the next. The first release ver-

sion is 1.0.0. Adding new data will increase the first of these numbers (“v1 data”),

adding functionality will increase the second one (“v2 functionality”), and im-

proving the web interface will increase the third number (“v3 webinterface”).

The date of the update and a comment describing the changes will be stored too.

The size of the MySQL data base is 6.5 MB and the size of the data (including

images, Jmol scripts and PHP scripts) is 26.9 MB in CoFactor version 1.0.0.

3.4 Discussion and relevance

The goal of the CoFactor database is to provide the user with an overview of all

organic enzyme cofactors and to integrate that overview with information about

the enzymes that use them.

Overall, the database contains 27 organic enzyme cofactors: nine coenzymes,

eleven prosthetic groups, four that act as both and three polypeptide-derived

cofactors.

Browsing the CoFactor database web pages, it becomes clear that the cofactors

are used to highly varying degrees and that the E.C. profile strongly depends on

the type of cofactor. While some only occur in one or a handful of reactions
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(e.g. factor F430 or dipyrromethane), others assist in the catalysis of hundreds of

enzyme reactions (e.g. NAD or FAD). Similarly, while some cofactors only occur

in a very small range of biological species (e.g. coenzyme M and factor F430),

others are essential for all forms of life (e.g. thiamine diphosphate). Twelve of

the cofactors are (biosynthesised from) vitamins for humans, i.e. their availability

depends on nutrition and they cannot be fully biosynthesised. Therefore, many

cofactors are linked to diseases. However, this does not only include deficiency

diseases caused by the lack of, or reduced uptake of the vitamin (e.g. scurvy for

vitamin C deficiency), but also genetically caused diseases where mutation in the

biosynthesis or uptake systems cause symptoms (e.g. biotin or glutathione).

The diversity of these molecules raises the question whether there are intrinsic

groupings among them and if so, whether these are defined by the molecules’

physicochemical properties, their two-dimensional structural scaffolds, or their

specific three-dimensional conformations. It further raises the question if they

can be functionally classified, to what extent cofactors are generally used in the

different enzyme classes and whether they contribute new catalytic capabilities

to the enzymatic toolkit. All of these questions will be investigated in chapters 4

and 5.

It is worth noting that the CoFactor database is expected to be comparatively

easy to maintain. As most of the cofactor molecules have been discovered several

decades ago, no exponential growth of entries is expected, although the occasional

new discovery is not impossible. However, the expected growth rate is far below

the one observed for the large nucleotide or amino acid sequence databases. The

manually curated part should be updated in regular intervals, ideally once a year,

and in case the project is continued, the functionality may be extended. The data

integration part is largely automated and can thus be updated automatically. All

of the data in the CoFactor database provides the user with a glimpse of this

fascinating group of molecules and an entry point for further research.
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Chapter 4

The structures and

physicochemical properties of

organic cofactors in biocatalysis

After having established a well-defined data set and gained an overview of each

organic cofactor (chapter 3), this chapter covers the data analyses that have

been performed on the one- and two-dimensional cofactor data as well as the

classification and clustering results. This information is necessary to broaden the

understanding of the organic cofactors as a group of molecules and as catalytic

entities.

In the first section, the data analysis based on one-dimensional descriptors

of the cofactor molecules will be presented and in the second section the results

from the clustering of the molecules’ two-dimensional chemical structures will be

covered. Finally, the molecular function of each of the cofactors will be discussed

at an overall enzyme reaction level as well as on a more detailed stepwise mech-

anism level. Some of the analyses in this chapter have been published (Fischer

et al., 2010a).
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular de-

scriptors

In order to better understand the physicochemical properties of the organic co-

factors, eight common descriptor variables have been calculated for each of the

molecules in the cofactor and metabolite data sets described in section 2.2. The

molecular property descriptor variables were computed for all the cofactors and

metabolites in the respective data sets. Interesting variables include those used

in Lipinski’s rule of five (Lipinski et al., 2001) and a description of all eight chosen

ones can be found in section 2.2.2.

These data can now be used to firstly get an overview of the physicochemical

properties that the organic cofactors exhibit and secondly compare the cofactors’

properties to the ones of other metabolites in living cells in order to assess whether

there are significant differences between the two data sets, that might explain the

catalytic properties exhibited by the cofactors, but not by the metabolites. The

resulting data matrix of the cofactor descriptors is shown in table 4.1.

4.1.1 Distribution of molecular descriptors in the cofactor

data set

To tackle the first objective, namely getting an overview of the physicochemical

properties, a histogram is plotted for each of the eight descriptor variables in

figure 4.1. Each bar is labelled with the cofactors (HET codes) that are binned

in this bar.

This figure allows for visual identification of outliers and rough distribution

shapes. The y-axes are not normalised so that the original scales of the variables

can be seen.

Notably, B12 appears mostly at the ends of the distributions. All the de-

scriptors with a size component (molecular weight, number of rings, number of

hydrogen bond acceptors and donors and the polar surface area) show B12 in one

of the two rightmost bins. Table 4.1 confirms that B12 is the largest (heaviest)

cofactor in the data set, with a molecular weight of considerably over 1kDa. As

the PSA, HBA and HBD variables also measure polarity, a comparison to the
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HET mw PSA HBA HBD logP percRotBd numRings atomComp

ASC 176.03 107.22 6 4 -1.41 0.5 1 0.5

B12 1328.56 470.16 27 10 5.98 0.47 11 0.31

BTN 244.09 103.73 5 3 1.45 0.35 2 0.38

COA 767.11 414.79 23 9 -0.3 0.6 3 0.56

COM 141.98 101.55 3 1 0.88 0.67 0 0.71

DPM 420.15 173.92 10 4 0.82 0.55 2 0.33

F43 903.27 299.53 19 7 2.21 0.32 10 0.31

FAD 785.16 382.55 24 9 -1.79 0.4 6 0.49

FMN 456.11 217.9 13 6 -1.56 0.42 3 0.45

GSH 307.08 197.62 9 5 -0.72 0.79 0 0.5

H4B 241.12 136.29 8 6 -0.84 0.33 2 0.47

HEA 852.35 131.62 10 3 6.42 0.42 8 0.17

HEC 618.19 94.32 8 2 0.64 0.28 8 0.19

LPA 206.04 87.9 2 1 2.79 0.5 1 0.33

MGD 740.06 443.85 23 10 -0.62 0.33 6 0.57

MQ7 648.49 34.14 2 0 14.1 0.59 2 0.04

MTE 395.01 259.23 11 6 0.32 0.31 3 0.58

NAD 664.12 338.93 21 8 -0.94 0.4 5 0.52

NAP 744.08 395.27 24 9 -0.82 0.42 5 0.56

PGD 738.04 440.22 23 8 -3.05 0.33 6 0.57

PLP 247.02 126.76 6 3 0.52 0.5 1 0.5

PQQ 330.01 174.72 10 4 0.55 0.23 3 0.42

PTE 1028.94 523.42 24 12 1.53 0.37 6 0.6

SAM 399.14 207.93 11 5 0.01 0.45 3 0.44

SRM 914.2 314.74 20 8 1.68 0.43 8 0.32

THF 473.17 223.33 14 7 -0.1 0.42 3 0.41

TP7 345.1 184.93 8 5 1.12 0.9 0 0.48

TPP 425.05 217.88 11 4 2.22 0.52 2 0.54

TPQ 195.05 97.46 5 2 0.12 0.36 1 0.36

U10 862.68 52.6 4 0 17.85 0.71 1 0.06

Table 4.1: Objects × variables data table for the cofactor physicochemical pro-

perties (see section 2.2.2). The abbreviations of the cofactors (HET codes) are

defined in table 1.1. Molecular weight (mw), polar surface area (PSA) in Å2,

number of hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA) and donors (HBD), logP value (logP),

percentage of rotatable bonds (percRotBd), number of rings (numRing) and the

atomic composition (atomComp).
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Figure 4.1: Histograms of the eight descriptor variables as defined in section 2.2.2. The y-axes give absolute counts.
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

pure and size-independant polarity and hydrophobicity variables is appropriate.

Interestingly, the atomic composition value for B12 (0.31) is close to the average

of the data set (min=0.04, mean=0.42, max=0.71, see also figure 4.4B). B12’s

logP value (5.98) exhibits a similar scenario (data set: min=-3.05, mean=1.67,

max=17.85), although B12 is still an outlier in this distribution (see figure 4.4B).

These results show that the placement in the far right-hand side bins in the PSA,

HBA and HBD histograms is mainly driven by B12’s unusual size rather than its

polarity.

The cofactors MQ7 and U10 also have a preference to appear at the extremes

of the distributions, predominantly in the variables with a polarity/hydrophobicity

component. They do not appear in the HBD histogram since they have no hydro-

gen bond acceptors at all (cf. table 4.1). With 2 and 4 hydrogen bond donors, 2

and 1 rings, 34.14 and 52.60 Å2 of polar surface area and an atomic composition

of 0.04 and 0.06 respectively, MQ7 and U10 are located at the lower end of the

variable ranges, whereas their logP values top the range in the data set with 14.10

and 17.85 respectively. Together, these values arise from the very hydrophobic

nature of MQ7 and U10. In the context of their biological function this makes

sense as MQ7 and U10 act as electron carriers in biological membranes (Berkner,

2008; Cluis et al., 2007).

Having identified the unusual molecules in the data set, the second step is to

evaluate the shape of the descriptor distributions visually. Figure 4.1 shows that

none of the descriptor histograms adopt a perfect normal distribution. Given the

small sample size, however, the distributions appear to be reasonably continuous.

Figure 4.2 shows a heat map of the pairwise correlation matrix of all eight

descriptor variables. The colour coding ranges from pale yellow (low correlation)

to red (high correlation).

Extreme correlations between the HBA, HBD and PSA variables are imme-

diately obvious (0.94, 0.95 and 0.97). The molecular weight variable is highly

correlated with the number of rings variable at 0.82. All remaining correlations

are 0.75 or less. The correlation between the two above mentioned groups (PSA,

HBA, HBD compared to mw, #rings) of descriptors are in the range of 0.56 to

0.74 and thus still considerably high. All these variables have a size component:

the molecular weight is a direct size measure while the number of rings increases
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Figure 4.2: Heatmap of the correlation matrix of the cofactor descriptor matrix

(see table 4.1), coloured by absolute correlation values: pale yellow [0 : 0.25],

yellow ]0.25 : 0.5], orange ]0.5 : 0.75] and red ]0.75 : 1].

with increasing size. It is worth noting that nearly all cofactors do have at least

one ring system (all except COM, TP7 and GSH) and that the larger cofactors

have more rings (e.g. B12 has 11). The other three descriptors (HBA, HBD and

PSA) also have a polarity component.

The next highest absolute correlation of -0.75 in the heat map is between the

atomic composition and the logP descriptors. While logP is a measure of the

hydrophobicity of a molecule, the atomic composition is the percentage of polar

heavy atoms over all heavy atoms and thus a measure for (size-independant)

polarity.

The last remaining absolute correlation over 0.5 is another anticorrelation

between the number of rings and the percentage rotatable bonds variables (-0.53).

Thus, these two descriptors are considerably anticorrelated. This relationship is
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not unexpected as a high number of rings reduces the number of freely rotatable

bonds in a molecule through higher interconnectivity of its atoms.

4.1.2 Distribution of molecular descriptors: comparing

cofactors to other metabolites

To address the second question, namely comparing the cofactors’ properties to the

ones of other metabolites, each descriptor variable is plotted for both of the data

sets as two superimposed distributions: the metabolites distribution is shown as

a smoothed line, while the cofactor distribution is plotted as a histogram. These

representations have been chosen to account for the significant difference in data

set size: the cofactor data sets consists of 30 molecules whereas the metabolite

data set comprises 12,548 molecules. The results are shown in figure 4.3.

In figure 4.3, the observed density distributions of the physicochemical pro-

perties of all cofactors (black) are compared to all metabolites (red). A t-test

(see section 2.2.3) was applied to determine if there are significant differences in

the means of the two data sets for each descriptor variable. Using a significance

p-value cut-off of 0.01, these distributions highlight that cofactors are, on average,

significantly more polar than the metabolites, i.e. have more hydrogen bond ac-

ceptors (HBAs, figure 4.3E), more hydrogen bond donors (HBDs, figure 4.3D), a

higher atomic composition score (figure 4.3B), and more polar surface area (PSA,

figure 4.3F). Visual inspection of figure 4.3 shows that cofactors have, on average,

slightly higher molecular weights (figure 4.3A), a higher percentage of rotatable

bonds (figure 4.3H) and more rings than the molecules in the metabolite data

set (figure 4.3C); however, these differences are not statistically significant. The

logP (figure 4.3G) values, are nearly identical for both data sets with a p-value

of 0.558.

4.1.3 Principal component analysis of molecular cofactor

descriptors

The results from the previous section start to paint a picture of the relationships

between the physicochemical properties of the cofactors and their comparison to
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Figure 4.3: Density distribution of descriptors on 30 cofactors in our data set (black histogram) and on the metabolites

data set (red curve). Averages are indicated by vertical lines (30 cofactors black and 12,548 metabolites red).

Averages are considered to be significantly different if the p-value is below 0.01. Axes: units of raw data, such that

the area under the graphs equals 1. (A) molecular weight, (B) atomic composition, (C) number of rings, (D) number

of HBDs, (E) number of HBAs, (F) PSA, (G) logP value, (H) percentage of rotatable bonds.
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

those of the metabolites. To obtain a more integrated and informative view of the

descriptor data, the next obvious step is to move from several univariate analyses

to one multivariate view. Therefore, a principal component analysis (PCA) has

been performed on the physicochemical property descriptors in table 4.1.

4.1.3.1 Preconditions of the data set

As described in the Methods chapter (section 2.2.5.3), some preconditions of the

input data set need to be checked before a PCA can be performed and inter-

preted. Since the data are measured in different units and scales, it is necessary

to normalise the data (as described in section 2.2.5.1).

Scaling and outliers

Figure 4.4 uses the boxplot method (see section 2.2.5.2) to visualise how the

unscaled cofactor data set (A) and the scaled one (B) are distributed and where

the outliers are.

If the unscaled data (figure 4.4A) were used to perform the PCA, the influence

of variables measured in scales with a larger range (e.g. molecular weight, range

[141.98 : 1328.56]) would mask the influence of the ones measured in smaller

scales (e.g. HBA, range [2 : 24]). Thus, the scaled data (figure 4.4B) were used

for this analysis.

Only two descriptors show outliers: the percentage of rotatable bonds (two

outliers: TP7 with 0.90 and GSH with 0.79) and the logP value (four outliers:

U10 with 17.85, MQ7 with 14.10, HEA with 6.42 and B12 with 5.98). As these

values are correct and do not arise from an error in measurement, exclusion of

these cofactors from the analysis is not justified.

Normal distribution of data

The histograms in figure 4.1 and the boxplots in figure 4.4B both visualise the

distribution of the descriptor variables. As mentioned above, the variables are

not necessarily normally distributed. Due to the small number of elements in

the data set, however, the distributions are mostly free of outliers. Hence the

analysis will be continued. As noted in the Methods chapter 2.2.5.3, it is worth

reiterating that there is no guarantee that the principal components (PCs) are
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Figure 4.4: Boxplots of the eight descriptor variables in the cofactor data set (cf.

table 4.1: (A) unscaled and (B) scaled data set.
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

good discriminatory features if the variables are not normally distributed. Yet,

the PCA will still decorrelate the data.

4.1.3.2 Evaluation of PCA results

The PCA plot in figure 4.5 provides a descriptor-based representation of cofactor

similarities and differences. It shows which of the descriptor variables contribute

most to the variability in the data set and how these variables relate to one

another. Additionally, the PCA plot allows one to visually understand and cluster

the relationships between the descriptor variables and the cofactors. Figure 4.6

shows the contribution of each descriptor variable to each of the PCs and will be

evaluated in detail below.

Figure 4.5 shows a “biplot” (see section 2.2.5.4) of the first two PCs, thus

plotting both the cofactors as labels and the descriptor variables as vectors (ar-

rows). Together, the first two PCs account for 81.49% of the variability in the

data. Small angles (close to 0◦) between the vectors indicate high correlation

between variables, whilst orthogonality indicates independence, and large angles

(close to 180◦) indicate anticorrelation of the variables. The length of the vectors

quantifies the amount of contribution of each variable in these first two PCs.

It is immediately obvious that cofactors vary most in polarity and size: the

first PC is dominated by the PSA, number of HBA, and number of HBD variables

(eigenvalues ≥0.8, “polarity”) as well as the molecular weight and the number of

rings (eigenvalues ≥0.7, “size”), and the second PC by the atomic composition

and the hydrophobicity (logP) variable (eigenvalues ≥0.8, “polarity”). It is worth

noting that there are anticorrelations between the percentage number of rotatable

bonds (percRotBd) and the HBA variables, as well as between the logP and the

atomic composition (atomComp) variables. The flexibility of the molecules is a

further contributing factor to the variability of cofactors, but only ranks third,

with the percentage of rotatable bonds being the highest contributor to PC three

(eigenvalues ≥0.8, “flexibility”). The first three PCs cumulatively account for

94.5% of the variability in the data.

It is worth taking a closer look at the loadings of the PCA in order to under-

stand, which variables contribute to what extent to each principal component.
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Figure 4.5: Biplot of the PCA. The red arrows show the projection of the input

variables onto the space, which is spanned by the first two principal components.

The length of each red vector represents the amount of contribution to this space.

The black labels show the position of the cofactors within this space. All PCA

plots have been generated using the FactoMineR13 and ade414 packages of the

R-project. The input data are scaled.
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Figure 4.6: Loadings of the PCA. The eigenvalues (coloured bars, left axis) are

scaled by the cumulative percentage contribution (black circles and line, right

scale) to the total variability in the data.

Figure 4.6 shows the contribution of each of the eight descriptors to each of their

eight PCs. The height of each bar has been scaled by its PC’s contribution to the

overall variability in the data. Since the relationship between the eigenvalues and

the variability is squared, this implies that the sum of the squares of all the bars

of each descriptor variables equals 1. This scaling visualises the importance of

each descriptor variable in relation to the importance of the PC. The sign of the

eigenvalue indicates correlation (+) or anticorrelation (-) to the PC. The height

of the bar indicates the extent of the correlation.

Figure 4.6 immediately reveals that PCs 4 to 8 can be neglected as they only

contribute <6% to the overall variability in the data. Therefore the focus lies

on the first three PCs, whose contributions to the overall variability are 54.6%,

28.6% and 13.3%, respectively. The loadings plot demonstrates that the HBA,

PSA and HBD variables correlate highly with the first PC, the number of rings

and the molecular weight are correlated considerably, whereas the remaining three

descriptors have low correlations with PC 1 (below 0.5). The second PC is do-
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

minated by the atomic composition and logP descriptors although the molecular

weight variable’s correlation with PC 2 still exceeds 0.5. This demonstrates that,

in the first two PCs, all descriptors contribute highly, with the exception of the

percentage of rotatable bonds variable, as also shown in the correlation circle in

figure 4.7A.

Correlation circles are a visualisation of the extent to which each of the original

variables contributes to a pair of PCs (projection from the unit sphere, see section

2.2.5.5). As mentioned above, figure 4.7A demonstrates that all variables, except

for the percentage of rotatable bonds, contribute highly to the first two PCs. All

observations from the previous paragraph can be confirmed here. In contrast to

figure 4.6, which shows the contributions of each variable to each PC, figure 4.7

illustrates the contribution to pairs of PCs (PCs 1 and 3 in figure 4.7B, PCs 2

and 3 in figure 4.7C).

The placement of the cofactor HET labels in figure 4.5 is defined by each cofac-

tor’s value in the first two principal components of the scores matrix. The highest

contributing individuals (i.e. cofactor HET identifiers) in these first two PCs are

U10, MQ7, B12. This implies that these three molecules are the most unusual

in their set of descriptors compared to the full cofactor data set. Their unusual

properties have already been discussed in section 4.1.1. Thus, as expected, these

cofactors are the outliers in the PCA. In spite of this, it has been decided to

not exclude them from the analysis, since they are legitimate contributors to this

data set.

With respect to finding intrinsic groupings in cofactors, the following visual

clusters have been observed: the porphyrin-like molecules (HEM, HEA, HEC,

B12, SRM, F43) as well as menaquinone-7 (MQ7) and ubiquinone-10 (U10) are

all placed in the upper half of the plot, since these molecules are larger and

on average more hydrophobic than the remaining cofactors. MQ7 and U10 are

clearly the most hydrophobic cofactors, and within the large ones they are also

the most flexible. Siroheme (SRM) and factor 430 (F43) are on the other end of

the hydrophobicity spectrum. Heme A (HEA) is more hydrophobic and larger

than heme C (HEC), but both have average flexibility within this group of large

cofactors. Vitamin B12 (B12) is by far the largest of the cofactors and less

hydrophobic than most of the molecules in the large cofactors.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation circles of the eight descriptor variables in the first three

principal components: (A) PC 1 and 2, (B) PC 1 and 3 and (C) PC 2 and 3.
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

On the right-hand side of the plot, all the dinucleotides (NAD, NAP, FAD,

COA, PGD, MGD and PTE) can be found. Of course, the molecules in this group

have a similar atomic composition, which is rich in heteroatoms in comparison to

heme and menaquinone. Among the cofactors, the dinucleotides are of medium

to high molecular weight. They separate in the first principal component due to

differences in hydrogen-bonding potential (HBA and HBD variables) and PSA.

The remaining cofactors in the bottom left corner of the PCA plot are smaller

with lower hydrogen bonding potential, but they are much more varied as a group.

Overall, these results reveal the similarities between the various cofactors, as

well as between the cofactors and the variables, and show that cofactors vary

mostly in polarity and size. Although one starts to see intrinsic groupings in the

PCA, it is advisable to apply clustering methods to the cofactor data in order to

clarify the results and strengthen the confidence in theses groupings (see sections

4.1.5, 4.2 and 4.3.1).

4.1.4 PCA of metabolite descriptors: locating cofactors

in metabolite space

In order to locate the cofactors in “metabolite space”, another PCA has been

performed on the metabolite data set (see section 2.2.1.2, grey points in figure

4.8). The exact same methodology has been used as in the PCA described in

the previous sections. This analysis aims to determine whether cofactors are

restricted to an easily distinguishable corner of metabolite space (i.e., originate

from a limited homogeneous set of chemical moieties). To answer this question

visually, the cofactors are plotted as supplementary objects 1 (red circles) in figure

4.8. The biplot (analogous to figure 4.5) and the loadings plot (analogous to figure

4.6) are shown in figures A.3 and A.2 in the appendix, respectively.

Figure 4.8 shows that the cofactors (red circles) are composed of chemical

moieties, which span the full range of biochemical small molecules, rather than

being confined to one specific physicochemical group. This implies that cofactors

are not basically different from other metabolites, as measured by the chosen

1Supplementary objects are not used to compute the principal components but can be

plotted together with the other data points.
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Figure 4.8: The first two principal components of metabolite space, showing the

metabolites (grey) and the supplementary cofactor data (red). Example metabo-

lites in the cofactor free space are shown in yellow.

descriptors, and cannot be easily distinguished. As expected, the correlation

matrices (see figure A.1 in Appendix A) of the descriptors are similar for both

data sets (cofactors and metabolites). The yellow data points in figure 4.8 are

representatives of a cofactor-free space, which we grouped with medium-sized

hydrophobic molecules, presumably because they are not capable of providing

the required catalytic power. The yellow data points denote examples from this

area, which include the cholane-based bile acid taurochenodeoxycholate (KEGG

compound ID C05465), the indole alkaloids echitovenine (C11784) and stricto-

sidine (C03470), the frog toxin epibatidine (C11690), as well as the leutokrine

A4 (C00909). All of these molecules are largely hydrophobic and are medium to

large in size. They do bind to proteins but lack the catalytic power that cofactors

provide. However, overall one can see that cofactors have been drawn from the
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4.1 One-dimensional analysis of molecular descriptors

whole spectrum of biochemical metabolites and thus are constructed from many

of the basic building blocks of life (see section 4.2.3).

4.1.5 Intrinsic groupings among cofactors: a 1D cluster-

ing

Clustering methods assign objects (here the cofactor HET groups) to several

classes, according to their pairwise similarity. Figure 4.9 shows the results of a

Ward’s clustering (Ward Jr, 1963) of the cofactor descriptors. The figure depicts

a hierarchical clustering tree representing these pairwise similarities. A penalty

function (Kelley et al., 1996) has been used to cut the tree at the best height in

order to obtain the final clusters.

To quantify the overview of all the cofactors, it is worth exploring whether it

is possible to automatically cluster cofactors into groups with similar properties.

A hierarchical Ward’s clustering of the cofactor descriptors is presented in figure

4.9B. The agglomerative coefficient of the data on the tree is 0.93. In order to find

the best number of clusters, the tree is cut at the height, which is determined by

a minimum penalty score (Kelley et al., 1996, see figure 4.9A). This penalty score

finds the number of clusters, which minimises the spread within the clusters while

maximising the population density of the clusters. The minimum of this penalty

function determines how many clusters should result from the dendrogram cut.

Here, this method yields six clusters as the optimum. The first split in the tree

separates clusters 1-4 from 5 and 6. This split is based on polarity and size, much

like the driving force in principal component one (see figure 4.5). The molecules

on the right side of the split (clusters 5 and 6) are more polar and larger than

the remaining ones. The subsequent separation of cluster 4 from 1-3 separates

the very hydrophobic large molecules from the others. This is also analogous

to the second principal component of the cofactor PCA. Similarly, the split of

cluster 3 separates the very flexible cofactors (third principal component), and

the remaining two clusters split on size and ring content. All the six clusters can

be drawn into figure 4.5 without overlap (see figure 4.10), except for clusters 1 and

3. The overlap between clusters 1 and 3 is not surprising, since the determining

factor for this split is flexibility, which has been shown in this chapter to be
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Figure 4.9: Hierarchical Ward’s clustering of cofactor descriptors. A: The tree is best cut into six clusters according

to the penalty score. The minimum penalty occurs at 6 clusters and is marked by the horizontal red line. B: The

six clusters are: 1, small ring-containing cofactors; 2, large hydrophobic rigid cofactors (=hemes); 3, small flexible

cofactors; 4, large hydrophobic flexible cofactors (large quinones); 5, non-hydrophobic large cofactors (the polar

porphyrin-like cofactors) and 6, medium-size charged cofactors (=dinucleotide-like).
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

the main contributor to the third principal component. Therefore, those two

clusters split in the third dimension of the PCA. Cluster 1 comprises all the small

(molecular mass ≤500 Da), ring-containing cofactor molecules. The first split

inside this cluster is based on the percentage of rotatable bonds (35-55%, left; 23-

45%, right), the number of rings (1-3 left, ≥3 right) and the number of HBDs (≤4,

left; ≥4, right). Cluster 2 contains HEA and HEC, whose similarities have been

described previously (section 4.1.3.1). Glutathione (GSH), coenzyme B (TP7)

and coenzyme M (COM) are in cluster 3. These molecules have an unusually

high percentage of rotatable bonds (high level of flexibility) for cofactors and all

of them contain a sulfur atom. Cluster 4 contains the two large, hydrophobic

cofactors: MQ7 and U10 (coenzyme Q10), which are structurally very similar

to each other and also clustered together in the PCA. Cluster 5 contains the

porphyrin-based cofactors adenosylcobalamin (B12), F43 and SRM. They share

the same basic scaffold as the hemes (HEC, HEA), but are less hydrophobic due

to a lower double bond content, as well as due to carbolic acid and amine groups

as side chains (SRM, F43). Once more, a structural similarity can be identified in

this cluster. Cluster 6 also contains all the dinucleotides (NAD, NAP, FAD, PGD,

MGD), the structurally very similar tungstopterin cofactor (PTE), and coenzyme

A (COA). This cluster corresponds to the dinucleotide cluster in figure 4.5. These

results indicate that the chosen descriptors partition the cofactors well into six

groups according to their physicochemical properties. The structural similarity,

which is shared among the cofactors within each cluster, supports this conclusion.

4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor struc-

tures

The one-dimensional descriptor variables have provided valuable insights. The

aim of this section is to investigate if and how information about the two-

dimensional structure of the molecules complements or confirms the above find-

ings.
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

4.2.1 An overview of the functional portions in cofactors

First it is prudent to take a closer look at the functional portions and two-

dimensional structures of all the cofactors in the data set. Table 1.1 lists the

structures of all cofactors in the data set. The active portions are highlighted in

magenta.

4.2.2 Intrinsic groupings among cofactors: a 2D cluster-

ing

The SMSD program (Rahman et al., 2009) compares two molecules and assigns

a similarity score based on their common substructure (see section 2.2.4). The

comparison can be set to distinguish between single and double bonds (“bond-

sensitive”) or to not distinguish between them (“bond-insensitive”). SMSD has

been used to generate two pairwise Tanimoto similarity matrices, one bond-

sensitive and one bond-insensitive one. These matrices were then used to cluster

the cofactor data set once again using Ward’s criterion. Figure 4.11 shows the

resulting clusterings (B and D) and penalty functions (A and C) for the bond-

sensitive and bond-insensitive similarity matrix, respectively.

The agglomerative coefficient of the bond-sensitive clustering is 0.78, while the

one of the bond-insensitive clustering is 0.83. Although both of those values are

lower than the descriptor-based clustering, at least the bond-insensitive coefficient

promises useful insights, as the data fits the clustering well.

4.2.2.1 Bond-insensitive SMSD clustering

The bond-insensitive clustering allows for an analysis of the intrinsic groupings

among the cofactors based on their general chemical scaffold. Figure 4.11D shows

the resulting dendrogram and the best (solid line) and second best (dashed line)

dendrogram cut. Both lines are shown here since the penalty score function has

two minima with very similar values, as can be seen in figure 4.11C. The solid

line produces four clusters.

A similarity matrix has been generated based on a pairwise bond-insensitive

comparison of all molecules in the data set to look for similarities in the ge-
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Figure 4.11: Bond-sensitive (B) and bond-insensitive (D) clustering of the two-dimensional cofactor structures, based

on a Ward’s clustering algorithm using a Tanimoto similarity matrix. Plot of the penalty function for the dendrogram

cut to produce any number of clusters for bond-sensitive (A) and bond-insensitive (C) clustering. The minimum

penalty occurs at 5 and 4 clusters respectively and is marked by the horizontal red line.
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

neral molecule scaffold. Distinguishing double from single bonds would result

in a higher differentiation of function and hydrophobicity of the molecules, but

information about the generality of the scaffold would be lost. This scaffold

information, however, is important from a biosynthetic point of view, as simi-

lar scaffolds might be biosynthesised by the same enzymes. The agglomerative

coefficient of the data on this tree is 0.83, which shows that the tree fits the

data well, although not as well as when the physicochemical descriptors are used

(agglomerative coefficient 0.93).

The penalty function, which decides at which height the tree is best cut, has

a minimum at four clusters. However, it is worth noting that the split between

clusters 1 and 2 and the first split inside cluster 3 are at almost the same height.

The penalty function has another local minimum at seven clusters, which would

split cluster 3 into three clusters (dashed line). In comparison to the descriptor-

based clustering (figure 4.9), the same separation by size is observed, but instead

of the separation by polarity, a better structural scaffold resolution is achieved.

Cluster 3 contains all the very large cofactors. All five porphyrin-based cofac-

tors are now grouped together (subcluster 3.1), as they share the same principal

molecular scaffold, although they differ in polarity. The other two very large

cofactors (subcluster 3.3) have a quinone portion in common with a long carbon

side chain. If cut at the solid line, they are located in the same cluster as the

porphyrins, but if the dashed line is used for the dendrogram cut, they separate.

Coenzyme M (subcluster 3.2) appears to be misclassified by the solid line, but

would be a singleton when the tree was cut at the dashed line. Since a bond-

insensitive clustering was used, flexibility, which classified COM with TP7 and

GSH in figure 4.9, cannot contribute extensively here. Cluster 2 in figure 4.11D,

the mononucleotides, was not detected in the descriptor-based clustering (figure

4.9), and its members were allocated to clusters 1 (small, ring-containing) and 6

(dinucleotide-like) there. Due to these molecules’ similarities to the members of

clusters 1 and 6 in physicochemical properties, the assignment was correct from a

descriptor variable point of view. However, the use of two-dimensional structural

data allows to make this distinction here (figure 4.9).

The dinucleotides cluster 4 in figure 4.11D contains all the “real” dinucleotides

and corresponds to the inner five molecules of cluster 6 in the descriptor-based
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

tree. All of the real dinucleotides have an adenosine or guanosine portion, which

accounts for their high pairwise structural similarity. The two molecules, which

are classified as “dinucleotide-like” in the descriptor-based but not in the struc-

tural clustering, are COA and PTE. Although COA has a full adenosine portion,

the other half of the molecule is structurally very different from a nucleotide,

as it does not have any pyrimidine- or purine-based ring structures. Therefore,

its structure resembles a mononucleotide rather than a dinucleotide and thus

it correctly appears in the mononucleotide cluster in figure 4.11D. The tung-

sten cofactor PTE consists of two identical halves, each of which resembles a

mononucleotide. Since the connection between those two halves is realised by a

tungsten atom surrounded by the four sulfur atoms at one end of the molecule

and a magnesium atom bound by the two phosphate portions at the other, the

halves are not connected in the same way as the other dinucleotides (phospho-

diester bond). PTE is therefore correctly clustered with the mononucleotides,

rather than the dinucleotides, on a structural similarity basis. Cluster 1 in figure

4.11D corresponds mostly to cluster 1 in the descriptor-based clustering excluding

the mononucleotide-like molecules: it contains the low-molecular-weight cofactors

with a small number of rings. In this structure-based clustering, however, GSH

and TP7 (both in cluster 3 in figure 4.9) are correctly grouped with the other

small molecules, most likely again due to the lack of flexibility information. In

summary it can be said that the structural clustering reveals a better classification

of the cofactors on their basic molecular scaffold. The relevance of the scaffold

to cofactor evolution from building blocks of life is even more clearly visible.

4.2.2.2 Bond-sensitive SMSD clustering

To complete the intrinsic grouping analysis, the bond-sensitive analysis has also

been performed. This molecular comparison is more sensitive to the way the

molecules are stored with respect to their electronic configuration. Compared to

the bond-insensitive comparison, this method provides a “higher resolution” on

the bond similarity, but loses the generality of the bond-insensitive approach.

Figure 4.11B shows the dendrogram that results from the Ward’s clustering

of the bond-sensitive similarity matrix. The tree is best cut into 5 clusters, as
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

defined by the penalty score function (see figure 4.11A: minimum at 5 clusters).

Cluster 1 in figure 4.11B comprises all the small cofactors and mononucleotides

and thus corresponds to the union of clusters 1 and 2 in the bond-insensitive

clustering, with the exception of PLP, PQQ and COA. PLP and PQQ have a

pyridine substructure in common, which groups those molecules closely together.

They appear in cluster 2 of the bond-sensitive clustering, together with COM,

B12 and F43. The similarities between F43 and B12 have been discussed earlier.

It is interesting to note that, firstly, F43 and B12 are not in the same cluster as

the other hemes HEA and HEC, like in the descriptor-based clustering (see figure

4.9B) and that, secondly, they here are grouped together with COM, like in the

bond-insensitive clustering. The reason for the first observation is most likely,

when comparing the overall similarity between F43/B12 and HEA/HEC/SRM,

that F43 and B12 have too many different additions at various locations in them

meta ring system, such that the overall substructure match is smaller than in

the bond-insensitive clustering because the additions modify the double-bound

content of the meta ring system. The second observation, that they are grouped

with COM in both two-dimensional structure-based clusterings, can be explained

by the general uniqueness of these molecules. B12 is the most prominent “outlier”

in the data (see figures 4.1 and 4.5) but from a structural point of view it has

significant common substructure with F43. COM is structurally so different from

any of the other cofactor structures that the clustering algorithm has difficulties

placing it in the two structure-based dendrograms. As COM is a very small

molecule, the best common substructure match occurs with the phosphate portion

of PLP, which is the smallest phosphate-containing cofactor in the data set. The

lack of commonality of COM, B12 and F43 most likely defines cluster 2. This

hypothesis is supported by the height at which F43 and B12, but especially

COM is placed, as the height of a leaf in a dendrogram indicates how confident

the placement decision is.

Clusters 3 and 4 in figure 4.11B contain the large quinones and hemes respec-

tively. These molecules’ similarities have been discussed at various occasions and

are easy to understand when comparing their structures in table 3.1.

Lastly, cluster 5 is identical with cluster 4 in the bond-insensitive clustering,

with the addition of COA. It is interesting to note, that the left subcluster contains
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

COA, FAD, NAD and NAP who all share a adenosine substructure, whereas the

right subcluster comprises MGD and PGD who share a Guanosine substructure.

The bond-sensitive clustering has been performed for completeness but did

not reveal insights that exceed the ones from the descriptor-based and the bond-

insensitive clustering although it as further confirmed some of the groupings found

before.

4.2.3 Building blocks of life

The results above demonstrate that the cofactors consist of often similar che-

mical scaffolds and functional groups. This section discusses how some of these

portions are common metabolites in the cell themselves. To follow the structural

similarities mentioned, please refer to table 1.1 and figures 4.12 and 4.13.

Many cofactors have full nucleotide moieties (see figure 4.13A), or parts thereof

(see figure 4.13D and E) incorporated, which gives them the ability to be bound

to an RNA molecule (see figure 4.12D and E). It has been hypothesised (Muller,

2006) that this could be a remainder from cofactor-using ribozymes in an RNA

world. However, RNA residues are not the only building block of life that can

be found in cofactors. Many cofactors also utilise amino or fatty acid building

blocks. For example, GSH is made up of the three amino acids glutamate, cys-

teine and glycine, where the glutamate is attached via its γ-carboxyl group (see

figure 4.13C). The MIO cofactor spontaneously self-catalyses (Christianson et al.,

2007b) from the Ala-Ser-Gly sequence in the protein sequence to build the cofac-

tor, which possesses catalytic properties different from those of the three under-

lying amino acids (see figure 4.13B). Furthermore, coenzyme A’s active portion is

built from the two amino acid derivates decarboxylated cysteine and beta-alanine

as well as the vitamin pantothenic acid (see figure 4.13D). Finally, it is worth not-

ing that the lipoic acid (LPA) prosthetic group is partly composed of the fatty

acid octanoic acid (Marquet et al., 2001).

It has long been known that the sulfur-containing amino acid cysteine has

unique catalytic properties, especially for free radical chemistry (see e.g. Plaga

et al. 2000). Many cofactors also have one or more sulfur atoms. Examples

include LPA, SAM, biotin (BTN) and thiamine diphosphate (TPP), as well as
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

Figure 4.12: Recurring structural motifs in the organic cofactor data set. Func-

tional portions are shown in magenta. A: quinone-containing like MQ7, U10, B:

pterin-based structure of biopterin, C: flavin, as occurring in FAD and FMN, D:

a dinucleotide like FAD, E: mononucleotides like FMN and F: porphyrin-based

scaffolds like HEM.
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4.2 Analysis of two-dimensional cofactor structures

the aforementioned cofactors COA and GSH. In LPA, SAM, GSH and COA,

these sulfur atoms are directly involved in catalysis, which suggests that the cell

relies on these cofactors for similar reasons to its utilisation of cysteine. In TPP

and BTN, the sulfur atoms are not directly involved in catalysis and are part of

heterocyclic components where the catalytically active atom is a carbon and a

nitrogen atom, respectively. The sulfur atom in thiamine is located adjacent to

the catalytically active C4 atom, which becomes a carbanion in the activation

step of TPP’s catalytic mechanism (Tittmann et al., 1998). One can therefore

safely assume that the sulfur atom’s electron-withdrawing properties are crucial

in this cofactor. The functional role of the sulfur in BTN remains unclear.

Another very common motif among the cofactors is the pteridine scaffold (see

figure 4.12B), which appears in the folic acid compounds, namely THF, MHF,

PTE and H4B, as well as in the flavins (FAD and FMN, see figures 4.12C and

4.13A). Please note the large common substructure between the pterins and the

flavins. Although pteridine is not one of the basic building blocks of life, it is

directly synthesised from the RNA building block GTP (Holliday et al., 2007b).

The quinones and the porphyrin-based scaffolds (see figures 4.12A and F,

respectively) seem to be specific to cofactors. Pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ)

and TPQ are water soluble, whereas MQ7 and U10 are fat soluble. The por-

phyrin scaffold appears with three different catalytic metal ions (iron, nickel and

cobalt) and seems to be adjusted to its task by varying side chains and double

bond content as well as the type of metal in the centre. Please note that the

pteridine-based cofactors, as well as the quinones and porphyrins, seem to be

mainly involved in electron transfer and redox chemistry functions, which are

almost never catalysed by amino acid residues (see figure 4.16).

Some cofactors, such as B12, SAM or COA, combine different building blocks.

Adenosylcobalamin (B12), as the name suggests, combines a base (RNA building

block) with a (porphyrin-like) corrin system (see figure 4.13E), SAM combines

its adenosine portion with the amino acid methionine (a protein building block),

and COA combines it with pantothenic acid, which is in turn made up of the

vitamin pantoinate, beta-alanine, and cysteamine, a decarboxylated amino acid.

Further, PLP (pyridoxal-5’-phosphate) is based on a pyridine and a phosphate

group. From this, it can be seen that cofactors are primarily constructed from
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4.3 Functional analysis of cofactors

the existing building blocks of life. Most of those building blocks have other

essential functions in the cell (nucleotides, amino acids, fatty acids), whereas a

few seem to have exclusively evolved to be cofactor-specific, complementing the

cell’s catalytic toolkit.

4.3 Functional analysis of cofactors

While the one- and two-dimensional properties have revealed those properties

of the organic cofactors that do not require any knowledge about their role in

enzymes, the function of these molecules is analysed in this section in order to

complement the knowledge gained so far. Chapter 5 is devoted to the analysis of

three-dimensional conformations.

There are two levels of detail, at which the function of a cofactor-dependant

enzyme reaction can be analysed: the level of the overall reaction that is catalysed

by the enzyme and the mechanistic level that reveals how the enzyme achieves

the overall transformation.

4.3.1 Manual classification based on overall reaction

The overall reaction of an enzyme is hierarchically classified by the enzyme com-

mission (E.C., NC-IUBMB & Webb, 1992). The E.C. assigns a number to each

overall enzyme reaction. This number has 4 levels of hierarchy. The first and

most general level classifies the enzyme into one of six possible enzyme classes:

the oxidoreductases (1), the transferases (2), the hydrolases (3), the lyases (4),

the isomerases (5) and the ligases (6). The numbers on the second and third le-

vels describe the chemistry that occurs in increasing detail. The last number is a

serial number and usually distinguishes substrate specificity of otherwise similar

reactions.

From the above clustering results, it is clear that the physicochemical descrip-

tors and the structural similarities yield reasonably good distinctions between the

different cofactor groups. However, they do not correspond to a functional clas-

sification. Therefore, a knowledge-based classification of cofactors is proposed,

which is determined by each molecule’s overall effect in enzyme reactions. This is
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shown in figure 4.14. Seven distinct, but not mutually exclusive functional roles

are identified. The functional roles are based on the overall chemical changes in

the substrate(s) of the enzyme reactions, which are co-catalysed by each cofactor.

These are:

1. Moiety transfer: transfer of chemical moieties, such as functional groups.

It should be noted that this excludes the moiety transfers involved in redox

chemistry, that is, hydrogen species (H+, H− and H·) and electron transfer.

For example, BTN transfers CO2 moieties between substrates and/or a

substrate and the solvent. This class of function is shown in the red circle

in figure 4.14.

2. Redox: hydrogen species and electron transfer (including radical forma-

tion), as well as general redox chemistry (the blue ellipse in figure 4.14).

3. Mobility: the conformational flexibility of the cofactor is used to pass the

substrate/intermediate around between different active sites (orange ellipse

in figure 4.14).

4. Activation: photochemical activation of aromatic systems, which then act

as a reaction initiator (black ellipse in figure 4.14).

5. Bond cleavage/formation: cleavage or formation of a bond between heavy

atoms (green ellipse in figure 4.14).

6. Polymerisation: DPM is the only representative of this role, which is inte-

resting, as it is uniquely associated with the biocatalysis of the porphyrin

ring, a fundamental building block of other cofactors. Polymerisation (cyan

ellipse in figure 4.14) is a special case of bond formation.

7. Rearrangements: cofactors effecting intramolecular rearrangements of atoms

in the substrate, shown in the purple ellipse in figure 4.14.

This classification is based on currently published scientific knowledge as well

as the functional detail in the MACiE database (Holliday et al., 2007a). In many

ways it mirrors part of the primary E.C. classification used to describe enzyme
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Figure 4.14: Functional classification (Venn diagram) of cofactors, based on their

effect in the overall reactions they take part in.

function. It is entirely possible that future research will reveal both new ca-

tegories and new memberships in existing categories. Whilst not immediately

obvious from the above figure, except for the case between B12 and heme, it

is interesting to note that cofactors can have a very high structural similarity,

but rather different physicochemical properties and overall effects in their host

enzymes. For example, FAD, folic acid and biopterin have a large common sub-

structure, but their (known) effect profile is rather different: while FAD mostly

acts as a redox cofactor, folic acid mainly transfers C1 groups and biopterin can

transfer hydroxyl groups as well as engage in redox activities. The porphyrin-like

cofactors are another demonstration of this point: while the hemes (HEC, HEA,

SRM) act as redox cofactors, cobalamin’s (B12) overall effect may further be a

molecular rearrangement in the substrate or methyl group transfer.

In the terminology used by enzymologists and biochemists, the term “cofac-
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tors” mostly refers to the moiety transfer and redox cofactors defined above. It is

tempting to assume that the moiety transfer cofactors are coenzymes as defined

in chapter 1 (i.e. they bind to the enzyme at the beginning of each catalytic cy-

cle, much like the substrates), whereas the redox cofactors are prosthetic groups

(i.e. they are inserted into the enzyme once and then stay there). However this

is not always the case. B12, for example, is always a prosthetic group, while it

may catalyse both moiety transfer (methyl groups) and redox chemistry. SAM,

on the other hand, has the exact same overall function profile as B12, but is a

coenzyme. Further, the MIO cofactor is a prosthetic group (polypeptide-derived

cofactor) but acts as a NH2-transfer cofactor. There are many more examples like

this. Please refer to the database for coenzyme/prosthetic group information.

4.3.2 Participation of cofactors in the six enzyme classes

Next, the coverage of enzyme space (as defined by the E.C. classification) by or-

ganic cofactors is examined. Figure 4.15 shows the total number of active entries

in the E.C. database, which CoFactor annotated as being organic cofactor depen-

dant (shown in dark grey), and the number of entries, which are not annotated

as organic cofactor dependant (i.e., are considered to be organic cofactor inde-

pendant), shown in light grey. These data are plotted for the six enzyme classes,

respectively. The percentage of enzymes that use a cofactor within each of the

six classes is shown below each bar.

Figure 4.15 demonstrates that E.C. class 1 (the oxidoreductases) is most de-

pendant on organic cofactors, since more than 80% of them use at least one. Some

E.C. numbers utilise several different cofactors in several different enzymes, such

as E.C. 1.11.1.10, in which there are three “types,” one of which is cofactor inde-

pendant (MACiE entry M0248), one of which uses heme (MACiE entry M0250),

and one of which uses the inorganic vanadate cofactor (MACiE entry M0014).

In the other classes, the percentage of cofactor-using enzymes is around 30%,

with the exception of the hydrolases (E.C. class 3), which rarely employ organic

cofactors (4%).

A plausible explanation for the low frequency of organic cofactor usage in

the hydrolases is, in part, the relative simplicity of these mechanisms: 79% of
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Figure 4.15: Dependence on organic cofactors in the six E.C. classes of the En-

zyme Commission database: organic cofactor independant (light grey) and or-

ganic cofactor dependant ones (dark grey, enzyme data set). The percentage of

organic cofactor dependant enzymes in each class is shown below the labels.

hydrolase mechanisms in the MACiE database consist of four or less steps. Fur-

thermore, many metal ions, such as magnesium, can act as Lewis acids, activating

water for an initial nucleophilic attack. These facts make inorganic cofactors more

prevalent in this E.C. class (Andreini et al., 2009; Holliday et al., 2009).

The disproportional representation of organic cofactor dependence in the oxi-

doreductases can be explained by analysing the functional roles performed by

organic cofactors (see the section 4.3.3) and the type of reactions being per-

formed in this class of enzyme. For example, in order to reduce an alcohol to an

aldehyde, two protons and two electrons need to be added. This is usually done –

especially in those cases where NAD(P)H or FAD are involved – by the addition

of a hydride ion (a hydrogen atom with two electrons associated) and a proton;
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thus, the ability of certain organic cofactors to shuttle these hydride ions between

molecules is vital to many of the oxidoreductase reactions. Approximately 97%

of the organic-cofactor-dependant reactions in the oxidoreductase class of enzyme

in the CoFactor (Fischer et al., 2010b) database utilise at least one of those co-

factors classified in the redox portion of figure 4.14. In the transferase (E.C. 2),

lyase (E.C. 4), isomerase (E.C. 5) and ligase (E.C. 6) classes, 30±7% of these

enzymes depend on organic cofactors. Of these, approximately 81% use at least

one of the cofactors from the moiety transfer cofactor class in figure 4.14.

4.3.3 Molecular functions of organic cofactors in compar-

ison to metal cofactors and amino acids

In order to investigate the overrepresentation of cofactor usage in the oxidoreduc-

tases, the roles that cofactors play in the detailed chemical stepwise mechanism

(rather than the overview reaction used above) were analysed. Here, the func-

tional role ontology used in the MACiE database was used, which describes nine

distinct functional roles of chemical species in enzyme reaction mechanisms (Hol-

liday et al., 2007a, 2009). These terms can then be used to describe the roles of

amino acid residues, as well as organic and inorganic cofactors. MACiE describes

the enzyme’s reaction mechanism in a stepwise manner and takes its informa-

tion about each enzyme in the database from the literature. Using MACiE, the

functional roles of both the amino acid residues and cofactors have been ana-

lysed in order to see where cofactors extend enzyme functionality and where they

complement it.

Figure 4.16 was kindly provided by Dr. Gemma Holliday and generated from

the MACiE database. It shows to what extent the three different types of catalytic

entities (amino acids, organic cofactors and inorganic cofactors) are involved in

the nine categories of mechanistic function defined by Holliday et al. (2009).

Please note that complex cofactors with metal ions as well as organic portions

appear in both categories: organic and inorganic cofactors.

The nine categories are:

1. Electrostatic stabilisers: stabilise a reaction intermediate mainly through

electrostatic interactions
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Figure 4.16: Figure showing the relative contributions of the three catalytic enti-

ties: standard amino acid residues (green), organic cofactors (red) and inorganic

cofactors (blue) to the nine categories of functional role assigned in MACiE. There

are a total of 1038 amino acid residues, 203 inorganic cofactors and 54 organic

cofactors, and the height of the bars is normalised against the total number of

entities annotated in MACiE. It is worth noting that any catalytic entity may

be annotated with more than one of the nine functions (and therefore their nor-

malised sum can exceed 1). For a more detailed description of these categories,

see Holliday et al. (2009).
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2. Activators: enable the reaction to occur (e.g. by modulating the pKa or

the redox potential)

3. Steric role: residues/cofactors direct the stereospecificity of an enzyme re-

action (e.g. by steric hindrance)

4. Proton shuttle: denotes proton donators, acceptors and shuttles

5. Hydrogen shuttle: denotes hydrogen donators, acceptors and shuttles

6. Hydride shuttle: denotes hydride donators, acceptors and shuttles

7. Single electron shuttle: denotes single electron donators, acceptors and shut-

tles

8. Electron pair shuttle: denotes electron pair donators, acceptors and shuttles

9. Covalent catalysis: comprises cases where a proven covalent intermediate

between the enzyme backbone and an intermediate was formed

From figure 4.16 it is immediately clear that organic cofactors are intimately

involved in all aspects of catalysis. There are certain functional roles that are per-

formed by all three catalytic entities, although to greatly differing extents. Other

functions, however, are primarily performed by organic cofactors, like proton,

electron (both singly and in pairs) and hydride transfers, and even in covalent

catalysis. The amino acid residues are more critically involved in the formation of

the local environment and in activating or stabilising the reactive intermediates.

Even though organic cofactors are capable of this, they do it to a much lesser

extent. It can further be seen that metal cofactors, like the amino acid residues,

provide the appropriate local environment for a reaction to occur through their

strong electrostatic interactions. Their electronic configurations additionally al-

low them to act in difficult redox (i.e. electron transfer) reactions.

While the qualitative profile of functional roles is similar between amino acid

residues and organic cofactors, it is interesting to note that there is one function,

namely the hydride (H−) group transfer, which is only performed by organic co-

factors in this data set. This demonstrates that, although many of the functions
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of organic cofactors may be also performed by amino acid residues, organic co-

factors are crucial for catalysis in most oxidoreductases (see section 4.3.2). These

E.C. class 1 reactions, where the majority of the hydride transfers occur, are

only possible when organic cofactors are added to the enzymatic toolkit, as this

data set suggests that hydride transfer is never performed by either amino acid

residues or metal cofactors, but is instead unique to organic cofactors.

4.4 Discussion

Based on a thorough analysis of the scientific literature complemented by a statis-

tical analysis of the physicochemical properties, chemical structures and overall

functions of organic enzyme cofactors, this work has confirmed commonly ac-

cepted assumptions and, more importantly, offers a new way of considering and

classifying these molecules. Whilst cofactors are built from across the pool of

metabolites available to a biological entity, they tend to be a little larger – often

being composed of two or more constituent building blocks – and considerably

more polar. This need for increased polarity reflects their role as catalysts. Or-

ganic cofactors also add some missing and vital functionality to the enzyme’s

catalytic toolkit in the form of the hydride shuttling function, without which the

redox chemistry of the oxidoreductase enzymes (coincidentally one of the largest

classes of enzyme currently defined) could not occur efficiently.

Based on chemical structure, there are four different groups of cofactors (large

cofactors, dinucleotides, mononucleotides and a somewhat broader group of other

smaller cofactors). The first three groups are each composed of smaller con-

stituent parts (which are often common metabolites in the cell, e.g., adenine),

and the molecules within each of these three groups share large structural motifs,

whereas the smaller cofactors (e.g., BTN) show little or no evidence of this. In

contrast, the physicochemical properties split the cofactors into six groups, most

of which have common structural motifs. This gives further support for the idea

that many cofactors have evolved from smaller, more common building blocks.

Organic cofactors are important across all areas of the chemical space of enzyme

reactions, although obviously more so in the case of the oxidoreductase enzymes,
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and less so in the hydrolase class. Thus, it is unsurprising to see that the majo-

rity of cofactors identified in this study perform roles in either redox chemistry or

moiety transfer. Only two cofactors are unassociated with either of these classes

(DPM and TPP), both of which are involved in bond formation or cleavage of

heavy atoms. However, whilst the structure of two cofactors can be rather simi-

lar, their functional profile can be very different (such as heme and B12). This

raises interesting questions regarding the evolution of cofactors, including which

functions came first, and which are the oldest cofactors. Are there evolutionary

events that can be used to explain the need for a cofactor-dependant enzyme, and

does this track with their evolutionary history as seen, e.g., for the co-evolution

of alcohol dehydrogenase with the fleshy fruits of angiosperms and fermenting

yeasts (Ashburner, 1998)? Which cofactors evolved from basic metabolites and

which ones used another existing cofactor as a blue print? It seems likely that

cofactors appeared very early on in evolution, since the existence of a cell with-

out any of the cofactors analysed in this work seems unlikely. Further, several

scientists have postulated a crucial role of cofactors in an RNA world (Jadhav &

Yarus, 2002).

The catalytic range of cofactors covers all of the catalytic roles of amino acids

observed today, which perhaps fits with a model of early evolution in which the full

chemistry of life could be achieved using only ribozymes and cofactors. However,

this is pure speculation, and it is clear that there is still much to be done in

understanding how these small molecules add to the catalytic toolkit of enzymes

and why the same molecule can perform very different functions in the cell. A

quantitative analysis of the enzymes and domains that employ each cofactor and

the cofactors’ role in the evolution of life are intriguing subjects for further work

in this area.
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Chapter 5

The three-dimensional properties

of organic cofactors

After the analysis of the one-dimensional physicochemical descriptor variables,

the two-dimensional chemical structures and the functions of the organic enzyme

cofactors in the previous chapter, this chapter concentrates on the analysis of the

three-dimensional conformations and the solvent accessibility of organic cofactors

in proteins.

First, the necessary background information will be provided, followed by the

presentation of the results.

5.1 Background

The conformations that a small molecule adopts when bound to a protein has

been a topic of interest for many researchers, especially in the context of phar-

maceutical research (Davis et al., 2008). Once a protein has been identified as

a drug target, the next step is to find molecules that bind to that protein and

thus may modify its activity in the patient’s cells. Often drugs are designed to be

inhibitors of an enzyme by either binding to the active site (substrate or cofactor

binding site), or to an allosteric regulatory site, with a higher affinity then the

naturally occurring ligands. Therefore, the drug molecule blocks the binding site

and inhibits the reaction.
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5.1 Background

The analysis of ligand conformation can help answer important questions

not only in pharmaceutical but also in basic research. Stockwell & Thornton

(2006) conducted a detailed study of the three common protein ligands ATP, NAD

and FAD. The authors found that all three ligands bind to proteins in varying

conformations, although the variability of a ligand’s conformation within a family

of homologous enzymes is low in most cases. The authors further compare the

observed ligand conformations from the protein crystal structures to the space of

theoretically possible conformations and found that ligands tend to be in a more

extended state when bound to the protein.

The conformation of a ligand determines its overall shape, which is one of

the key factors in molecular recognition. Kahraman et al. (2007) have published

a study in which they analysed the shape variation in protein binding pockets

and ligands. The authors found astonishing differences in the shape and size of

binding pockets that bind the same ligand. They reported that binding pockets

are on average three times the size of the ligand. Several studies (e.g. Saranya &

Selvaraj, 2009) have analysed the flexibility of active sites in several families of

enzymes, and Weng et al. (2011) have recently published an analysis framework to

investigate this issue on a larger scale from a perspective unbiased by manually

selected protein families. Even artificial proteins have been found to bind a

ligand using different binding modes (Simmons et al., 2010). Given the active

site flexibility and the amount of space that a ligand may therefore occupy in an

enzyme’s binding pocket, possibly in different binding modes, the question arises

about what this implies for the conformational variability of the cofactors.

Based on the number and type of rotatable bonds, a small molecule can in the-

ory adopt a large number of different conformations in three-dimensional space,

which rises exponentially with the number of rotatable bonds (Vainio & Johnson,

2007) for any given level of detail (angle increment). In spite of this large number

of theoretical conformations, the size and shape of the binding pocket, as well as

steric hindrance among the ligand’s own other binding molecules’ atoms may im-

pose restrictions on the number of feasible conformations in practise. In the case

of the organic enzyme cofactors, which are a subset of protein ligands, the func-

tional role they play in catalysis may further restrict functional conformations.

To the author’s best knowledge, no study has been published that systematically
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investigated this question. One of the further questions addressed in this chapter

is, whether the findings about the conformational variability of ligands in the

study by Stockwell & Thornton (2006) may be extended from the small data set

of the three ligands ATP, NAD and FAD to all cofactors, for which sufficient

structural data have been published.

Investigating the three-dimensional conformations of protein-bound small mole-

cules crucially depends on the quality of the ligand models in the crystal structures

of the proteins containing these ligands. The quality of ligand structure determi-

nation in protein crystals is often more error-prone than the quality of the protein

structures (Davis et al., 2008). Thus it is essential to assess the quality of the

crystal structures for conformational analysis.

There are several methods for quality assessment of protein structures and

structures of ligands bound to proteins, which have been discussed in section

1.5.2.1. For simplicity and in order to maximise the size of the data set, all

complete data will be used in this analysis and ligands from structures with

2Å resolution or lower will be marked separately. Low resolution structures may

thus be easily identified and incorporated into the conclusions with caution where

necessary.

This chapter aims to investigate the extent of conformational variability and

solvent accessibility of organic cofactors bound to proteins, in order to determine

how it compares to the conformational variability of the same molecules in so-

lution, whether the conformations are similar in homologous enzymes, how the

results confirm, complement or contradict the study by Stockwell & Thornton

(2006). In this chapter, it will be investigated if their conclusions hold true for

a larger, more diverse set of ligands that are all catalytically active as cofactors.

Please note that, in this work, the conformational variability is compared to that

generated in silico to mimic as far as possible the true conformation in solu-

tion, while Stockwell & Thornton (2006) compared to a representative sample of

all theoretically possible conformations. The impact of the results on the cur-

rent knowledge of enzyme evolution and the validity of common docking-based

methods in drug design will be discussed.
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5.2 Conformational variability and solvent accessibility of cofactors

5.2 Conformational variability and solvent ac-

cessibility of cofactors

The catalytic power of some cofactors may depend on specific conformations in

order to perform the required function. Here, it will be investigated whether all

cofactors only adopt a certain (low) number of ideal conformations or whether

they occupy most of the theoretically accessible low-energy conformational space.

The aim is firstly to elucidate if and to what extent the observed cofactor con-

formations from the PDB crystal structures vary from the conformational space

that each cofactor can theoretically adopt in solution, on all the available struc-

tural data from the PDB, as well as on a data set where representatives of related

proteins are selected to reduce redundancy due to homology. Secondly, it shall

be investigated whether the conformation of the cofactors depends on the homo-

logous superfamily of enzymes they bind, i.e. whether the conformation of the

cofactor is “conserved” within a homologous superfamily, identified by its CATH

code. Thirdly, the relative solvent accessibility (see section 2.1.4 and equation

2.1) is analysed to reveal how deeply cofactors are buried, whether the level of

solvent accessibility is similar for all atoms of the cofactors and whether general

trends are observed in the data.

To assess the extent of conformational variability visually, all conformers

of each cofactor are superimposed on a manually selected rigid portion of the

molecule, where possible (see section 2.1.3). If there are several possibilities, the

functional group (e.g. the flavin 3-ring system in FAD) was chosen as the basis

for superposition.

The data set of protein-bound three-dimensional conformations has been gath-

ered from the PDB. No equivalent experimental data were available for the confor-

mations of the cofactor molecules in solution. The Cambridge Crystallographic

Data Centre (CCDC, Allen, 2002) provides crystal structures of half a million

small molecules. However, this resource usually only holds one crystal structure

of each molecule, which thus cannot be used to obtain an overview of the confor-

mational space that a molecule may adopt. Instead, a conformation generation

program (OMEGA by OpenEye Software, OpenEye Scientific Software, 2004–

2010) has been employed to generate a representative set of three-dimensional
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Figure 5.1: Legend for all the solvent accessibility figures in this chapter. The

relative solvent accessibility for each atom is calculated following equation 2.1.

conformations in a force field that simulates a solution environment (Merck Mo-

lecular Force Field) to obtain low-energy conformers.

In order to assess the conformational variability mathematically rather than

visually, histograms of the pairwise RMSD distance matrix of both data sets have

been plotted in the same graph. Comparing the shapes of these distributions

provides measures for the similarity of the conformational variability within and

between the two data sets.

This analysis has been performed on the following cofactors (identified by their

CoFactor PDB HET groups): ASC, BTN, COA, FAD, FMN, H4B, MGD, MTE,

NAD, NAP, PLP, PMP, PQQ, SAM and TPP. Please note that the force field

used by OMEGA does not support molecules that contain metal atoms. Running

it without the metal atom or after replacing the metal atom by a supported atom

type resulted in chemically unrealistic conformations. Thus all metal-containing

cofactors (the porphyrin-like group plus MSS) are excluded from this analysis.

To assess whether the conformational variability of a ligand depends on the

homologous superfamily of the enzyme to which it binds, the average pairwise

RMSD between all1 protein-bound structures of a cofactor was calculated, as well

as the average for each homologous superfamily, identified by its CATH code.

As part of the CoFactor database pipeline (see figure 2.1 and section 2.1.4),

the average and variance of the solvent accessibility of each ligand atom has been

calculated. These results will be integrated in the discussion of the conformation

results below. Please note that the legend that refers to all solvent accessibility

plots is shown in figure 5.1.

1all those PDB entries for which the CATH code of the cofactor-binding domain is known
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5.2 Conformational variability and solvent accessibility of cofactors

The results are visually more accessible in a three-dimensional molecule viewer

than in printed two-dimensional figures. Thus, result web pages were created

under http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/jfischer/confvar using Jmol

applets (Hanson, 2010) as well as RMSD distribution histograms. It is worth

reiterating that, in the three-dimensional applets and screen shots thereof, the

superposition was performed on aromatic or planar portions of the molecules

where possible, in order to maximise the readability of the results. Yet, all the

numeric calculations (such as the histograms, distribution plots as well as the

averages and standard deviations of pairwise RMSD within homologous super-

families) were performed on the superposition of the molecules on all their atoms

in order to avoid a bias of the data towards the portion selected for superposi-

tion. The results are presented according to the groups of molecules determined

in figure 4.11D.

5.2.1 Group 1: small cofactors

From group 1, the small cofactors, the data set comprises data for the HET codes

ASC, BTN, PQQ, PLP, PMP and TPP. PMP was not part of the data set used

in chapter 4, as the difference between PLP and PMP is only the NH2 group

that PLP transfers. As described in section 2.2.1.1, only one structure for each

cofactor was selected there. Here, however, the data set is very small already.

Therefore PMP has been included.

5.2.1.1 PQQ

PQQ is the simplest case, as this molecule is the most rigid with the lowest

percentage of rotatable bonds (see table 4.1). In fact it is so rigid that OMEGA

cannot produce two chemically realistic conformers that have an RMSD of greater

than 0.5Å, as is shown in figure 5.2. Thus, the RMSD histogram cannot be plotted

as there is only one generated conformer. Since there is such little conformational

freedom in PQQ, only one conformation is adopted by all the conformers, in the

protein as well as in the generated ones (see figures 5.2A and B).

The data set contains domains with three different CATH codes i.e. it contains

structural information for the conformation of PQQ for three non-homologous su-
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A B C

Figure 5.2: Conformations of PQQ. A: Protein-bound (red), protein-bound low

resolution (grey) and computer-generated (blue). B: Protein bound structures

coloured by CATH domain. C: Average and variance in solvent accessibility.

The O4 and O5 atoms are catalytically active.

perfamilies of PQQ-binding domains. Since PQQ adopts only one conformation,

the low-resolution structures agree with the high-resolution ones. The only con-

formational variability is observed for the catalytically active O4 and O5 atoms,

which are not always in the ring plane (see figure 5.2A). Assuming that the li-

gands are modelled correctly, this non-planar conformation is most likely due to

the catalytic atoms being in the fully reduced (sp3 hybridised, both are alcohol

groups) state as opposed to the fully oxidised (sp2 hybridised, both are keto-

groups) state, in which the atoms are expected to be located in the ring plane

(see section 3.2.22).

The overall average RMSD distance for the 20 PQQ ligands shown in figure

5.2B is exceptionally low at 0.42±0.16Å. Three PQQ-binding CATH domains

have been identified. Domain 1.20.910.10 and 2.120.10.30 have only three struc-

tures each and are thus too small to draw significant conclusions. The third

CATH domain is 2.140.10.10, for which there are 14 examples in the PQQ data

set, and has an average RMSD of 0.50±0.13Å. This is a very low value indicating

that the conformation of PQQ within this superfamily is very restricted. How-

ever, there is very little difference to the overall average RMSD of PQQ, due to

the low overall flexibility of the molecule.

The solvent accessibility analysis (see figure 5.2C) shows that the whole cofac-
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5.2 Conformational variability and solvent accessibility of cofactors

tor is extraordinarily buried, which is to be expected due to the largely hydropho-

bic character of the molecule (logP=0.55, see table 4.1). The O4 and O5 atoms

with 0±0% solvent accessibility are tightly bound by the enzyme or a reactant in

all structures.

It may be concluded that PQQ is a very rigid molecule and therefore generally

does not vary a lot in the conformations it adopts. It is also deeply buried in the

binding site.

5.2.1.2 PLP and PMP

For PLP and PMP, the data show that the conformational space of the protein-

bound cofactors largely overlaps with the one adopted by the OMEGA-generated

conformers (see figure 5.4A). However, figure 5.4C illustrates that, in the protein-

bound conformation ensemble, the phosphate group in PLP (and PMP, not

shown, please refer to the result web pages) is always orientated in a trans-like

conformation on the O4P-C5A bond, while OMEGA generates both cis-like and

trans-like conformations at this bond. In the trans-like conformation, the O4P

atom points away from the ring system, whereas in the other two low-energy

dihedral angles for this bond, the O4P atom is located closer to the ring system

(cis-like, less extended conformation). This may be seen as evidence supporting

the hypothesis that cofactors are more extended when bound to a protein than

in solution.

Browsing all the known mechanisms for PLP in the MACiE database, one can

observe that the PLP-ring is held in place by a hydrophobic residue in the active

site of most PLP-enzymes. This is mechanistically important as it prevents the

cofactor from rotating around the C5-C5A bond.

The PMP and PLP histograms (see figure 5.3) confirm these findings: while

the protein-bound data sets exhibit a rather smooth, unimodal distribution, the

generated ones show a right shifted, flatter, unimodal distribution, which confirms

that the conformers are more evenly spaced and that a larger conformational space

is adopted.

The CATH filtered data for PLP appears to be representative (see figures 5.4B

and 5.3B) since the histogram as well as the data displayed in the Jmol applet
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A B

C D

Figure 5.3: Density histograms and distributions of PLP (top) and PMP (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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A B C

C5A

O4P
P

P

Figure 5.4: Conformations of PLP, protein-bound (red ≤2Å resolution, grey

>2Å), and computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-

filtered (B) data set onto the generated structures. C: cis- and trans-like confor-

mations of the C5A-O4P bond.

largely agree with the unfiltered data. The same is true for PMP (not shown, see

web site), although less obvious as the data set after filtering is very small. In

the case of PLP, this indicates that the cofactor is indeed more extended in the

protein structures than in the generated ones.

The homology analysis shows that the conformation of this cofactor does not

depend on the domain family. Figure 5.5 shows all PLP ligands from the PDB

coloured by CATH code (A), followed by the five most populated CATH families

in order of population size (B-F: 114, 108, 104, 54 and 19, respectively).

Figure 5.5B-E show PLP superpositions from CATH families with at least 54

examples. Their average RMSDs are 1.14±0.27Å, 1.17±0.27Å, 1.90±0.78Å and

1.19±0.78Å, respectively. The next smaller CATH family ligand set has only 19

examples (figure 5.5F) and only then there is a noticeable difference, in the figure

as well as in the numbers. With this last family’s average RMSD at 0.60±0.34Å,

this is the first sign of conformational restriction compared to the full data set

(1.42±0.53Å, sample size 451 structures, figure 5.5A), although this might be due

to lack of data (only 19 examples).
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A B C

D E F

Figure 5.5: Conformations of protein-bound PLP structures. A: coloured by

CATH code, B: the 114 examples of CATH family 3.40.640.10, C: the 108 ex-

amples of CATH family 3.90.1150.10, D: the 104 examples of CATH family

3.40.50.2000, E: the 54 examples of CATH family 3.40.50.1100, and F: the 19

examples of CATH family 3.20.10.10.

The solvent accessibility visualisation shown in figure 5.6 indicates that PLP

is very tightly bound by its host enzymes. In combination with the results from

the previous paragraph, this may be interpreted in two ways. Either, the binding

site varies slightly in enzymes of the same CATH family: indicating that the

cofactor binds tightly enough to explain the low average and variance in solvent

accessibility, but to still allow for the intra-family conformational variation seen

in figure 5.5; or the other molecules that take part in the enzyme reaction might

occupy the binding site in different ways so that PLP’s low solvent accessibility

but high partial conformational variability may be explained. Possibly, both of
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these explanations contribute to the observed results.

Figure 5.6: Average (left) and variance (right) in PLP solvent accessibility in the

PDB.

Summarising all observations about PLP, it cannot be concluded for this co-

factor that its conformation depends on the homologous superfamily to which it

is bound. The variability is however mostly due to a flexible and small phosphate

group, which is in most cases not involved in catalysis.

5.2.1.3 TPP

The analysis of thiamine diphosphate (TPP) in figure 5.7 reveals that the protein-

bound conformations are more stretched out than the generated ones, for both

the full and the CATH filtered data set (see figure 5.7A and B).

The superposition was performed on the three linker atoms between the two

rings in the molecule. The two bonds between these three atoms are rotatable

single bonds. Figure 5.7C reveals that the orientation of the two rings towards

one another is similar for all of the molecules in the data set: the N4’ atom of the

aminopyrimidine ring is usually oriented on the opposite side of the molecule to

the CM4 atom of the thiazolium ring. The latter ring determines on which side

of the molecule the side chain is located. Two conformational clusters arise from

this flexibility, depending on where the side chain is located. The effect of these

spatial clusters is seen in the distribution plots (see figure 5.8A and B), where the

two peaks in the histograms correspond to the two spatial clusters. The generated

structures show a more evenly spaced range of conformations, resulting in one

peak in the distribution plots.

Figure 5.7E shows only the protein-bound TPP data set, where the low-

resolution structures are shown in grey. Once these data are removed (see figure
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A B C

'

D

E F G H I

Figure 5.7: Conformations of TPP, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. C: Conformations coloured by CATH

code, and D: Average (left) and variance (right) in TPP solvent accessibility. E:

Only the protein-binding structures. F: Only the high resolution protein-binding

structures. G: Like F but without the PDB codes 3e78, 3e79 and 3eki published

by Sippel et al. (2008). TPP from PDB code 3c9u highlighted in green. H: Like

G but without the PDB code 3c9u from the thiamine-monophosphate kinase. I:

like H but rotated by 90deg to show the two structural clusters (green circles).
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5.7F), three obvious outliers can be identified (green circle in figure 5.7F). All

three of these crystal structures have been published with the same study (Sippel

et al., 2008). The authors write in the abstract that “An unanticipated ligand

bound in the centre of the molecule at the base of the cleft has been modelled as

thiamine pyrophosphate or vitamin B(1).” This implies that the ligand may not

actually be TPP and should thus be excluded from the analysis. When removing

these three structures, figure 5.7G is obtained. One of the remaining structures

(green in figure 5.7G) has a different conformation to the other ones. Following

the PDB code (3c9u) reveals that this protein is a high-resolution structure of

the last enzyme in TPP biosynthesis (thiamine-monophosphate kinase, no E.C.

number assigned). This may explain the difference in conformation as the cofac-

tor is not required to participate actively in catalysis. The remaining data set is

homogeneous and is shown in figures 5.7H and 5.7I (I rotated by 90 degrees to

show the two clusters mentioned above).

The solvent accessibility analysis (see figure 5.7D) shows that TPP is generally

very tightly bound with the exception of the catalytic C2 atom, which needs to

be accessible to the substrates.

5.2.1.4 ASC

For ascorbic acid (ASC), the data set does not contain a lot of information since

there are only nine ASC-containing PDB entries deposited that were obtained

using X-ray crystallography. At least most of the data is of high quality, as only

two of these structures have been solved at 2Å resolution or worse.

As ASC is a small and ring-containing molecule, the rotational freedom is

limited by a small number of rotatable bonds. The C4 atom (see figure 5.9A)

is the stereo centre that distinguished L-ascorbic acid from D-ascorbic acid and

therefore adopts the same conformation in all L-ascorbic acid molecules. In the

generated data, the C6 atom occupies all three energetically favourable positions,

whereas this atom’s position is less variable in the data from the PDB. In the

CATH filtered data there is no low resolution data. Thus, the superposition

analysis (see figures 5.9A and B) as well as the distribution analysis (see figure

5.8C and D) indicate that the conformation of ASC in the protein-bound data is
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A B

C D

Figure 5.8: Density histograms and distributions of TPP (top) and ASC (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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slightly more restricted then in the generated data. Please note, however, that

this might be due to the very small sample size of the data set, although it does

cover three different homologous superfamilies.

A B

Figure 5.9: Conformations of ASC, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures.

A B

O6

C5
O5

C3

O3

O4

Figure 5.10: A: Average (left) and variance (right) in ASC solvent accessibility in

the PDB. B: Conformations of protein-bound ASC structures coloured by CATH

code.

The homology analysis shows that there are 4 different CATH families repre-

sented in the ASC ligand data set (see figure 5.10B). Three of those are only
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represented with one structure each and the homologous superfamily identified

by CATH code 3.20.20.80 has three representative structures with an average

RMSD of 0.08±0.002Å, as compared to the 0.47±0.33Å between all 6 structures

that have a CATH id assigned. Unfortunately this sample size is far too small to

draw any significant conclusions.

Figure 5.10A shows the visualisation of the average and variance in solvent

accessibility for the ASC structures. Compared to most of the other cofactors,

ASC exhibits a higher solvent accessibility for some atoms: C3, O4 and O6 are at

least 10% accessible and O3, C5, C6 and the hidden O5 are at least 25% exposed

to the solvent. This is noted as an interesting exception, but the same restrictions

imposed by the small sample size prohibit strong conclusions.

5.2.1.5 BTN

The last member of group 1 cofactors in this data set is biotin (BTN). The

superposition analysis (see figure 5.11A) indicates that, for this molecule, only a

small subset of the generated conformers are actually adopted when it is bound to

a protein. The double ring system adopts an angled position at the C4-C5 bond

(see figure 5.11C): the nitrogen-containing ring shows a planar conformation in

the PDB models whereas the sulphur-containing ring is always modelled to adopt

a boat conformation with respect to the other ring plane.

A B C D

'
C7'

Figure 5.11: Conformations of BTN, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. C: Boat and chair conformations. D:

Protein-bound structures coloured by CATH code.
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In contrast, some of the generated conformers adopt a chair conformation.

The molecules were superimposed on both rings and C7. This results in the

effect seen in figure 5.11A-C: in one half of the generated structures the ring

adopts the same boat conformation as in the PDB structures (hidden beneath

the PDB structures), whereas the ring is in a chair conformation in the other

half. Although the side chain has four rotatable C-C bonds, all protein-bound

molecules are extended whereas the generated ones also adopt more compact

conformations. This result is further confirmed by the left-shift of the protein-

bound molecules compared to the generated ones in the distribution plots (see

figure 5.13A and B). The CATH filtering leaves four structures, all of which are

extended.

The homology analysis shows that, of the four superfamilies, only one is popu-

lated by several (37) structures (2.40.128.30, mint in figure 5.11D). This family

exhibits a slightly restricted conformational variability of 1.34±0.03Å pairwise

RMSD, compared to all CATH-labelled structures at an RMSD of 1.36±0.12Å.

Although there are only two structures for CATH code 3.30.930.10, it is worth

noting that these two structures adopt opposite conformations at C7’, unlike the

previously discussed family.

Figure 5.12: Average (left) and variance (right) in BTN solvent accessibility in

the PDB.

Figure 5.12 shows the average and variance in solvent accessibility of protein-

bound biotin structures. The side chain is less tightly bound than the ring system,

but overall, the solvent accessibility is high. It is worth noting that the solvent

accessibility is more variable at the N1 and its neighbouring O3 and C5 atoms,

possibly due to the substrate binding there.
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5.2.1.6 General observations for the small cofactors

In general, protein-bound cofactors from group 1 exhibit a tendency to adopt

more extended conformations compared to the computer-generated low-energy

distribution. This extended conformation depends to varying degrees on the

global flexibility of the molecule. Yet, the difference between the generated and

the protein-bound structures is small, most likely due to the small size of the

molecules. Most of the cofactors in this group are deeply buried in the binding

protein domain(s) and the catalytic atoms are on average more exposed to the

solvent then the other atoms. A conformational dependency on the homologous

superfamilies is not obvious in most cases, although a slightly restricted confor-

mational variability is observed for biotin.

5.2.2 Group 2: mono-nucleotides

Group 2 cofactors are those that may be roughly described as mono-nucleotides.

From this group, conformational data has been analysed for the PDB HET codes

COA, FMN, H4B, SAM and MTE.

5.2.2.1 SAM

Starting off with SAM, the superposition applet shows that there are two very

common clusters of conformations (see figure 5.14C), which are distinguished

mainly through the torsion angle between the adenine plane and the ribose plane,

rotating around the N-glycosidic N9-C1’ bond. Those two conformational clus-

ters both consist of extended conformers, where the methionine side chain points

away from the adenosine residue. Contrary to the trend observed for most co-

factors, some models of SAM deposited in the PDB show the methionine “folded

back” towards the adenine portion (only towards C8, never towards N3, see fi-

gure 5.14A). However, the two-cluster trend is strong enough to be documented

in the corresponding histogram (see figure 5.13C), where once again two peaks

can be identified, one for the RMSDs between the conformers from the same clus-

ter and one measured between both clusters. Although the first peak at 0.75Å

is caused by all those structures that are very similar to each other, please note
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A B

C D

Figure 5.13: Density histograms and distributions of BTN (top) and SAM (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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that figure 5.14C shows all the SAM structures coloured by CATH code. This

reveals that all of the superfamilies with at least 4 structures occupy both of

the conformational clusters. The double peak in the histogram disappears in the

CATH-filtered histogram (see figure 5.13D), as it comprises only four superfami-

lies and the best-resolution representatives are more evenly spaced.

A B C

D

Figure 5.14: Conformations of SAM, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. Protein-bound structures that have

CATH codes assigned coloured by CATH code (C). Average and variance in

relative solvent accessibility of protein-bound SAM structures (D)

The conformers generated by OMEGA naturally do not show this trend be-

cause they are filtered for mutual RMSD and also because the folding back to

N3 does occur for the generated, but not for the protein-bound structures. This

fact is mirrored in the distribution line for the generated structures (see figure

5.13D). Although a large part of the conformational space that SAM occupies in

solution (as predicted by OMEGA) is observed in the protein-bound models, it
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is worth noting that, in this data set, the two main conformational clusters are

much more densely populated than the remainder of the conformational space.

When the data are filtered by CATH codes, one can observe that most of

the conformational space seen in the full data set is still occupied here (see figure

5.14B), although the histogram (see figure 5.13D) only shows one peak due to the

reduced data set. However, while the full data set is much more densely popula-

ted in the extended conformations, the unique homologous superfamily data set

shows that this is due to a bias towards certain CATH families: 3.40.50.150 (ma-

genta), 3.30.300.10 (mint), 3.30.46.10 (yellow) and 3.40.1280.10 (orange, all see

figure 5.14C). Interestingly, all these families occur in both of the aforementioned

structural clusters. The first of the families (3.40.50.150, magenta) comprises

52 structures and shows an average pairwise RMSD of 2.63±1.26Å, compared

to the 6.08±1.78Å of the full data set (80 structures). This suggests that the

conformation is dependant on the homologous cofactor in the case of SAM.

The solvent accessibility analysis reveals that the catalytically active atoms

(SD atom, and in group transfer reactions also CE atom, see figure 5.14D) are

more exposed than most of the other atoms in the cofactor. The adenine ring is

mostly buried.

5.2.2.2 COA

Coenzyme A (COA) has a high percentage (60%) of rotatable bonds and is com-

posed of pantothenic acid as well as other parts. As mentioned in chapters 3 and

4, pantothenic acid’s function includes mobility, i.e. to pass a substrate or inter-

mediate between active sites. This function requires the flexibility of pantothenic

acid, and it follows that COA’s conformations may be more variable than the

average cofactor’s, which is confirmed in figure 5.15A. OMEGA has generated an

ensemble of 13 conformers. Because COA is so highly flexible, this low number

is most likely due to the energy cut-off.

The homology analysis of COA (see figures 5.15C and D) shows that clustering

by homologous superfamily only occurs partially, and mainly in families with a

small sample size. From the 200 COA structures in the PDB, of which 122 have

been assigned a CATH code, the three most populated families comprise 25, 23
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A B C D

E F G

H

Figure 5.15: Conformations of COA, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the computer-generated structures. Protein-bound structures

that have CATH codes assigned coloured by CATH code (C,D). COA structures

bound in CATH families 3.40.630.30 (petrol), 3.40.47.10 (red) and 3.40.50.10540

(black). Average and variance in relative solvent accessibility of protein-bound

COA structures (H)
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and 11 structures, respectively, and are shown in figures 5.15E, F and G. These

figures show that, although the structures in none of the three families occupy

the whole of COA’s conformational space, their conformations show little spatial

restriction, at least in the case of figures 5.15E and F.

The above observations are consistent with the results from the solvent ac-

cessibility analysis (see figure 5.15H, where the catalytic sulfur atom S1P has

been marked). The average solvent accessibility for this flexible cofactor is high

(blue atoms in figure 5.15H: ≥25%). The variance in solvent accessibility is large

for nearly all atoms in the cofactor (green atoms in figure 5.15H: ≥25%); only

the catalytic S1P atom and its neighbours are slightly below that threshold. All

together it appears that COA’s conformation is less dependant on being bound

to a particular superfamily than this is the case for other cofactors.

Again, the distribution plot shows a smooth curve with a single peak for the

pairwise RMSDs between the generated structures. Based on the one-peak shape

of both the histogram and the smoothed line in figure 5.16A, it can be seen that

there is no major clustering into preferred conformations in the full set. The same

is observed for the CATH-filtered data (see figures 5.15B and 5.16B). A left-shift

of the PDB-based histogram compared to the generated distribution line can be

identified in figures 5.16A and B. Hence the higher average RMSD among the

generated structures (right shift compared to the histograms) implies that the

conformational space is sampled more sparsely in the generated conformers than

in the protein-bound models. The shoulder of the distribution in figures 5.16A

and B is probably a result of the energy cut-off, rather than a real conformational

restriction. As mentioned above, OMEGA has only generated 13 structures for

COA. It may be concluded that COA is a highly flexible molecule in both data

sets, which conforms with prior knowledge. No clear conformational clusters are

observed.

5.2.2.3 FMN

The analysis of FMN structures indicates that this cofactor confirms the findings

published by Stockwell & Thornton (2006). Figures 5.17A and B show that, in
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A B

C D

Figure 5.16: Density histograms and distributions of COA (top) and FMN (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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A B C

D E F G

H

Figure 5.17: Conformations of FMN, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered (B)

data set onto the generated structures. Protein-bound structures that have CATH

codes assigned coloured by CATH code (C). FMN structures bound in CATH

families 3.20.20.70 (D, mint), 3.40.50.360 (E, magenta), 3.40.109.10 (F, yellow)

and 2.30.110.10 (G, blue). Average and variance in relative solvent accessibility

of protein-bound FMN structures (H).
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the full data set as well as the CATH filtered one, the cofactor is generally more

extended then in the OMEGA-generated structures.

The FMN distribution plot shows a smooth distribution with one peak for

the generated structures (figure 5.16C) and a relatively smooth but slightly left-

shifted histogram for the protein-bound ones (figure 5.16D). This shift is once

again evidence for the increased amount of being compact, or “folded back” onto

the flavin ring system in the generated structures. The filtering by homology dras-

tically reduces the data set. The filtered protein-bound conformations produce

a more symmetric and less left-shifted histogram which indicates a possible bias

that may result from a too small data set after CATH filtering (11 structures).

Of the 341 FMN structures with 13 different CATH codes, figures 5.15D-G

show the four most populated CATH families. While the structures in the full

FMN data set have an average pairwise RMSD of 3.12±1.56Å, the four fami-

lies have clearly lower averages, which indicates that the conformation of FMN

is at least partially conserved within the homologous superfamilies. The family

identified by CATH code 3.20.20.70 (figure 5.15D, mint) has an average pairwise

RMSD of 1.10±0.50Å at a sample size of 139 structures. While most of the con-

formers are extremely similar to each other, some conformers adopt the opposite

conformation at N10-C1’-C2’, such that the C2’ atom is in front of or behind

the flavin plane. Superfamily 3.40.50.360 (figure 5.15E, magenta) has an ave-

rage pairwise RMSD of 1.67±1.76Å at a sample size of 99 structures and clearly

adopts both conformations at N10-C1’-C2’. 3.40.109.10 (figure 5.15F, yellow)

has an average pairwise RMSD of 0.89±0.20Å at a sample size of 33 structures.

The FMN conformation in this superfamily appears to be very restricted, and

only one of the two possible conformations is adopted. Lastly 2.30.110.10 (figure

5.15G, blue) has an average pairwise RMSD of 1.99±0.87Å at a sample size of

32 structures. These structures adopt a more versatile set of conformations, not

only at N10-C1’-C2’ but also at other points in the ribophosphate moiety (see

three-dimensional representation on web pages). This causes the high average

RMSD value measured.

The relative solvent accessibility of FMN also follows the general trend. The

cofactor is tightly bound with a relative solvent accessibility of ≤ 25% for all

and ≤ 12% for most atoms, including the catalytic N1, O2 and N5 atoms, but
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excluding three others (see figure 5.15H). Overall, this indicates that FMN is very

tightly bound in the active site, either by the protein or by the substrates.

5.2.2.4 MTE

In the case of MTE, again, the side chain conformation is slightly more restricted

in the protein-bound conformers than in the generated ones. However, there are

only 26 protein-bound MTE structures (see figure 5.18A) with 4 unique CATH

codes (see figure 5.18B and C), so the restricted distribution may be caused by

the small sample size.

The two peaks in the histogram in figure 5.19A result from the two clusters

of side chain conformations shown in figure 5.18D. The two clusters arise from

rotation about the rotatable C3’-C4’ bond. The third low-energy conformation

resulting from an sp3-hybridised C-atom is not observed, which may be a sample

size problem. The C4’-O4’ bond is also rotatable and separates the grey and blue

structures from the black ones. After filtering by CATH code, this histogram

shows only one peak, corresponding to the cluster marked in figure 5.18E.

Figure 5.18C shows the protein-bound MTE structures coloured by CATH

code. Visual inspection indicates that cofactor conformation depends on the ho-

mologous superfamily here, as the structures from the same CATH codes cluster

together. However, the data set is too small to rely on the average RMSD calcu-

lations.

The solvent accessibility analysis (see figure 5.18F) reveals that MTE is ex-

traordinarily buried with most atoms being less than 5% accessible to the solvent.

5.2.2.5 H4B

Lastly, biopterin (H4B) displays the same trend observed in the other mono-

nucleotide cofactors. Again, the side chain conformation is more restricted in the

protein-bound structures than in the generated ones (see figures 5.20A and B).

In the fully reduced form of the cofactor, the C6 atom may be located on either

side of the ring plane and determines in which of the two clusters the side chain is

located (see figure 5.20C). These conformational clusters cause the two peaks in

the histogram plot in figure 5.19C. The CATH filtered version (see figure 5.19D)
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A B C

C3'

C4'
O4'

D E

F

Figure 5.18: Conformations of MTE, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. Protein-bound structures coloured by

CATH code (C). All protein-bound (D) and CATH-filtered (E) MTE structures

showing the clusters (green circle) of the side chain conformers. Average (left) and

variance (right) in relative solvent accessibility of protein-bound MTE structures

(F).
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A B

C D

Figure 5.19: Density histograms and distributions of MTE (top) and H4B (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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still shows both clusters but the sample size of 4 is too small to draw conclusions

from the histogram.

A B C D

C6

E

Figure 5.20: Conformations of H4B, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. All protein-bound (C) H4B structures

showing the clusters (green circle) of the side chain conformers. Protein-bound

structures coloured by CATH code (D). Average (left) and variance (right) in

relative solvent accessibility of protein-bound H4B structures (E).

The homology analysis (see figure 5.20D) shows that the H4B structures of

each CATH domain appear in both clusters, which implies that this conforma-

tional difference is independant of the superfamily. There are 66 protein-bound

H4B structures with known CATH codes and their average pairwise RMSD is

0.17±0.23Å. 3.90.340.10 and 3.90.1230.10 are the two most-populated CATH fam-

ilies with average RMSD values of 0.17±0.13Å on 34 structures and 0.14±0.23Å

on 29 structures, respectively. These values indicate that the cofactor conforma-

tion is not determined by the superfamily of the protein. Figure 5.20D confirms

this conclusion, as a grouping by CATH code cannot be observed.
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The solvent accessibility analysis shows that most of the cofactor is deeply

buried in the protein, with the exception of the catalytically active O4 atom (see

figure 5.20E).

5.2.2.6 General observations for the mono-nucleotide cofactors

All of the mono-nucleotide cofactors are more stretched out in the protein-bound

than in the generated data. However, not all of the conformational variability

appears to depend on the homologous superfamily of the protein domain, to which

the cofactor is bound. While this homology-dependant conformational variability

is not observed in COA, SAM and FMN show spatial clustering by CATH code,

which indicates that the domain has an influence on the cofactor’s conformation.

While at least some atoms of COA and SAM are partly solvent accessible, the

other mono-nucleotides are deeply buried in the binding domain. A tendency for

catalytically active atoms to be more exposed than others is observed.

5.2.3 Group 3: large cofactors

Unfortunately, the 3D data set does not comprise any data for cofactors in group

3 of the 2D clustering. For B12, F43, SRM, HEC and HEA, OMEGA could not

produce any conformations, since the force field does not support metal atoms.

Leaving the metal atom out or replacing it by carbon or phosphorus resulted in

chemically unrealistic conformers.

5.2.4 Group 4: dinucleotides

From structural group 4 (see figure 4.11D), this data set contains conformational

variability conformations for FAD, NAD, NAP and MGD.

5.2.4.1 MGD

For MGD, figure 5.21A immediately reveals a large discrepancy between the gen-

erated and the protein-bound structures. The cofactor is a prime example for

an extended conformation in the protein-bound data as opposed to much more

compact conformations in the generated data set.
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A B C

E

Figure 5.21: Conformations of MGD, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. Protein-bound structures coloured by

CATH code (C). Average (left) and variance (right) in relative solvent accessibility

of protein-bound MGD structures (D).

OMEGA does not generate the stretched out conformations at all, most likely

due to high energy values above the cut-off. The distribution plot (see figure

5.22A) confirms this conclusion. While the average RMSD among the PDB struc-

tures peaks at 1Å, the much more varied conformers generated by OMEGA have

an average RMSD of more than 3Å. The results from the homology filtering (see

figures 5.22B and 5.21B) indicate that this holds true when redundant homologs

are removed.

The homology analysis (see figure 5.21C) shows that, for this cofactor, the

conformation does not appear to depend on the CATH family, as the average

pairwise RMSD values of one of the CATH families (3.40.50.740, 3.39±1.38 on
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6 structures) is even larger than the value calculated on all MGD structures

(3.03±1.30 on 24 structures). However, these sample sizes are very small and

this particular result may change when more structures become available.

MGD is deeply buried, as the solvent accessibility analysis in figure 5.21D

shows. All atoms are less than 5% exposed to the solvent.

5.2.4.2 NAD and NAP

A similar picture arises from the data for NAD and NAP. The results are very

similar for both molecules, and thus only the pictures for NAD will be shown in

this section. The generated conformers are more compact and “folded back” onto

the niacin ring, while the large majority of the PDB structures are extended. In

fact, the compactness of the generated structures is so pronounced that it is very

difficult to see the niacin ring in a 2D snapshot of the 3D applet (see figure 5.23A).

When looking at a random sample of the PDB structures singly, one can observe

that there are two major conformational clusters in NAD, depending on the angle

and orientation between the niacin and the neighbouring ribose ring. These clus-

ters correspond to the two peaks at 0.9 and 3.2Å in the histograms (see figures

5.24A and C). The extent of compactness of the whole molecule varies within

both of these two conformational clusters. The two nucleotide-connecting phos-

phates appear to contribute most to this conformational variability within each

cluster. The generated structures, too, vary the most at the two phosphate atoms.

Although there is some overlap with the less compact end of the conformational

spectrum of the PDB structures, the general tendency of higher compactness in

the generated conformers is clearly visible (see figures 5.23A an B). The multi-

modal histogram for the full data set as opposed to the unimodal histogram for

the CATH-filtered data set might indicate a homology-based bias in the full data

set.

Looking at figures 5.23C and D, a spatial clustering by homology is in-

deed observed. The general average pairwise RMSD of all NAD structures is

10.05±2.47Å, based on 540 NAD structures that have assigned CATH codes.

This is the highest value (with a relatively low standard deviation) seen among

all cofactors in this data set. It is worth noting that NAD is one of the largest and
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A B

C D

Figure 5.22: Density histograms and distributions of MGD (top) and FAD (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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5.2 Conformational variability and solvent accessibility of cofactors

A B C D

E F G H

I

Figure 5.23: Conformations of NAD, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. Protein-bound structures that have

CATH codes assigned coloured by CATH code (C,D). NAD structures bound

in CATH families 3.40.50.720 (E, red), 3.30.360.10 (F, pink), 3.90.180.10 (G,

maroon) and 3.90.110.10 (H, green). Average and variance in relative solvent

accessibility of protein-bound NAD structures (I).
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5.2 Conformational variability and solvent accessibility of cofactors

most flexible cofactors in the data set, which may contribute to this high average

RMSD value. The most populated CATH family is 3.40.50.720 (which is un-

surprisingly the so called “NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-like Domain”). With 240

structures, this family contributes 44% to the full data set. Figure 5.23E shows

a superposition of all these NAD structures. Their average pairwise RMSD is

comparably high with a value of 8.31±1.69Å. The next most-populated domain

family (figure 5.23F, 47 structures) is CATH node 3.30.360.10 with 47 struc-

tures, which is mostly, but not exclusively occupying only one of the two spatial

clusters. The average pairwise RMSD is 9.93±2.44Å, comparable with the pre-

vious family’s. The results are similar for CATH node 3.90.110.10 (figure 5.23H)

with 8.75±1.48Å at a sample size of 37 structures. CATH family is 3.90.180.10

also comprises 37 NAD structures, which are exclusively located in one of the

two clusters. Therefore the average pairwise RMSD is significantly lower with

1.50±0.97Å. The results show that the conformation of this cofactor does depend

on the homologous superfamily of the binding protein, in spite of the high average

pairwise RMSD values, which are caused by the two-cluster trend in most of the

families.

The solvent accessibility analysis shows that the nicotinamide ring and most

of the adenine ring are buried. Some atoms in the phosphate and ribose portions

have a relative solvent accessibility of ≥ 25%, but those also coincide with a high

variance, indicating that they are only buried in some of the enzymes (see figure

5.23I). Overall, NAD (and NAP) is highly buried and its conformation appears

to be largely determined by the homologous superfamily to which it is bound.

5.2.4.3 FAD

Lastly, FAD also shows a high separation between the generated and protein-

bound structures. The same trend as in the other dinucleotides is observed:

stretched out PDB conformers and compact generated conformers (see figures

5.25A and B). Similar to the observations for NAD and FMN, two clusters of

conformations exist for both the generated and the observed structures, depen-

ding on the angle that the C1’-C2’ bond forms with the flavin plane. The bimodal

histogram documents this fact for the protein-bound structures (see figure 5.22C).
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A B

C D

Figure 5.24: Density histograms and distributions of NAD (top) and NAP (bot-

tom), based on the structures generated by OMEGA superimposed on the full

data set (left) and the homology-filtered data set (right).
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5.2 Conformational variability and solvent accessibility of cofactors

The trend is not as obvious for the generated structures as can be seen in the

distribution graph. The loss of the first histogram peak upon CATH-filtering

(see figure 5.22D) might indicate a bias introduced by a high number of crystal

structures of the same or very similar proteins.

Figures 5.25C and D show the superposition of all those protein-bound FAD

structures with CATH codes. Overall there are 606 such structures with an ave-

rage pairwise RMSD of 8.15±2.48Å. The 5 most populated CATH families are

shown in figures 5.25E-I. The most populated family identified in mint by CATH

code 3.50.50.60 has an average pairwise RMSD of 3.37±3.78Å. This homologous

superfamily comprises 227 structures (corresponding to over one third of all FAD

structures). The conformation of these structures is clearly more restricted than

the overall FAD conformation. At the topology level of the CATH classifica-

tion, the 3.50.50.x topology is labelled “FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain”. The

next four most populated families are 3.30.390.30 with 3.22±3.83Å (53 struc-

tures), 3.40.50.80 with 3.35±2.23Å (43 structures), 2.40.30.10 with 4.71±1.57Å

(35 structures) and 3.90.660.10 with 1.31±0.50Å (34 structures). All of the FAD

cofactor conformations in these homologous superfamilies are clearly more con-

served than the overall conformational space adopted in the protein-bound data

set overall.

The solvent accessibility analysis shows similar results as for FMN and NAD,

with a generally largely buried cofactor (see figure 5.25J).

5.2.4.4 General observations for the dinucleotide cofactors

The difference between the conformational variability between the protein-bound

and the generated cofactor conformations is most pronounced for the dinucleotide

cofactors. In all examples, the protein-bound cofactors are more extended, whereas

the ones generated by OMEGA, to simulate the conditions in solution, are much

more variable. For FAD and NAD, the homology analyses showed that the confor-

mation that the molecule adopts in the protein depends partially on the identity

of the homologous superfamily (identified by its CATH code). For MGD, this

trend was not observed, which may be a side effect of a too small data set. It is
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A B C D

E F G H

I J

Figure 5.25: Conformations of FAD, protein-bound (red ≤2Å, grey >2Å) and

computer-generated (blue). A superposition of the full (A) and CATH-filtered

(B) data set onto the generated structures. Protein-bound structures that have

CATH codes assigned coloured by CATH code (C,D). FAD structures bound

in CATH families 3.50.50.60 (E, mint), 3.30.390.30 (F, purple), 3.40.50.80 (G,

red), 2.40.30.10 (H, maroon) and 3.90.660.10 (I, yellow). Average and variance

in relative solvent accessibility of protein-bound FAD structures (J).
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5.3 Discussion

further observed that MGD is clearly less variable in the protein-bound data set

than NAD and FAD are.

In all examples, most of the atoms are on average highly buried. In the case

of MGD, this is true for the whole molecule and for FAD most of the atoms are

buried. For NAD, the two ring systems, are less exposed to the solvent than some

of the atoms of the phosphate and ribose moieties.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Limitations of the method and the data set

Although the PDB database has been growing quickly over recent decades and

even months, the amount of experimentally determined ligand structures is still

sparse, especially when the conformational variability of specific small molecules

is to be investigated. Some cofactors, like NAD, FAD, PLP and Heme appear

in several hundred crystal structures, but for most of cofactors, less than 100

structures are available. The whole spectrum of PDB entries cannot be expected

to be a non-redundant representation of protein fold space or even enzyme space,

for the following reasons: first, there is most likely a bias in PDB entries towards

those structures that are easy (or even possible) to crystallise; second, those

proteins that are of importance to human diseases or to basic cellular metabolism

are more likely to have been crystallised than others; and third, some proteins’

structure has been documented with several crystal structures (for example to

crystallise different steps in the reaction of an enzyme or simply in order to get

higher resolutions of the same important protein using better technology). All

of these biases imply that the already sparse data set should be filtered to avoid

redundancy and thus a bias in the results.

The methods used have some caveats, too. As mentioned above, the experi-

mental data for various conformations of the same cofactor in solution is sparse

and the usage of a conformation generation program is merely a prediction (albeit

not a bad one). Although Chen & Foloppe (2011) conclude, that conformational

sampling for drug-like molecules is essentially a solved problem, this might not

necessarily be true for all protein ligands. The fact that all of the force fields that
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are integrated with OMEGA cannot be used to generate conformations of metal-

containing molecules, is a problem here, too. The superposition program used

has been found to sometimes produce wrong superpositions, depending on which

atoms are chosen for the RMSD minimisation. If there are several solutions to the

superposition, the procedure cannot distinguish between the right and the wrong

one, and the visualisation wrongly suggests that some of the molecules are the

wrong stereoisomer. This problem was only detected at a very late stage in this

work, and thus some of the superposition visualisations (e.g. for MTE or BTN)

in the CoFactor database need to be corrected in the next release. Alternatively,

a superposition program could be developed for the specific task here: instead of

matching a set of atoms from one structure to a set of atoms in another one (thus

risking the possibility of more than one match), the new program could take two

ordered lists of atoms as input, in which the same index in the two lists indicates

equivalent atoms for the superposition. Of course, this may cause other problems,

for example with the exact matching of, say, the four oxygen atoms bound to a

phosphorus atom. In the ordered list approach, the superposition program needs

to know exactly which of the four O atoms in the one structure corresponds to

which one in the other structure, or the result is wrong yet again. However, this

assignment is often not possible as the oxygen atoms are equivalent.

If this project was started again on a big enough data set, it may be worth

investigating if there are better methods than calculating the average and stan-

dard deviation RMSD to mathematically investigate the significance of conserved

ligand conformations in homologous proteins.

Finally, there are the general limitations to the accuracy of the coordinates

of ligands in crystal structures, as discussed in the Introduction. The B-factors

and the correlation coefficient could be used to exclude less accurate data and

programs like CCDC’s MOGUL could be applied to check whether the bond

lengths and bond angles are chemically realistic. Of course all of this would be

very time-consuming and further reduce the already small data sets.
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5.3.2 Conclusions

In general, this study confirms the findings of Stockwell & Thornton (2006),

namely that cofactors are - much like the three ligands in the original work - less

compact and more extended when they are bound to a protein. While Stockwell

& Thornton (2006) have compared the protein-bound ligand structures to a re-

presentative sample of the whole, theoretically possible conformational space of

that molecule, in this work they are compared to the low-energy conformations

in solution, as calculated by OMEGA (OpenEye Scientific Software, 2004–2010).

The main difference is that in OMEGA uses an energy cut-off to distinguish likely

conformations from unlikely ones.

The results in this chapter indicate that the observed effect (for cofactors to

be more extended when bound to the protein) depends on the size and flexibility

of the cofactor, as larger molecules such as dinucleotides show the effect to a

greater extent than the medium-sized mono-nucleotides and the small cofactors.

This is expected in that smaller molecules have on average fewer rotatable bonds,

thus exhibit lower flexibility, and therefore show lower pairwise RMSDs. The

mono-nucleotides and small cofactors contain molecules that mainly consist of

ring systems, such as MTE, H4B, ASC and especially PQQ. Due to the lower

flexibility of these cofactors the difference between the extended (protein-bound)

and compact (generated) conformations is reduced or in the case of PQQ non-

existent. Further, it is worth noting that some cofactors are the exception to this

rule, such as COA, whose conformational variability is clearly higher than other

cofactors.

The reason for the more extended conformation is possibly to allow the sub-

strates to access the catalytically active portions of the cofactor. If the cofactor

was bound in a way that the non-active portions had the possibility to obstruct

access to the cofactor, catalysis would occur less efficiently or possibly not at all.

The larger (and more flexible) the non-catalytic portion, the more likely is this

problem.

The question whether the conformation of cofactors is similar in homologous

proteins has also been investigated. The results suggest that, for many super-

families, the conformation of the cofactors is conserved in all relatives. However,
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there are some clear exceptions in the results for TPP, COA, H4B and MGD.

The solvent accessibility results show that most of the cofactors are largely

buried in the biological assembly. Often, the catalytic atoms are more exposed

to the solvent than other cofactor atoms, possibly to allow substrate accessibility.

Phosphate groups are more exposed in general, as they are highly flexible and

charged.

These results have implications for the use of homology information in docking

procedures, which are often used in computational binding studies, e.g. in drug

development. The conformation of a ligand from an experimentally determined

protein structure is often taken as the starting conformation for ligand-protein

docking. The results above indicated that this may only be useful if the known

protein structure is a homolog of the one in the docking procedure, as for most

of the data set, the conformation of the cofactor was conserved within the homo-

logous superfamily. However, even this can not always be assumed. In the case

of TPP, for instance, the cofactor adopted two different conformations for the

same CATH code. Some ligands, such as COA, are extraordinarily flexible and

homology information does not provide a complete solution in the docking task.

Unfortunately the results suggest that the usefulness of using a specific starting

conformation from another structure must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Generally, homologous proteins are clearly more likely to bind the same ligand

in a similar conformation, and mono-nucleotides as well as dinucleotides appear

to be more extended than solution-based conformation generation programs like

OMEGA might suggest. This study also shows that conformation generation

programs are not necessarily the best way to choose a starting conformation, al-

though at least a subset of the generated conformations was mostly observed in

experimentally determined structures.

To sum up it may be concluded that neither the experimental data, nor the

methods available suffice to draw much stronger conclusions than the one pub-

lished by Stockwell & Thornton (2006). However, this work has shown that their

conclusions are not necessarily applicable for all ligands and that this topic should

be revisited when more data are available.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

While organic enzyme cofactors have long been known to play a crucial role

in enzyme catalysis, in this work these molecules have been analysed in more

detail as one of the three catalytic entities in enzymes. Although generating a

precise definition of what constitutes an organic enzyme cofactor is difficult, a

definition, based on criteria as objective as possible while still conforming with

the prevalent ideas, has been developed. Furthermore, the relevant biological,

chemical and crystallographic background as well as the existing resources in the

broader field, have been summarised.

6.1 Summary of the findings

The CoFactor database was developed as a resource offering a comprehensive en-

try point for scientists interested in one of the organic enzyme cofactors. It pro-

vides manually curated information from relevant scientific literature on key facts

about the molecule, its molecular function as a cofactor, its chemical structure

and the enzyme mechanisms, in which it is involved. CoFactor further integrates

cofactor-related information about enzyme reactions, protein sequences, biologi-

cal species, three-dimensional protein structures and structural protein domains,

and it includes powerful visual representations of enzyme space, conformational

space and solvent accessibility. The relative solvent accessibility visualisations

and superpositions of the observed conformations offer insights into the binding
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mode of each cofactor and provide the basis for the more detailed conformational

variability analysis performed.

The CoFactor database was used as the basis for answering several important

questions. A principal component analysis of the physicochemical properties of

the cofactors revealed that the cofactors mainly vary in polarity and size, followed

by flexibility as the third-largest contributor. A comparison to the physicoche-

mical properties of other metabolites in the cell showed that cofactors are not

restricted to a narrow subset of the chosen property descriptors, but instead are

sampled from most of metabolite-property space, with the exception of a small

subset of that space, which is populated by medium-sized and more hydropho-

bic molecules. This suggests that organic cofactors are not easily distinguishable

from other metabolites based on the physicochemical properties only. The com-

parison of the cofactor and metabolite variable distributions showed that their

means are only significantly different in the polarity-measuring variables.

The question of the existence of intrinsic groupings in the cofactor data set

has been investigated on three levels. First, the clustering analysis based on

the physicochemical properties showed agreement with the principal component

analysis. Second, the clustering analysis based on the pairwise similarity of the

cofactor data set’s two-dimensional chemical structures started to document com-

mon structural motifs. Four general groups of cofactors were thus identified:

mononucleotides, dinucleotides, large cofactors and small cofactors. The large

cofactors may be further subdivided into three groups, two of which have an

obvious common structural motif (porphyrin-like cofactors and large quinones

with long hydrophobic side chains). The group of small cofactors is more diverse;

a common motif is not detectable, most probably due to the small size of the

molecules, although most of the molecules in this group comprise at least one

ring. Thirdly, the grouping question was addressed by a manual classification of

the cofactors based on the overall reactions the cofactors co-catalyse. The re-

sulting classification is non-hierarchical and comprises two major and five minor

functional classes. The two major ones are the redox cofactors and group transfer

cofactors.

A functional analysis of the cofactor data set was undertaken. The overall re-

action level of investigation showed that there is an over-representation of organic
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cofactors in the oxidoreductases and an under-representation in the hydrolases.

The former may be explained by the unique hydride transfer ability of some or-

ganic cofactors (among other cofactors from the redox class), while the latter

may be a consequence of the relative simplicity of the reactions of hydrolases and

their use of magnesium (and thus a metal cofactor) activated water molecules.

The analysis on the more detailed mechanistic level was based on the MACiE

database and revealed that organic enzyme cofactors perform eight of the nine

groups of mechanistic function. The most striking result from this analysis was

that neither metal cofactors nor amino acids perform the hydride shuttle function

in the MACiE data set. This indicates that this function is unique to organic

cofactors and thus complements the catalytic toolkit.

The analysis of the conformational variability and solvent accessibility of or-

ganic enzyme cofactors revealed that previously published conclusions (that li-

gands are more extended when bound to the protein than expected when com-

pared to all theoretically feasible conformations) hold true for groups of cofactors

to varying degrees. The dinucleotide cofactors confirm these findings but there

are some exceptions, mostly among the mono-nucleotide and small cofactors. It

is worth noting that some aspects of the different analyses in this work integrate

well. The structural groups, especially the dinucleotide cofactors, determined

based on the chemical two-dimensional structures of the cofactor molecules mostly

correlate with the degree of variability in conformation.

In spite of the successful investigation of the questions and the findings de-

scribed above, some caveats remain. Although the PDB database keeps growing,

and more and more structural data is available to the community, the number

of high-resolution structures of ligands bound to proteins is often still too small

for statistically relevant conclusions, especially when a data set is required not to

include evolutionarily related proteins. The pipeline used for the conformational

variability analysis further reduces the data set, for example by the conformation

generation program, whose force field does not support metal atoms. At a late

stage of this analysis, a bug in the superposition software was found which re-

quires that some of the superposition data in the CoFactor database be corrected.

This is planned for the next release of the database, together with some minor

mistakes that were pointed out by users.
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6.2 Future work

In addition to the aforementioned update of the CoFactor database the aim is to

add query functionality to the database web pages and to update the literature-

based information. The next version of CoFactor will additionally include a

much better coverage of structural information, as it will be taken directly from

PDBsum rather than from the discontinued PROCOGNATE database. There

are plans at the EBI to integrate all of the enzyme-related data resources into

an enzyme portal, which will offer a unique entry point for researchers seeking

information about enzymes.

A group-internal collaboration is planned, in which the evolution and distribu-

tion of cofactor-binding enzyme domains shall be studied. The FunTree project is

based on the FunTree database (Dr. N. Furnham, unpublished), which uniquely

combines phylogenetic information of enzyme domains with information about

their overall reaction similarities, small molecule similarities of their substrates

and products and three-dimensional structural similarity. The objective is to

investigate the relationship between domain structure (homologous superfamily)

and enzyme function. How many homologous superfamilies utilise one cofactor

and what is each family’s functional repertoire? For each of these families: how

were the different functions obtained in the course of evolution and how do inter-

acting domains relate to each other? How similar are their overall reactions and

small molecules involved? Answering these and related questions will widen the

understanding of the contributions of structural and functional constraints and

requirements to the course of enzyme evolution.

The question whether (or to what extent) the catalytic power of a cofactor-

dependant enzyme is due to the cofactor or the enzyme is worth investigating. Of

course, some enzymes will crucially depend on both, but examples are possible

where either or both entities may be able to catalyse the reaction on their own,

but possibly with a reduced efficiency. In order to obtain a homogeneous data

set, this project would have to involve a collaboration with experimentalist, who

could measure catalytic rates of a large set of cofactor-dependent enzymes under

similar experimental conditions.
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6.3 Reflections on the role of cofactors in early

evolution

Organic enzyme cofactors are also fascinating molecules in the context of early

evolution. It has been found that most cofactors are made up of a set of buil-

ding blocks. The comparative PCA has shown that the chosen physicochemical

descriptors may be used to find groupings within the cofactors, but cannot be

used to distinguish catalytic molecules from other metabolites. The structural

scaffold of the cofactor molecules, however, is in some cases (porphyrins and

quinones) cofactor-specific. Thus, some of these building blocks are common

metabolites, like nucleic acids, amino acids and fatty acids, whereas others ap-

pear to be cofactor-specific molecules whose unique structure enables them to

add functions to the catalytic toolkit available through amino acids and metal

ions alone. Assuming that the RNA world hypothesis for early evolution is rele-

vant, thinking about the role of these cofactors inspires interesting questions and

scenarios. Why has the rather small number of cofactors emerged? What is their

species distribution? At what stage did eukaryotes lose the ability to synthesise

many cofactors? Are cofactor binding sites good targets for drug design? Why

is it that the combination of a phosphate group, a ribose group and a base is

so successful in evolution, given that nucleotides not only encode (DNA) and

transfer (mRNA) genetic information, but also catalyse (ribozymes) chemical re-

actions and widen the catalytic repertoire (organic cofactors)? Many theories and

models have been published on several aspects of the RNA world and possible

transition scenarios to today’s cells, in which proteins act as the main catalytic

entity. Although the scope (and time available) of this work does not extend to

deeper analyses and considerations in the matter, the author believes that organic

cofactors may have played a crucial role in the RNA world, the protein world and

the transition. It is even questionable if today’s cellular catalytic world should

be called a “protein world”, given that non-amino acid molecules like catalytic

RNAs, metal ions and organic cofactors still contribute crucially to the essential

catalytic reactions we observe now.
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Although developing computational approaches to investigate these topics fur-

ther are difficult to design (due to lack of phylogenetic information from the RNA

world), the topic is hugely fascinating. One potentially interesting project would

be to estimate the relative ages of the cofactors, i.e. the relative time point at

which the genetic information to synthesise it became available in an organism’s

genome. Because the biosynthesis of some cofactors depends on enzymes using

other cofactors, one could make a “dependency map” of these biosynthetic rela-

tionships, using the manually curated biosynthesis information in the CoFactor

database as a starting point. The degree of centrality in the metabolic network

of the enzyme reactions catalysed by each cofactor, combined with the know-

ledge about the functional profile overlaps between the cofactors, could give an

estimate of the functional uniqueness and metabolic importance of the cofactor,

which may also be an indicator for its relative age. However these ideas are highly

speculative.

In general, this project has shown (as many have before) that classification

in biology is tricky and sometimes subjective. For the human brain, classifying

objects into manageable categories is useful in order to simplify the complex

relationships between a plethora of objects in the world. Biology, however, is

different. It has evolved from a set of molecules, which arose from the elements

and conditions on an early Earth. The only constraints in evolution were the

availability of the elements and molecules, and their usefulness for self-replicating

organisms. Cofactors do not fit easily into the current way of classifying molecules

of biological relevance. They are not storing information like DNA does and they

are not transferring information like mRNA does. They do transfer chemical

moieties, from single electrons to whole portions of molecules, and they do take

part in catalysis, like proteins do. In this work it has been shown that although

biology and biochemistry is complex, classification is possible and often useful.

Although defining what a cofactor is exactly may still be subjective in some

cases, the author (along with many other scientists) has found it useful to look at

organic cofactors as a category of molecules, namely as one of the three entities

in enzyme catalysis.

One of the main objectives of this work was to formalise and organise the

knowledge about organic enzyme cofactors as one of these three biocatalytic enti-
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ties. The findings in this thesis and the CoFactor database achieve this. CoFactor

complements the knowledge about the other two biocatalytic entities, namely ca-

talytic amino acids (MACiE database) and metal ions (Metal MACiE database).

These three resources together offer easy access to insights about many aspects

of the catalytic mechanisms of enzymes.
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Appendix A

Additional figures

Figure A.1: Correlation matrix of the metabolite PCA (see section 4.1.4) from

the metabolite data set (described in section 2.2.1.2)
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Figure A.2: Loadings of the metabolite PCA (see section 4.1.4) from the metabolite data set (described in section

2.2.1.2)
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Figure A.3: Biplot of the metabolite PCA (see section 4.1.4) on the metabolite

data set (described in section 2.2.1.2)
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